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I NTRODUCT ION

***

This is a report of the discussions_and_studies_carried o.

enrolled in a yeaonn economics curriculum seminar (a spec

'

by students
'con 196

-EoUrsel'at-San Jose State Coller:e during 1967-68. The seminar Has organized
to study73Wd-iiike-reed-Mandations to the Economics Department abouf-hanglng
thecontentj.nd Tachjna of thci
o4-E-Conomics Courses (Econ.IA-13).
Thirteen students, masters candidaies-teaching assistants or senior majors,
enrolled in the course; three of these students dropped out after the first
semester and three other students took their place.

The project was financed in part through a grant to the San Jose State
College Economics Education Center from the Joint Council on Economics Education. The Joint Council awarded the Center the year arant to carry out this
investigation as well as to experiment with the effectiveness, at the college
level, of the ECON 12 curriculum, a new high school economics course developed
at San Jose State and in Contra Costa County schools.
A report of this latter
activity will be made separately.
The remainder of this introduction chronicles the seminar activities from
September, 1967 to June, 1968 to.give the reader some understanding of how the
seminar operated, but also to show how ideas for change developed and changed
during the year.
The main body of the report includes eight of the student papers written
during the year, chosen because they fit together into a fairly comprehensive
study of the principles course. The papers include four empirical investigations of instruction in the principles courses at San Jose State, two analyses
of the value and content of principles texts and programmed instruction and two
papers critiquing the content selection of the principles of economics (and in
the economics discipline). Unfortunately, three other papers, which would have
been important additions to the series, were unavailable at the time of publication.
These included papers by Richard Wade and Evan Foster on content selection and teaching strategy and e review of the literature on innovative principles courses by i'd11 Dailey.

The final section of this report reprints general recommendations submitted
by three students at the end of the year; it also includes my reflections about
the students' recommendations and about the course.
We hope that our reader:, find a variety and an anundance of useful informatin, but even more important, we hope this report sparks debate and action
within the d-.p artTent.

The First Semester
The seminar was an experiment in two ways.
First, the objective was to
complete a useful job for the Cepartment, so that seminar members had to
become product oriented; they had to learn things which would permit them to
complete the study. Secondly, the course was organized as an inquiry seminar
where students were responsible for creating and carrying cut the study.
As
the instructor
tried to set up conditions which would encourace or require
them to start to inquire c.. their own about the nature of teachina and learning
in the principles course--to organize scientific investigations of their own
choosing and design. This meant abdication of the usual instructor functions
of structuring and orcanizina seminar activities and grading students. After
announcing the original course purpose and answering questions about it (most
wanted from them),
of which tested me to find out what
impcsed as little
There was no course green sheet or bibliography; there
structure as possible.
were no examinations and no reauired assignments; tha group as a whole decided
to let me determine trades after they failed to come up with a solution and
decided on A's, B's or incompletes.
I

I

I

did provide what
considered to be some necessary focus and organizing ideas through a series of initial assignments. For instance, students
were asked to draw from their own experience to write a short critique of the
In another such paper they were asked to write about the
principles course.
nature of economics and these statements were the basis for class discussion.
Also, early in the course
assigned students Jerry Bruner's Process of Education and asked them to write a page discussing the ideas presented by Bruner
which seemed most useful in designing an economics principles course. About
two weeks after the beeinning of the course
lectured on J. Richard Suchman's
learning-thinkina model, a cybernetic system model of the learning process
which provided students with a common vocabulary and system for talking about
(This model will be described in one of the papers.)
thinkin:I.
In addition
brought books to class on the nature of economics and on educational theory
and suggested that they all look over the hooks on reserve for the course in
the library.
I

I

I

I

I

For most of the first semester the seminar class
was devoted to student discussion and arguments, interviews with members of the faculty and
infrequent, imeromptu lectures by me on educational theory. The discussions
were mainly about course content, for the seminar members' first concerns about
course adequacy centered around the nature of what was taught--the relevance
The students, all
of the subject matter to students enrolled in the course.
of them, were convinced that the courses are weak and that the fault lay with
This led students in various directions.
the choice of subicet matter.
Fred Smith starteJ en3lyzing content end content organization of the available
principles texts. John Ammon, Jei Shin end Vince Wright started interviewing
a)out their ;does for changes in content and °riches's. Richard
faculty
Wade, Ise° Kebashi anc John Stock decided to devise a student attitude questionnaire.
v

The seminar discussions, debates and probes into the nature Of economics,
whle often exciting, even mind blowing, caused many of us a good deal of
However, several seminar members began to offer
anxiety and frustration.
interesting ideas, and in some cases these ideas grew into articulate programs
for revamping the principles course. Tim Gray and Carolyn Aheri make their
statements in papers included in this series. The ideas developed by Richard
Wade and Evan Foster were also important contributions and since their papers
are not included here,
will summarize their class presentations below.
I

In addition, several seminar members--Isao Kobashi, Mike McCallum, Jai
Shin and Vince ('!right--played with organizing the principles course around the
theme of economic development and wrote papers suggesting ideas or strategies
for developing such a course. For the sake of brevity
will not summarize
their work; however, their efforts
and interests are noteworthy. Finally,
Fred Smith wrote two interesting papers summarizing ideas he found in the literature on ologipoly theory which might prove more useful than the usual,
inadequate treatment of this market form in the typical IB course.
I

Richard 'dada's Suggested Course Organization. Early
the first semester Rich talked about the relation between science and ideology in economics.
Evidently, this was an interest stemming from his doctrines course and readings of Joan Robinson. Recognizing that historically even economists have
been involved in both the scientific and philosophic aspects of economics, his
hunch was that economics could be made mere relevant to students if the course
related the science of economics to economic philosophy.
Students should
study the formation of societal goals, seeing how they relate to differing conceptions of the nature of man. They should then study the extent to which the
economy of a particular society functions to achieve the goals stated in the
country's political rhetoric.

By the end of the semester Rich had developed these ideas into a suggested
course organization. Following Bouldinq's suggestion fin Principles of Economic
Policy, Prentice-Hall, 1958), Wade asserted that the "principles of economics"
are embedded in the normative goals which society constructs.
These normative
goals provide a link be+ween the social system and economics because the function of the science of economics is to achieve the goals laid out by society.
Given this point of
to combine normative and
economic value system by
with economic philosophy

view about the discipline, the course goal should be
positive economics to help students develop a personal
permitting them to integrate the science of economics
(ideology).

Economics as a science studies how a society organizes to use scarce
resources to satisfy humen wants.
The science deals with economic oreanization
It studies how so that it can preand decision !lakino in different societies.
An economic phileTmhy or ideology defines an ideal value systsm or set
dict.
of goals which society should be orlonized to achieve. The ideology usually
includes prescriptions about thr:: ideal formof economic organizationone which

will produce those goals.
It also criticu,s existing societies
ideologies, using it's own valu3 system as a basis of analysis.

opposing

Thus, course "emphasis should be on why we as a nation or as individuals
pursue certain economic goals as well as how we pursue them."
Wade suggested the following course organization:
I. Discuss philosophy and science (economics in particular) to make
clear their interrelations and their distinctions.
a. what science is, its value and limitations
b. the Lse of philosophy in determining our goals--the concept of
a personal philosophy
c. the similarit of analytic techniques used in philosophic reasoning and scientific reasoning- -they both '.guild and analyze models.
2. Discuss the system of values that American Society promotes:
freedom,
justice, progress, stability
a. alternative policies and noels
b. study alternative economic systems with emphasis on differences in
value systems; identify the stated coals and compare perforrance
with goals

3. Instruct students in economics methodology
a. use of mathematical analysis in economicsformulas, identities,
graphs, etc.
b. tools of theoretical analysis
c. developing and testinn hypotheses--functional relations, statistical
lestinn, etc.
d. measurement in economicsestimating annregates, etc.
4. Describe the U.S. economy, using tools of economic science.
Exactly what is included could be left up to the discretion of the
instrictor, but ttl content should be realistic and conterporary.

5. Reexamine the noels in section 2 in relation to what students now
know about the operation of the U.S. economy. Students should test
the consistency of ends with means.
To what extent does the American
Economic system operate in accordance with the coals of our political
rhetoric?
a. study contemporary performance of our economy in achieving our
goals
b. extend analysis or predictions to the future
Rich's final thinking about course ornanization appears in the final :onelusions section of this report.
Evan Foster on Economics andthci Princioles rnurse.
Evan's solution to
creatinn a relevant economic: course was to rela'D economics to the broad
view of life and the universe - -to find the relation tetween econoHcs and
time, snace and energy -to show thF; ircortance of economics in the bit picture.
He claimed that the economics nrinciples
irrlev:Int to students fecause
the perspertive niven in the cour.3-7; is not ma-ro enoulh.
Econorics, as currently taudht, does not descri50 tE:.mcrai or spacial differences in economic organization and it Goes not slur m how ccc.noni: oflahizatioh is pp:rt of the ,yhol7, of
human existence.
Thus, because VI:: structure of ?conomics is too specific

vi

it becomes useless information for the student--the principles don't fit
into what students already know or want to know.

Evan argued that because there is a basic similarity among all thins,
we need to try to apply one structure of kno.fledge to all things.
In particular, we should try to use a more generally valid conceptual structure in
economics. Evan summarized his arguments this way:
"there is a basic similarity among all things
all have a common origin because in the ultimate analysis
everything is made up of atomic energy, i.e. matter and/or
energy comprise the totality of man's world
matter and energy combine to form systems
every system is made up of smaller systems and every system
is part of a larger system
the system is in a state of dynamic equilibrium:
as long as
any part within the system is changing, nothing else remains
static (permanent, perpetual),

it is impossible to change part without also changing the
whole
as long as change exists anywhere within the system the
various sub-systems will be changing, each growing only
at the expense of otners in the system, each system evolves
on its own ecological pathway toward its eventual perpetuation or extinction
with the above organizers we can now define Ecoromics as:
the study of the ecological perpetuation of humanoids."
From an ecological point of view, the success of any form of social organization depends on the extent to which there is a mutual advantage between
the organized structure of society and the individuals in the society. Social
systems are in a constant state of change, caused by cnanoes in subsystems and
the resulting changes in mutual advantage.
Recording the principles course, Evan made recoLmendations epout the
course which could be introoucd at the time that the school adots tne cuarter
He sugnesl-ed a first quarter introduc'bry course precedino the PA an:2
1B sequence to make students conscious of the large ;cope of eco-.-pmics. The
course should he student oriented, it should provide an overview 4flicn is
immediately useful to stucients and at the sae time build in the-i an aopreciaflop of the discipline.
Students should see tho app icability of the economics
frame of reference to life in nnnoral and 'to social rrobInms of tne present and
future crowded cities, autompation, population, adjustment to leisure.
system.

vii

The course should get students to look at the future, to plan for it and
to gain e knowiedge base of organizers which will be useful in it. This means
getting down to the underlying logic of economics. ';e, should be training people
to acquire skills to solve the problems of the future--to maximize human satisAlready, and even more so in the future, we need problem solvers, not
faction.
rote learners. We should be training systems designers, social systems designers.
Economists are better equipped to move into this field than otner social
scientiets because we already have the oraanizers which can be adapted and
Thus, the course should give the big picture
expanded to do systems analyai
of economic planning and then should get students involved in learning hoer.
Hopefully, such a course would interest bright students in becoming economists.
.

The Second Semester
The second semester saw the seminar members settle down to completing a
fairly comprehensive study of the principles course.
We spent a few (reeks at
the beginning of the semester hearing progress reports and trying tc develop
a IA-IB course organization which would satisfy the group. This latter project
failed and the seminar members turned to work on their cwn projects. Shirley
Kress joined us as an added staff member to help supervise student research and
writing. We met once a week as a group to discuss any problems encountered by
a member of the group, but regular cl-Jsses were not held until the last three
weeks of class when seminar members presented their linal papers to the seminar.
The final assignment was a short paper recommending changes in the principles
course.
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STUDENT REPORTS

A SURVEY OF FACULTY ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES
RELATED TO TEACHING THE "PRINCIPLES" COURSE
AT SA:1 JOSE `_'''ATE COLLEGE

By

John Ammon
Jai Shin
Vincent Wright

I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to analyze the opinions and attitudes of
San Jose State College economics professors on the subject matter and
course organization of economic principles courses at San :ose State
This study was originally undertaken because we felt that both
College.
faculty members and students are dissatisfied with the current organization of these courses. We developed an interview schedule and a separate
questionnaire around a series of questions designed to identify the major
problems and possible ways of improving the effectiveness of the IA and
IB courses.

The results of this study should assist ECON 196 curriculum classes
in the development of a new economic principles course, which will be
more directly related to real economic issues and will thereby be more
challenging and interesting to both students and faculty members.
We would like to express our appreciation to those faculty members
who helped to make this report possible.

II

PROCEDURES

We interviewed seventeen of the nineteen professors who teach economics
IA and IB.

T. Mings

I.

K. Blackerby

2.

O. Broyles

10.

J. O'Connor

3.

D. Garnel

II.

J. Roche

4.

E. Inwood

12.

M. Primack

5.

C. Gallagher

13.

M. Snowbarger

6.

S. Kress

14.

A. SolganIck

7.

W. Johnson

15.

S. Stoner

8.

M. Lee

16.

S. Van Atte

9.

17.

S. Wiggins

We asked each of these professors the same questions and then clasqifled their answers on the basis of majority and minority opinions. These
questions were as follows:
I.

Do you think the present subject matter of the principles courses
If not, please explain why.
are well structured to teach?

2.

Do you favor redesigning the economic principles course?

If so,

how?
3.

Do you think the economic theory presented in the course is relevant?

4.

Can you tell us why economics is not attractive to college students?

5.

What do you think students should learn from an economics principles
course?

6.

Which textbook is most suitable for an economics IA and IB course?

7.

What other assionments besides text reading do you give?
any outside writing assignments to students?

8.

Should we have different types of courses for different types of
major And nonr-ajor)
(i.e.
students?

9.

How do you feel about pronrammed instruction?
experience with programmed instruction?
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Do you give

Have you had any

10.

What is your view concerning exams and grades? What types of
exams do you give?
(i.e. true-false, multiple choice, etc.)
How often do you give these exams? Why do you give these exams?

H.

May we have an outline of your course, mid-terms you present to
your class and a copy of your final exams?

The interviews themselves ran from thirty minutes to one and one-half
hours in length, with the exception of two professors. The interviews of
these two professors were interrupted because they had to give lectures.
This, along with other problems (specifically the problem of scheduling
interviews) presented a certain amount of difficulty which had to be worked
out by the three Interviewers.
In reference to the first problem, the solution was found by continuing the interview of the professor at a later date.
The interviews were conducted by John Ammon, Jai Shin and Vincent Wright.
In some cases, all three of us interviewed a professor; in other cases only
one or two of us conducted the interview. We recorded the professors responses
by taking notes as accurately as possible. Following the interview, we compared
notes to check each other's accuracy.
We then listed each professor's main
points.

The summary of these interviews revealed the need for more information
and we followed up the interviews with a questionnaire which each professor
in the department was asked to complete.
(See Section V for a copy of that
questionnaire.) The purpose of this set of questions was to get complete
Information on some questions and to probe some of the previous responses of
professors in greater detail.
Results of the auestionnaires were compared
with the earlier interview responses.
Some of the answers contained in the
questionnaires conflicted with the replies of the interviews.
The remainder of the report is organized in the following way.
The next
two sections summarize the interviews, namely, the first six questions and
Responses to the other questions are not given because most
question ten.
faculty members did not answer them.
The primary reason for this was the
limitation of time.
The final three sections summarize the responses to questions contained in the questionnaire and compare the interview and questionnaire responses.
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III

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS FROM THE INTERVIEWS

Our analysis of the responses by economics professors when questioned
about the organization of economic principles courses as they are generally
taught today revealed basic trends of thought which should prove useful In
the design and d9velopment of a new economic principles course.
Five important ideas tended to manifest themselves repeatedly and a
brief summary of each is presented below.
We found that most of the professors interviewed emphatically
stressed the idea of the need to improve economic principles courses.
However, at the same time, we found them unable to give us complete answers
about how to organize a new course. Many of these professors reported
experimenting by simply rearranging the material. That is, each professor
tends to introduce that material which he feels is important and deemphasizes the material which he feels less important; in addition, they tend to
alternate the order in which they introduce that material from one semester
to the next.
I.

We must emphasize that we fount: only two out of seventeen professors
who expressed the idea of developing "neutral scientific models" which would
enable the students to analyze any economic system and draw his own conclusions. What we did find was the tendency, whether conscious or unconscious,
of the professors to guide his or her students according to a certain econoThis is tantamount to indocmic ideology along a certain path of analysis.
trinating the students either along bourgeoisie (neoclassical) lines of
thinking, or revolutionary (Marxist) lines of thinking, primarily the former.

We discovered prevailing lines of thought on how the economic
2.
We found that most
principles course should be presented to the students.
professors teach the course as a technical introduction to economic analysis.
This approach involves the presentation of mathematical economic theory. The
students of Dr. Wiggins' !96 class feel that perhaps this is one of the major
problems of economics as it is taught today. Many professors also expressed
thiF opinion. We have found all too often that students feel economics is
The result is that the student is at a loss
too mathematical, too technical.
to explain how economics relates to reality.
The second method of presentation is the insTitutional approach. The
institutional approach involves a study of corroration and government roles
in our society and the economic effect of these two factors on different
segment- of our society as well as other societies. We found that a majority
of professors favor the iniedration of more institutionalism into the IA and
Our experience is that students favor this
!B economic principle courses.
approach over the technical approach because they can relate the subject
matter of economics to the rral world. This approach permits an analysis of
issues and problems and hence seems relevant from the student's point of view.

-4-

Fifty per cent of the economics faculty feel changes in course
3.
organization and/or emphasis are not as important as changes in teaching
techniques. One professor stated, "Teaching techniques are at fault."
This professor sail, "Very few principles teacher:, are good teachers" and,
"They don't know how to get (their) material across." We were amazed that
eight of the economics professors interviewed expressed this opinion about
their fellow colleagues.'
We also discovered that only four economics professors have had experience in the use of programmed instruction material.
Perhaps a further
analysis of this method of teaching by the economics faculty will offer some
solution to the problem of developing new teaching techniques.
4.
Most of the profes,.ors interviewed expressed the opinion that economics is not attractive to 611ege students. Two explanations were offered
for this student attitude:
fl) Economics is technical and mathematical in
character.
The students are required to think in highly analytical terms.
Thus, the subject matter is very difticult to comprehend, with the result
that the majority of students taking IA and IB courses find it too complex.
(2) The second explanation stressed that, "The student who continues in
economics must face the realization that a B.A. Degree in economics will be
of little help in finding a job."

Our fifth major conclusion is that all economics professors agreed
that the course should prepare students to apply the tools of economics in
effectively analyzing the causes and effects of current social problems and
issues and to develop possible alternative solutions for such problems.
However, faculty members generally agreed that the traditional principles
courses do not teach this.
5.

Perhaps a practical solution to this problem lies in training economics
professors in formal educational methods.
On the other hand, many professors argued, possibly in defense of thier
own position, that the quality of students entering economics is not up to par.
-5-

IV

INTERVIEW RESPONSES TO OUESTlONS ON THE CONTENT AND VALUE
OF PRINCIPLES COURSES

The opinions expressed by faculty members' varied widely, reflecting
independent courses of action by each professor within the department.
The questions presented to the professors and the answers to these questions are summarized below.
Summary of Responses to Questions
I.

2.

I

and 2

Do you think the present subject matter of the economic principles
course is well structured to teach?
If not, please explain why.
Do you favor redesigning the economic principles course?

If so,

how?

We combined the answers to these two questions because they refer to
Ihi same general subject and, thus, are related and because professors
often answered both questions in response to the first one.
Majority Opinion.
Eleven out of seventeen or 65% of the respondents
shared the opinion that economics principles courses are not .cell structured.
These instructors think there iS an urgent need for improvement.
The summary
below describes the faculty members' analyses of the problems involved and
suggestions for improvement and revision.
Nine o' the eleven professors felt that there should be more integration
of institutional analysis (role of corporations, government, etc.) into the
IA and IB courses. Here are some of the comments:
-- "Most American economics textbooks teach that there immutable principles which persist through time. Hence, economics is
taught in the form of the capitalist system. This is wrong.
There is nothing wrong with teaching the principles of capitalism, but rather we should try to introduce the student to all
economic systems.".
"The capitalist economic system is treated
as if it came out of nowhere.".
."We should ask, how was it that
it came about and why." He elaborated on this question by saying
that the courses today, "inadequately describe how the system
works.
they do not know where the sources of power are.
they
do not deal with the main classes in society and how output is distributed." As a consequence, economics fails to, "deal with the
problems and issues. Econo-lics should deal with racism, poverty
and the causes of poverty.
It also should deal with imperialisr."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

--"I would structure the introduction of economic theory from the
institutional point of view, i.e. accordin:: to what is goind on in
society.".
"Traditional theory is in chaos because the theory
does not analyze institutional factors such as government roles and
.

.

-6-

the behavior of large corporations.
Traditional economics does
not handle the theory of poverty, which might be the most important contemporary question."
--"I prefer more institutional analysis.
Restricting yourself
model building does not interest the student."

Two out of eleven professors opposed intearating institutional study
with economic theory. They prefer a technical rather than an institutional
approach.
--"I would minimize the factual and institutional atructure.
would minimize national income accounting and leave out discussions of labor unions."
I

--"There is a lot to be said for the studying of the functioning of various institutional factors.
People want to know what
is going on now.
This is wrong."
--"Before you treat economics as a social science, you should
know the tools of analysis."
Minority Opinion. Three professors felt that nothing was wrong with
the structured material of an economics principles course. However, eight
out of seventeen or 47% of the professors interviewed expressed the opinion that the method of presentation is the key problem.

One professor 121t that the reason for faulty teaching techniques here
at San Jose State is because,
--"Those who teach IA feel that it is beneath them". . ,"because
this is the prevailing attitude in the craduate schools attended
by the faculty, and because professors want to talk on the level
of their peers." This professor suggested that the above problem might be corrected by offering, "some kind of reward to the

principles course intrucrs and smaller classes."
Although the students in Dr. Wiggins' class feel that most professors
who teach economics have a difficult time getting their subject matter
across, possibly because of lack of formal training in educational methods,
many professors argued that the quality of the stu,:ents in the economics
courses creates the problem. Many feel that students should have some
type of economics background before they enter a IA or iB economic principles course.
One comment in reference to this argument was,
--"the real problem is to get qualified students who will participate and who will compete."

-7-

One other comment was,
- -students are not autonomous thinkers.
but do not use them."

.

.

they have brains,

Important Supplementary Opinions. One professor stated,
7:11business is the basis of our culture, and since it is business that produces the wealth, economics should be presented
within the realm of the business field."
However, two professors disagreed with this view and one stated,

"economics should not be taught as a part of the business
field."
These two professors felt that too much emphasis is placed on using economic analysis to help businesses make more profit and not enough emphasis is
placed on studying man's social relationships.

The responses to these two euestions reveal that all professors present
economics IA or IB according to their own interests and ideals.
One professor
expressed This by saying,
-"the course should be organized according to the dictates of the
professor."
The result is that some professors use an historical approach, some a comparative systems approach, some a cultural or social approach.
Post teach a
theoretical or mathematical principles course along traditional lines. Almost
all professors eventually concentrate on teaching the principles of economics
theory as they interpret these principles.

Summary of Responses to Question 3
Do you think the present economic theory presented in these courses
is relevant?

Seventeen or I00% of the professors interviewed expressed the opinion that
economic theory is relevant in the sense that it is, "internally consistent."
(i.e. economic models are logical descriptions of markets or of a particular
Five of these professors agreed with this statement,
system.)
- -"the pure competitive theory can be utilized as a criteria for
measuring' actual economic performance."
One professor's comments were,
- -"( teach the perfectly competitive model so as to enable students
to understand the imperfect model.
Pure competition does not exist,
but
discuss it in order to compare it with what does exist,
imperfect corTesition."
Another professor said,
--"Relevancy exists.
in so far as pure theory is used.
as a
means to measure relative performance of real markets."
I

.

.

.

.

All professors stressed the idea that although the theory is relevant in
the sense of being internally consistent, too much emphasis is placed on pure
competition and not enough time is spent on oligopoly and monopoly. The
theory, purely competitive, for the most part, doesn't describe reality.
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From another point of view, one professor stated,
- -"there is too much emphasis on the technical analysis of capitalism and not enough emphasis on the cultural analysis of
capitalism."
Another professor felt that,
- -"the theory is supposed to reflect reality, but it is unrecognizable.
even/thing is controversial.
hvw can you prove
everything!"
He also said,
- - "economics is for problem solving.
if you d n't get into
social problems, what good is its"
.

.

.

.

.

.

One professor remarked,
- -"the students should aain some concept and understanding of
the nature of our society.
Traditional courses don't teach
Economics should be problem oriented."
this.
Another professor commented,
- -"economics should deal with theory but the theory should be
utilized to explain how the system works.
it should deal
with the problems and issues.
then we should deal with ..
policy.
(i.e., how to solve these problems.)"
One professor thought,
--"More attention should be paid to oligopoly.
Students should
see the reality of imperfect competition."
.

.

.

.

Summary of Responses to Ouestion 4
Can you tell us why economics is not attractive to college students?
Majority Opinion.
Ten out of seventeen or 60% of the professors interviewed explained student attitudes as a response to the highly technical
and mathematical character of economics as presently practiced and taught.
The students are not geared toward or capable of thinking in such highly anaConsequently, the student feels that the theory is highly
lytic terms.
Hence, the subject matter is very difficult to
abstract and of no relevance.
compret.end, with the result that the majority of students taking a IA or IB
course fail to continue in economics.

These comments are typical:
it is too abstract.
some majors
--"economics is too technical.
don't have the ability to stand the rigors of the course."
.

.

.

.

--"People come into this field with a social science interest, but
soon find that economics consists of mathematics for which they are
not prepared."
- -"Economics is too difficult.
.
it is hard for students to think
students don't stay long enough to understand the
analytically.
relevance of the theory.'
.

.

.
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- -"Economics is too difficult because of the emphasis on
why, even 60% of the promathematics and statistics.
fessors can not read the professional journals of their
discipline."
.

.

Seven out of seventeen or 40% of the professors
Minority Opinion.
interviewed felt that economics principles course is not too technical and
Five out of sevenmathematical for most students' interests and abilities.
teen or 30% suggested that a partial solution to the claim that the course is
too technical might be found in offering a two-course system.
The principles
course could then be designed and offered.,to fit the particular needs of both
majors and nonmajors. One professor stated,
- -"there should probably be a two-track system in the princione for majors and one for nonmajors. An
ples course.
alternative would be to let majors go straight to the intermediate theory courses."
.

.

Important Supplementary Opinions. Nine out of seventeen professors or
53% felt that an economics IA or IB course is usually a cram course, an
attempt to teach the whole of economics in one year.
This is ridiculous and
obviously discourages the students. The following comments reflect this point
of view:
- -"the whole of economics is taught in one year."

--"I would like to explore more outside reading material, but
there is not enough time to become involved in this type of
we just have too much to cover or at least, we
reading.
try to cover too much."
.

.

--"We need more time spent on theory, time for preparation.
there is too much theory and not enough time is spent cn
problems."

.

--"The material in Samuelson's book is too difficult to cover in
a one-year course."
--"This time problem miaht be alleviated by giving students a
proper introduction to theory through prodrammed instruction."
He suggested that Bingham's programmed introduction to economic theory should
be used because,
--"it is easily understood by students."
He also suggested that,
--"most classroom work accompanying programmed instruction should
possibly follow an institutional approach rather than a technical
approach."
One response to question four was,
too much emphasis is
--"it takes an effort to learn concepts.
nobody gives a damn about the
placed on everything else.
we are the victims of confor-,ity.
the
students' reasoning. .
people who are capable of thinking usually get sick of this and
become revolutionaries."
.

.

.

.

.
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.

One professor expressed the viewpoint that,
--"the student who continues in economics must face the realization that a B.A. Degree in economics will be of little help
in finding a job as an economist."
The student must earn a Master's Degree before he can find any suitable
employment and even then, the pay scale for the expended education effort
involved is more than likely to be mediocre as compared to that of an
engineer, scientist, mathematician, etc.
Summary of Responses to Question 5
What do you think students should learn from an economics principles
course?

One hundred per cent of the professors interviewed expressed the view
that students should be able to apply the tools of economics in effectively
analyzing the causes and effects of current social problems and issues, and
be able to develop possible alternative solutions for such problems.
All
of this should give the student a better insight into the nature of the
society in which he lives and enable him to formulate and demand effective
\
policy
n solving these problems. Faculty members generally agreed that
tradit \onal economics principles courses do not accomplish this goal.
It
i

is not `cis problem oriented as it should be.

Here\is a sampling of faculty comments:
"students should be able tJ think about economic problems in a
rational manner.
incorporating certain economic tools to
.

.

accompgsh this."
- - "Students should gain a comprehensive understanding of the economic issues\of our time.
an understanding of the tools assists
in the anal,,sis of these issues."
.

.

- -"Students silould he able to understand monetary and fiscal policy
in order to be\able to read and understand the economic implications of news s\i:orics about economic policy."
- -"Students should, be able to grasp the handle on how the economy

onerntes, the faciTs which govern this so:lety, and the role that

went plays."
- -"The students should develop a concept and understanding of the
nature of this society, Traditional courses don't teach this.
Economics should be prolem oriented."

Summary of responses to Question 6
Which textbook is most suitable for an economics IA and IB course.?
Would you recommend any particular book for either course?

Thirteen of the seventeen professors interviewed
indicated that the
required textbooks adequately present the desired material.

But one professor criticized textbooks as,
--"a complete waste of time. .
none of them relate facts with
specific contextual problems.
the subject materials must not
just he theory and models.
it must provide a context for
.
students to work in."
Another professor remarked,
--"Samuelson's text is too riaorous for the introductory course
much of this material should be presented in appendix
.
.
form rather than in the body of the text.
this book is good
for upper division students or premajors."
But another stated that,
.

.

.

.

.

.

"Samuelson is not too bad."
It is interesting to note that fifteen of the seventeen professors do
require additional paperbacks for the course.

Summary of responses to question 10
What is your view concerning exams and grades? What types of exams
do you give?. (i.e. true-false, multiple choice, etc.) How often do
you give these exams? Why do you give these exams?.
Thirteen out of seventeen professors feel that most exams merely test
the student's ability to memorize and not his ability to solve problems.
Consequently, almost every professor we interviewed is striving to develop
examinations which will test the student's ability to apply the tools of
economics to problem solving. The results thus far have been disappointing
in many cases, however.
One view was,
--"exams don't test anything but the abilities of the student to
students are not in college to learn.
this is
memorize. .
because there is no common bond among the members of this society
everyone is out to make profits.
life in the United
States is meaningless."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

One professor suggested the idea of frequent tests.

He thought there

should be,

"regular and frequent pressure on the student so his study time
is used efficiently." This would, "provide instantaneous feedback to the student."
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V

THE FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

Analysis of the recorded results of our interviews with the principles
course faculty revealed the need for additional information. Accordingly,
we designed a questionnaire which was sent to each economics professor.
Fifteen of twenty professors who received the questionnaire replied, but
five either failed to answer or wer3 unable to answer certain questions. All
respondents, however, answered most of the questions.
A copy of the questionnaire follows.
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ECON 196
Mrs. Wiggins
Fall, 1967

QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE INSTRUCTION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF
ECONOMICS COURSE AT SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
This questionnaire is a follow-up to the recent interviews we conducted
We are now tryingto fill
with faculty members in the Economics Department.
in the details of current teaching practices in the department and we would
appreciate your cooperation in completing this questionnaire.
Please use the enclosed campus mHil envelope to return the completed
Try to return the completed
questionnaire to the Economics Education Center.
form by Friday, January 5. To help us keep track of responses, please put
your name in the, space provided below.
The information you have already
Thank you in advance for your help.
provided us, as well as this completed questionnaire, will be kept in strict
confidence. However, we will summarize all of this information in a report
to the department whith should be available by the beginning of the spring
semester.
John Ammon
Jai Shin
Vincent Wright

Date

Name

TEACHING MATERIALS
I.

Reaui red Te<tbooks

List the titles and authors of the required textbooks you are using thi:,
semester for HON 1A/IR.(Circle which courses you are currently teaching.
If you are teaching both courses, please complete a form for both courso_

Author

Title

paperback/hardhnr.
(circle one)
2.

paperback/hardbnc
(circle one)

3.

paperback/hardh-lc:
(circle one)

4.

paperback/hardbac.
(circle ono)
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2.

Stjpalementary Reading Assignments

Title

Authors or Editors

paperback/hardback
(circle one
paperback/hardback
(circle one)

I.

2.

3.

paperback / hardback

4.

paperback/hardback

(circle one)

3.

Workbooks
required/optional
(circle one)

4.

Programmed Instruction
required /optional
(circle one)

EXAMINATIONS
5.

Please describe the examinations (midterms and finals) you are using this
semester.

Number of midterms - per semester
(#)

Check the type of examination questions used:
true-false

essay (in class, closed book)

multiple choice

essay (in class, open book)

short answer

lake home

combination of above (in the space provided above also
indicate the per cent of your exams
which are usually made up of that
type of question)
6.

Please describe other quizzes or assignments used for grading students:
Number of quizzes

per semester

Describe type of questions:

Number of written assignments - per semester
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7.

Check what purposes these examinations, quizzes, and wrilten assignments
serve.

grading

to make sure students complete reading
to make sure students are able to work out assigned problems
or theoretical questions
as a learning device
other (specify)

GRADING
8.

Please check the following statements which describe accurately your
current grading system in ECON 1A/18.
1

grade on a curve.

Except for unusual classes,

I

give a certain number of D's and F's.

If students obtain specified levels of performance, they earn a
given grade, regardless of a class curve.
1

9.

grade strictly on the basis of test performance.

If not already described on your areen sheet, describe briefly the method
you use in arriving at the final course grade.
(Describe relative weight
of final versus other grades. Are aredes earned later in the semester
weighted more heavily than grades earned at the beginning of the semester?)
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10.

Check tho following statements which accurately describe your current
opinion about what role grades should play in ECON IA/IB.
Grades are necessary to evaluate student performance
Grades are a necessary motivation for students
Grades should be downgraded in importance, perhaps to a pass or
a fail system
Grades should be used as a reward or punishment
Frequent grading during the semester is necessary to inform students
of their knowledge of subject material

PROGRAWED INSTRUCTION
11.

List the characteristics of programmed instruction which differentiate
it from instruction centered around lectures, text reading and the use
of workbook or other problems.
a.
b.

c.
d.

12.

List the advantages and disadvantages of programmed instruction
Disadvantages

Advantages

13.

1

do/do not
favor using programmed instruction as a required/optional
(circle one)

assignment for ECON 1A/10.
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CHANGES iN THE ECON IA/18 SEQUENCE
The interviews revealed your interest in improving the principles courses and
some interesting suggestions for change.
We would like to get your reactions
to some frequently voiced objections and analyses of problems in teaching
these introductory courses.
For each of the following criticisms, state
whether you agree, disagree o are undecided about the truth of the statement.
Please comment on these statements.
I.

agree/disagree/
no comment

Students are inadequately.prepared.

2.

agree /disagree!

The course is to technical and, perhaps, too mathematical for most students' interests and abilities.

no comment

3.

agree/disagree/
no comment

There is too much emphasis on theory which is inadequately related to what we know about the institutional characteristics of the United States economy.

4.

agree/disagree/
no comment

There is too much emphasis on theory in the sense
that students spend most of their time learning it
and do not spend enough time learning how it applies
or how to apply it to important policy questions.

5.

agree/disagree/
no comment

There is too much emphasis on the technical analysis of
capitalism.

6.

agree/disagree/
no comment

There is no study of the evolution and long-run
development of American Capitalism and the relations
between the United States and other economies.

7.

agree/disagree/
no comment

Changes in course organization and/or emphasis are
not as important as changes in teaching techniques.
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VI

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO THE FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

This section contains a summary of the individual responses to the
faculty questionnaire. Some of these responses conflict with the
responses we recorded for those individual faculty members during the
This would seem to indicate a certain amount of indecision
interviews.
among the economics faculty about what should constitute the subiect
matter, methodological approach, and course organization of Economics IA
and 1B sequence.
Required Textbooks
Tables
and 2 list the required texts used in IA and 1B classes during the fall semester, 1967.
(Note faculty reliance on Samuelson and frequent use of paperbacks.)
1

Table
Textbooks Used in ECON IA, Fall, 1967
I

Author

Number of Prof.
Using Book

Title

Samuelson, P.A.

Economics:
An Introductory Analysis

9

Mc Connell, C.R.

Economics:
Principles,
Problems and Policies

3

Keiser

Economics:
and Policy

hardback

Analysis:
2
n

Stoner

Economics

Schultz, C.L.

National Income
Analysis

3

Heilbroner, R.L.

Understanding of
Macro-Economics

3

Wiggins &
Sperling

ECON 12

2

Kolko

Wealth and Power in
America

3

Samuelson,
Coleman, &
Skimore

Readings in
Economics

3

Galbraith, J.K.

Affluent Society

Friedman, M.

Capitalism and Freedom

Snider

Economic Myths and
Reality

U.S. Government
Printing Office

Economic Report of The
President,

Hardback or
Paperback

I

1967
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3

paperback

11

Table 2
Textbooks Used in ECON IS, Fall, 1967.

Author

Number of Prof.
Using Book

Title

Hardback or
Paperback

Samuelson

Economics, An Introduction

Samuelson,
Coleman,-and
Skimore

Readings in Economics

Mc Connell

Economics, Principles,
Problems and Policy

Watson

Price Theory in
Action

Ward

The Rich Nations and
Poor Nations

Kolko

Wealth and Power in
America

Hei/broner

Limits of American
Capitalism

Raillett and
Daulson

Introduction -t-) Micro-

Economics

Myrdal

Rich Land and Poor Land

Allen

Essential Mathematics for
Price Theory

'7

Domhoff

Who Rules America

11

U.S, Government
Printing Office

Economic Report of The
President, 1967'
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.3

hardback

2

paperback

I

hardback

I

paperback

1

1

It
I

.ts
I

11
1

11
1

Supplementary Materials

Only two of the fifteen professors who replied said that they
assigned supplementary reading. These reading materials are indicated in Table 3. However, ten professors listed paperbacks as
required reading, indicating a general desire for outside reading
as a supplement to the text.
Three of the fifteen professors who returned questionnaires,
said they used a workbook, and five reported using programmed instruction. These are listed in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 3
Supplementary Reading Assignments, Fall, 1967

Authors or Editors

Paperback or
Hardback

Title

Watson, D.S.

Price Theory in Action

Heilbroner, R.

The Making of a Economic Societ

Wall Street Journal

daily articles

newspaper

Schultze, C.

National

paperback

paperback

Income Analysis

Table 4
Workbook Used in Economics IA-18 Course, Fall, 1967
1

Author

Robinson

Bingham

Title

Number of Professors

Study Guide to Accompany
Samuelson

2

Workbook to Accompany Mc Connell

Table 5
Optional Proarammed Instruction Material Assigned, Fall, 1967

Title

Author

Attiyeh

Pacroeconomics:
Rook

Mc Connell

Economics:
Approach

Wiggins and
Sperling

ECON 12

Number of Professors
A Programm,2d

A Pronrammed

* These two professors also assigned Attiyeh, A Program Book:
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2

I

2*

Macroeconomics.

Examinations

Professors were requested to indicate the number of mid-terms
given their students during the fall semester of 1967. A summary of
their responses is presented in Table 6.
One professor gave 13 mid-terms. He reported that in his judgment the application of constant pressure on students forced the effiFurther, he commented that this technique procient use of their time.
vided constant feedback to students thus enabling them to better evaluate their positions. Final examinations are not counted in this summary.
Table 6
Number of IA Mid-term Examinations Each Professor
Gave, Fall, 1967

Number of Professors

Number of Midterms
(per semester)

13

4

2

3

4

2

5

6

One question asked faculty members to classify their examinations
according to the predominant type of question asked and a summary of
responses is presented in Table 7. Most professors gave either multiple choice or essay examinations.
Table 7
Types of Examinations in Economics 1A-1B, Fall, 1967

Number of Professors who
Used This Type of Exam

Type of
Examinntion

True-false

5

12

Multiple choice
Short answer

5

Combination of above

6

Essay (in class, closed book)
Essay (in class, open book)
Take home
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12

Quizzes and Written Assignments

Tables 8 and 9 summarize the number of quizzes and written assignments each professor gave. Most gave no quizzes and fourteen gave no
written assignments.
Table 8
Number of Quizzes and Written Assignments, Fall, 67
Number of Quizzes
(per semester)

Number of Professors

5

3
4

2

3

0

13

Table 9
Number of Written Assignments, Fall, 67

Number of Written Assign.
(per semester)

Number of Professors

4
3

2

2

3

0

14
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Current Grading Practices and Pole of Grades\
Tables 10 and II show an enumeration of %.urrent grading practices
by faculty members in the ECON 1A-IB sequence. \

Table 10
Grading Practices Employed by Economic:, Prof., Fall, 67

Number of Professors

Method of Grading

I

grade on a curve.

5

Except for unusual classes,
give
a certain number of D's and F's.
I

If students obtain specified levels of
performance, they earn a given grade,
regardless of a class curve.

7

grade strictly on the basis'of test
performance.

7

1

'Table II

Assigned Percentage Weight of Each Mid-term, Quiz
and Final in Arriving at Final Course Grade, Fall, 67

Midterm
(weight %)

Number of
Professors

Quizzes
(weight %)
20%

60% (2x30%)
50%

If

Number of
Professors

3

40%

"

1

33%

"

I

305

"

I

Final

(weight %)

Number of
Professors

40%

4

50%

3

60%

-

33%

I

33%

30%

Some of the professors did not give us specific data on this question,
nor did their green sheets offer a clear description of their policies.
However, some did comment as follows:
-- "Quality and nuantity of class participation can raise or lower a
grade (when) near the border line."

--"I don't punish students for not knowing something in the middle
of the semester that they may know at the end, and, to a lesser
degree, vice-versa.
don't grade mechanically, but rather by
I

intuition."
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The number of tests and their relative weights are determined
This semester two classes voted
by the students themselves.
for two mid-terms and a final, all to count equally.
One other
class voted for three mid-terms and a final, all to count equally."

Grading

Table 12 sets forth a summary of the responding professors' views concerning the rote of grades in the principles course. Fourteen of the fifteen professors felt grades were necessary to evaluate student performance.
Ten of the fifteen professors also replied that frequent grading during the
semester was necessary to inform students of their knowledge of subject
material.
Seven of the fifteen professors stated that grades were.necessary
to motivate students.
Table 12
Professors Opinions Concerning the Role that Grades
Should Play in ECON IA-1B, Fall, 67

Number of Professors
who agree with
this statement

Statement
Grades are necessary to evaluate student performance.

14

Grades are a necessary motivation for students.

7

Grades should be downgraded in importance, perhaps to
a pass or a fail system.

4

Grades should be used as a reward or punishment.

2

Frequent grading during the semester is necessary to
inform students of their knowledge of subject
material.

10

Programmed Instruction
Table 13 contains an enumeration of professors' opinions on programmed
instruction. :lost professors do not use programmed instruction as a method
of teachinn and eleven of the fifteen professors who responded to the questionnaire said they had not experienced the usage of programmed instruction.
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Instructors were asked to comment in the advantages and disadvantages
of programmed instruction. Under advantages they mentioned:
- -"Saves time."

- -"May be helpful for students in assisting' them to check their
progress."

"It assures thorough coverage of theory for every student even
though a lecture might be missed."
--"Students can work at a pace which is comfortable for them."
- - "When all students have about the same comprehension of theory,

it gives them the confidence necessary to inspire good class
discussion."

"It is a good way to provide careful instruction and at the same
time promote good practice habits among the students."
They cited such disadvantages as these:
--"It would be dividing the subject into too many small ..:hunks."

--"Rote learning."
--"May be tedious for the very good students who can get the
material from the text and lectures."
- - "It can be repetitious and dull."

--"It can not be used to teach everything."
--"I am doubtful
economics."

if programmed instruction could be adapted to

--"It's fragmentary with highly fallible items."
--"loo much emphasis is placed on technical items."
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Table 13
Opinions of Professors on Programmed Instruction
for Teaching Economics Theory, Fall, 67
Comment

Number of Professors

Like it and presently use it.

2

Like it, but presently don't use it.

Do favor using it as an option, but
do not use it presently.

3

Don't know about the programmed
instruction and presently don't use
it.

Changes in the ECON 1A-IB sequence
Analysis of responses to interview questions revealed some opinions
about the content of the basic course and some attitudes about the typical
principles student that seemed to be widely held by professors.
These
generalizations were of considerable interest, so a questionnaire was prepared and circulated in order to determine with the best possible precision,
the extent of faculty agreement with
each of these positions.
In this section we summarize these responses. Professors were asked
if they agreed or disagreed with seven statements, or had no
comment. rhey were asked to write additional comments. Some of these
comments are listed below after each statement.*
1.

Students are inadequately
prepared.

D

DISAGREE

AGREE
A, D, G,
N, 0

C, E, F,
J,

I,

NO COMMENT
B, H, K, M

L

--"Students are inadequately prepared for the traditional
theoretical approach to Economics IA/IB. This doesn't mean
they are not prepared to learn economics."
--"You must assist them when they enter the course. For a
person to agree to this (question) is to deny his own work."

G - --"They need an institutional course first."
A - --"We should give qualifying examinations first."

*

Each letter represents an individual professor, thus, the pattern of his
responses to the series of statements can be traced.
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2.

The course is too technical and,
perhaps, too mathematical for
most student's interests and
abilities.

AGREE
D, G, H,
K, N

NO COMMENT

DISAGREE
A,

El, C, E,

F,

I, J, L,

M, 0

G - --"I agree, the beginning course should be historical,
institutional and cultural."
B - - - "it easily can be, and good instructors reduce the automatic
peril response rather than embellish the manifestation of it."

N - "Too technical in the sense of being abstract.

The concepts

are not rooted in historical fact."
K - -- "There should probably be e two-track system in the principles
course.
one for pre-majors.
An alternative would be to let
majors go straight to the intermediate theory courses."
.

3.

4.

.

There is too much emphasis on
theory which is inadequately
related to what we know about
the institutional characteristics of the U.S. Ecoromy.

DISAGREE

AGREE
D, G, H,
J, K, N,

8, C, F,

NO COMMENT
A, E

1,

L

M, 0

K

--"Students should reaiize the free enterprise is not all
competitive."

N

--"Pure competition has nothing to do with actual monopoly
capitalism."

There is too much emphasis on
theory in the sense that students spend most of their time
learning it and do not spend
enough time learning how it
applies or how to apply it to
important policy questions..
K

AGREE

A, D, E,
H, J. K,
M, N, 0

DISAGREE
B, F, G,

NO COMMENT
C, L

I

feel the application to policy problems pro"In addition,
vides an incentive to the understanding of theory.
am not
sure in fact which comes first."
I

I

5.

There is too much emphasis on
the analysis of capitalism.

AGREE
G

DISAGREE
C, F,

1, K,

L, M, N, 0

NO COMMENT
A, B, D, E,
H, J

B - --"The analysis is often misdirected or prejudged with the
idea that, 'Capitalism is dead and it is only relevant to
history.'"

K - --"I would disagree that there is too much emphasis on the
cultural analysis of capitalism."
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A COMPARISON OF QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEW RESPONSES

VII

The interviews results and the questionnaire responses did not seem to
confirm each other in every case, so we undertook the development of a techTable 14 shows a comparison of our
nique for comparison of these results.
characterization of each professors' response to the interview and to the
questionnaire. This analysis revealed that many professors were undecided
Further,
about what should constitute the focus of the principles course.
they could not agree on the teaching strategies to be employed.
Table 14
ATTITUCES ABOUT COURSE ORIENTATION

Comparison of Interview and Questionnaire Responses
Each Letter
Symbolizes a
Specific Prof.

Questionnaire

Interview

F

Institutional

Technical

A

Institutional

Technical

Technical and Institutional

No Comment
Institutional

L

Technical and Institutional

Technical

B

Technical

Technical

K

Technical and Institutional

Technical and Institutional

R

Historical and Technical

No Comment

S

Institutional

No Comment

N

Historical and Institutional

Historical and Institutional

P

Institutional

No Comment

O

Technical and Institutional

Technical and Institutional

Technical

Technical

G

Historical and Institutional

Historical and Institutional

T

institutional

No Comment

E

Technical

Technical

H

Institutional and Technical

Institutional and Technical

1
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Three of the seventeen professors contradicted themselves when asked
whether Economics IA 1B should emphasize the technical or the institutional
approach. Six would not express their views in written form.
These facts
alone lead us to question the extent and quality of faculty efforts to
correct the shortcomings of the basic course which they were so ready to
describe to us in the interviews.
In the last analysis, one of the main
impediments to improving Econ. IA-1B may well be the inertia of the
economics faculty.
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AN ANALYSIS OF ECONOMICS IA FINAL EXAMINATIONS
By

James Pierce
Rodney Auyang
Robert Schaefer

1

INTRODUCTION

This study of Economics IA final examinations was undertaken to
determine the general performance required of students on completion
of the one-semester course. We originally intended to study both IA
and IB final examinations, but due to difficulties encountered in
obtaining copies of lB tests, we decided to restrict the study to the
IA course.

We received IA final examinations from twelve of the fifteen professors who have taught the course at San Jose State College within
the past two semesters.
Of the remaining three professors, one was
not on campus during the spring semester and two did not have copies
of their examinations available.
However, from our personal knowledge
of the testing habits of these three professors, we do not believe
that any one of them tests in such a different manner as to significantly
alter the results of the study.
In the interest of objectivity, each professor is referred to in
the study bya number, not necessarily corresponding to numbers used in
other studies completed for the economics curriculum seminar. The
examinations were analyzed with respect to subject matter and cognitive
skill requirements. Each question on each test was individually rated
by uniform procedures outlined in the text of this study. The numerical
ratings for the several nrofessors who submitted more than one of their
IA final examinations are an average of the results on the individual
tests. We hope the results will be valuable to the Economics Department
faculty members in attempting to judge the extent to which they judge
student performanr-4 in accordance with the objectives of their courses.

We would like to thank the professors who submitted tests for our
use and who assisted us in our interpretations.
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II

SUBJECT AREA ANALYSIS

PROCEDURE

Each question on each of the IA final examinations submitted was
classified into one or more of the subject area categories listed below.
I.

Basic Concepts (other than specific economic concepts)

2.

History of Economic Thought and Systems

3.

Resource Scarcity and Allocation

4.

Production Theory (specialization and returns to scale)

5.

Elementary Demand and Supply Analysis

6.

Money - Quality and Value

7.

Money - Quantity Theory

8.

Forms of Competition (monopolistic competition, oligopoly, etc.)

9.

Consumption Function (MPS, MPC, Multiplier)

10.

Savinns and Investment

II.

Circular Flow Model and General Equilibrium Analysis

12.

National Income Accounts (structure only)

13.

Government Restriction and Regulation

14.

Fiscal Policy

15.

Monetary Policy and Commercial Banking

16.

Economic Fluctuations (business cycles, price level)

17.

Business Organization and Finance

18.

Labor Economics

19.

International Economics

20.

Economic Growth and Development

21.

Economic Data

22.

Current Economic Literature

23.

Current Economic Problems (describe)

24.

Giber (describe)

Trade Theory
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These subject areas were constructed by establishing a separate
category for any subject which recurred frequently durina analysis of
several of the larger multiple-choice type examinations.
We then subjected all of the examinations to the resulting list including a
category 'Other(describe'
The problems encountered with the categories, mostly that of. redundancy, were then eliminated as much as possible by redefinition of the categories, and any subject which appeared
often in the 'other' category was added to the original list.
This procedure was repeated until we encountered no difficulty in clearly fitting
all questions into one or more subject area categories.
For each of the examinations we used the following procedure to
determine the percentage of the test devoted to each subject area:
A.

Determine the point worth of each question as follows:
I.

2.

3.

If it was stated on the examination or is a reasonable
assumption that each of the questions on the examination
is weighted equally in grading the test, then for our
rating each question is worth one point.
If it was stated on the examination that certain types of
questions are each worth a certain number of points, then
each question was weighted with the number of points stated
on the examination.

If it was stated on the examination that certain sections
are worth certain percentage700 of the test, for our weight
.

P

each question will be worth -NI points where P is the
staled percentage credit for the section in which the
question is contained and N is the number of questions in
that section.
B.

C.

Determine the number of points to be awarded to each subject area
category for each question as follows:
1.

If the question tests in only one of the subject area
categories listed, that category was given the point worth
of the question.

2.

If the question tests more than oni, of the subject area
cateaories listed, cap of the categories tested by the
points where P is the point worth
question was awarded
N
of the question and N is the number of subject areas tested
by the question.

Derive the percentage of the test devoted to each subject area
by dividing the total points given to each subject area by The
total points contained in the test.

We felt that an essay question which counted as a major part of the
examination and dealt with a few subject areas would alter the results of
the rating to such a degree as to distort the emphasis on the objective
portion.
In order to permit the analysis of objective sections apart from
the essay sections, the procedure described above was applied to each test
in total, and where the test Included both essay and objective questions,
each portion was rated as if it were a separate test.
RESULTS
Table
below summarizes the content analysis.
It lists the top ten
subject area categories used by the faculty ranked in the order of their
percentage score on the total test analysis for all the tests analyzed.
The table also shows percent of objective questions and percent of essay
questions devoted to each category. All other categories scored less than
5.0% in all three areas.
I

Table

I

Percentage of all Tests Devoted to the Top Ten Subject Areas

% Objective
Subject Area
Description

II.
15.
14.

9.

% of Total
Tests or Sections
Tests Devoted
Devoted to

to Categories

Circular Flow Axle' &
General Ecuil. Analysis
'onetary Policy
Commercial Banking
Fiscal Policy
Consumption Function

23.

Current Econ. Pro:)lems.

10.

Sayir,fls &nu Inve:it!-ont

16.

Econc,lic Fluctuations

(3usinoss Cycls_price Levkl)
4.

Pro;.:ction itvory

2.

Hisieri of Econ. 'nought
?.,

12.

Svstc,rns

Income Accts.
(Structure Only)

Category

% Essay Testsi
or Sections
Devoted to
Category

15.5%

18.3%

14.8
10.2
5.8
5.8
5.5

15.2

25.4

9.1

8.0
2.0
5.2

21.1
1.2

-9.9

4.9
4.5

4.9
3.2

6.0
5.3

4.3

2.7

5.3

3.9

4.5

1.4

5.1%

3.1

Nat innal

I

Der ved from c.,-;,-_,Iete data in Appendix
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I

j

CONCLUSIONS

Approximately 70 percent of the final examination emphasis was concentrated in the areas described in the general curse description given in
the San Jose State College Bulletin, 1967 - 68.
The remaining 30 percent
was divided fairly equally among many other general areas of Economics.
Approximately 40 percent of the emphasis was concentrated in the areas
of general equilibrium analysis, circular flow, monetary policy and fiscal
policy, areas which require general knowledge of many other basic econoric
and non-economic concepts.
These results show that the professors, in general, are requiring
knowledge concentrated in the subject areas given as the course objectives
and, in addition, require general knowledge in other areas of Economics.

III.

COGNITIVE SKILL ANALYSIS

PROCEDURE

Each question on each of the IA final examinations submitted was
placed in one of the cognitive skill areas listed below.
1.1

Knowledge of Specifics

1.3

Knowledge of Universals and Abstractions

2.0

Comprehension

3.0

Application

4.0

Analysis

5.0

Synthesis

6.0

Evaluation

This taxonomy of cognitive skills, including a much more detailed
breakdown, las developed by Benjamin S. Bloom in the Taxonomy of Educational
Although Bloom's taxonomy breaks down each of the above cateObjectives.
gories to indicate sub-areas of cognitive skills, we felt that an attempt
to use these sub-areas in our study would unnecessarily complicate the study

I

"IA, Macroeconomics: Theory of the determination of the level of
output. The bhavior of prices; monetary theory and institutions.
Economic Growth."
Government stabilization policies.
2

Bloom, Benjamin S., Taxonomy of Fducatio-.31 n-,jectives; Handbook I,
Ic)5o.
Cognitive Domain; Lonnmans, Green and Co.,
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and require a degree of interpretation inconsistent with our skills and
time.
We did break down the '1.0' category into two sub-areas because the
distinction between knowledge of specifics and of universals could be made with
with little difficulty and we felt that this distinction might prove interesting in analyzing test questions.

For the benefit of those readers not familiar with Bloom's taxonry,
the following explanations of the categories are taken from the book.
1.0

Knowledge-

Knowledge, as defined here, involves the recall of specifics and
universals, the recall of methods and processes, or the recall of a
pattern, structure or setting. For measurement purposes, the recall
'situation involves little more than bringing to mind the appropriate
material. Although some alteration of the material may be required, this
is a relatively minor part of the task; the knowledge objectives emphasize
most the psychological processes Of rcmembering.
1.

1.1

Knowledge of SpecificsThe recall of specific and isolable bits of information.

1.3

Knowledge of Universals and Absractions in a Fieid-

Knowledge of the major schemes and patterns by which phenomena and
These are the large structures, theories, and generideas are organized.
alizations which dominate a subject field or which are quite generally used
in studying phenomena or solving problems.
2.0

Comprehension-

This represents the lowest level of understanding.
It refers to a
type of understanding or apprehension such that the individual knows what
is being communicated and can make use of the material or idea being
communicated without necessarily relating it to other material or seeing
its fullest implications.
3.0

Application-

The use of abstractions in particular and concrete situations. The
abstractions may be in the form of general ideas, rules of procedures, or
generalized methods.
The abstractions may 2ISO be technical principles,
ideas, and theories which must be remembered and applied.
4.0

Analysis-

The breakdown of a communication into its constituent elements or parts
such that the relative hierarchy of ideas is made clear and/or the relations
between the ideas expressed are made explicit. Such analysis are intended
to clarify the communication, to indicate how the communication is organized,
and the way in which it manages to convey its effects, as well as its basis
and arrannement.

1

Ibid. panes 62-187.

For sample auestions in each area, see Appendix 111
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5.0

Synthesis-

The putting together of elements and parts so as to form a whole.
This involves the process of working with pieces, parts, elements, etc.,
and arranging and combining them in such a way as to constitute a pattern
or structure not clearly there before.
6,0

Evaluation-

Judgements about the value of material and methods for given purposes.
Quantitative and qualitative judgements about the extent to which material
and methods satisfy criteria. Use of a standard of appraisal. The criteria
may be those determined by the student of tr se which are given to him.
In contrast to the subject area analysis which we found quite easy to
work with after arriving at the final list of categories, the cor'nitive
skill analysis proved difficult and laden with problems of interp,etation.
We would like to briefly describe the more important problems encountered
in order to give the reader a feel for the distinctions made in using the
categories. Hopefully, this wil! answer the more obvious questions dealing
with our methods of rating the questions.
Objective questions (multiple choice and true-false) were fairly easy
to rate.
The only major problem arising in retina these questions was
deciding whether the exact information had already been given in the classroom or text assignments.
In this case, and assuming that the material is
easy to remember, then the question simply requires the student to reca!1
information and therefore would have to be placed in a knowledge category.
On the other hand, if an essential part of the information given or requested
in the question vas new to the student the question would involve a cognilive
process more difficult than mere recall and most likely would belong in the
comprehension category.
For example, consider the following question:
America is losing gold abroad.
cautious about:

This means that the Fed must be

a.

raising interest rates.

b.

lowering interest rates.

c.

raising the legal reserve requirements of the member banks.

d.

selling bonds through open market operations.

e.

none of the above.

The above question would be a 1.1 question if the correct answer had been
given in class; then the students are being tested on their memory. On the
other hand, if the answer had not been aiven in class, then the students
would have to reason out the answer and the question should be rated as 2.0.
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We attempted to be consistent by ruling that if there existed a large
number of possible examples from which the professor chose a few to
represent a situation, then the particular situation was probably new to
the student and should be rated as 2.0. Another example is the question:
Which of the following is not considered to be investment?
the piling up of inventories on a grocer's shelf
100 shares of AT&T by a retired businessman

b.

the purchase of

c.

the building of a nursery school

d.

construction of a steel factory

e.

the purchase of a drill press by the Ajax Manufacturing Co.

f.

construction of a suburban housing project

If the examples given comprised the major part of the possible examples
in the given situation, then there existed a good possibility the the
material could be easily memorized and the question should be rated as
1.1 or 1.2.

In an other example in the area of mathematical problem solving,
the possibility existed that the student might have memorized the correct
answer if the exact problem had been given in class, e.g. the question:
If the multiplier is 3, the marginal propensity to consume is equal to.
(a) 1/3, (b) 3,

(c) 2/3, (d)

1/2, (e) 30.

We chose to ignore this possibility and assumed that in all cases the student
was reauired to remember a process or formula and apply it to the given data.
The questions of this nature were rated as 3.0.
Essay questions gave us the greatest difficulty, and to some extent
The following statement from Bloom's
the difficulties are unresolved.
taxonomy should illustrate the problem.
"We recognize the difficulty of classifying essay questions.
The tendency is to place them in the syntheses category. For
example, if the student writes out his comprehension or analysis
or a -reading selection, does such a form of response constitute
If his essay involves analysis
synthesis as we have defined it?
in terms of underlying elements and the like, perhaps not, since
he has not come out with a product substantially different from
that which he is studying.
If we accept this point of view, then
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we would not regard every act of writing as an act of synthesis.
We .could assume that writing as such is primarily a skill in
expression, much of which represents the renie- berinc of ideas,
the interpretation of given materials, and the translation of
ideaS into writing."
The mere fact that'a student is required to write out a response
instead of placing a mark in an appropriate box does not necessarily mean
he Is performing a more difficult cognitive task. Since we considered
our judgement in this area to be only slightly short of guessing, where
an essay question did not merely ask for the restating of material, we
consulted the professor who gave the test question to determine the nature
of the response expected.
In the process of these consultations we encountered an additional
problem.
The possibility exists that a professor may ask a question in
which he expects the students to perform an analysis, synthesis, or
judgement. The student response, however, may be entirely one of comprehension.
In this event, we decided to rate the cuestion in the
expectation category on the basis that the objective of this study is
to analyze professors' expectations and not the probable conglomeration
of student response.
This area would, however, be an interesting one
for further study.

The procedure for calculating the percen+age of each examination that
tested in each cognitive skill area was that outlined previously for the
subject area analysis.
RESULTS

Table 2 summarizes the analysis of cognitive skill testing required
of students in the examinations analyzed. ?Fore complete information for
each faculty member is given in Appendix 1.
Table 2
Percent of all Tests Devoted to Each Coan'itive Skill Area
with Breakdowns for Objective and Essay r")uestionc
of Total
ests .fcf Ozjective
5 of Essay
Devoted to
Ouestions devoted Ouestions devoted
Cognitive Skill Area
Each Area
to each area
to each area

11 - Knowledle of Specifics
Knowledno of Universals
2.0 -- Comprc!flansion

3.-0 - AopTication
Analysis

4.0
5.0
6.0

Synthesis
Evaluation
1Bloom, Op.Cit., p.

7

22.2
26.6
14.7
0.0
3.8
1-.9

162.
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4

6

1-.3
IL.°

10.1

36.0
25.6
5.9
0.0
9.6
12.5

CONCLUSIONS

Approximately 53 percent of the final examination emphasis was on the
students' "psychological processes of remembering," 1.1 and 1.3-- knowledge
of specifics or of universals.
An additional 29 percent involved comprehension (2.0) which Bloom describes as "making use of material without
necessarily relating it to other material or seeing its fullest implications." Thirteen percent of the emphasis was on application (3.0), but
most of this was on mathematical prob!em solving by the use of formulae
which students might have been able to respond to from memory. Thus,
approximately 94 percent of the test emphasis was on cognitive processes
. which could not be considered to be of a hign order.
Although this is more apparent in the analysis of objective ouestions,
it is surprising that the results of the essay portions also show a
concentration of emphasis in the lower skill areas.
The Economics Department does not state objectives describing expected
general student performance levels of cognitive skills or of ability in
economic analysis upon completion of the IA course. Therefore, we can
draw no conclusions regarding the relation of our analysis to general
objectives of the IA course of study.
IV

AUTHORS' CO:VENTS

The natural extension of this study would be a comparison of our
results with the results of other studies done by the curriculum seminar,
particularly the study of faculty attitudes and practices by Ammon, Shin,
and Wright. As we have not seen their final results or discussed the
study with them at length we will not comment further at this time.
In addition to the other studies made by the members of the curriculum
seminar, we would like to bring the work by Benjamin S. Bloom, which was
cited previously, 'to the attention of the Economics Department faculty.
We feel it is an invaluable aid in test analysis and construction.
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APPENDIX II

Sample questions taken from Bloom's taxonomy to illustrate types of
questions belonging in different cognitive skill areas.

1.1

Knowledge of Specifics
About what proportion of the population of the United States is
living on farms?
a.

1.2

10%

b.

20%

35%

c.

d.

50%

e.

60%

Knowledge of Universals and Abstractions

Which of the following statements of the relationship between market
price and normal price is true?
a.

Over a short period of time, market price tends to equal normal
price.

b.

Over a long period of time, market price tends to equal normal
price.

.0

c.

Market price is usually lower than normal price.

d.

Over a long period of time, market price determines normal price.

Comprehension
Which of the following graphs best represents the demand schedule of
a typical commodity under competitive conditions?
b.

a.

d.

c.

P

P-

D

0
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3.0

Application
P

D2

In the diagram above the unbroken lines represent the original supply
and demand condition for each of the products listed below.
For each
product a change of conditions is specified which may cause a shift in
either or both of the original curves, such that the new point of intersection is at A, B, C, D, or E.
After the answer sheet number which preceeds each product, blacken
the Fetter space which designates the point of intersection of the curves
which apply to the new conditions.

Product
1.

Automobiles

New Conditions

New union agreements have practically
eliminated labor grievances. Those
who most urgently wanted new cars have
been supplied.

2.
3.

4.0

Analysis

Statement of facts: The following table represents the relationship
between the yearly income of certain families and the medical attention
they receive:
% of Family ;lemberswho Received No
Family Income
Medical Attention During the Year

Under $1,200
$1,200 to $3,000
$3,000 to 15,000
$5,000 to SI0,000
Over $10,000

47
40
33
24
14
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CONCLUSION
Members of families with small incomes are healthier than members
of families with large incomes.
Which one of the following assumptions would be necessary to justify
the conclusion?

5.0

a.

Wealthy families had more money to spend for medical Care.

b.

All members of families who needed medical attention received it.

c.

Many members of families with low incomes were not able to pay
their doctor bills.

d.

Members of families with low incomes often did not receive
medical attention.

Synthesis

Write a unified paper on some restricted aspects of the question of
the future of private property in America. The paper may be either an
argument in support of some form of ownership which you favor, or an attack
It must, however, observe the
upon some form which you oppose, or both.
following stipulations:
It must include a discussion of the moral bases and social effects...
It must relate your thesis to the arguments pro and con...
It must show some application of your theoretical position...
In form your paper must be an argument...

6.0

Judgement
Essay

I

"The idea of liberty

regulation of competitive
business enterprise.'
A.

Defend or attack the truth of the proposition above.
In doing
this, take into consideration specific conditiOns in the areas
of economic and political life in America from the Civil War to
the Present.

B.

Defend or attack the truth of the proposition.
In doing this,
make clear (i) what meaninn vou are nivinn to 'liberty" and
"requlation" (ii) the precise position you are takina in renard
to such problems as distribution of income, monopoly, the
effectiveness of a free market to regulate our economy, and
the possibilities of planning.
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Instructor

Content Analysis
Econ IA Final Exam

Total Na. of Questions

TOTAL

TOPIC

9

8

Basic Concepts (Other than s eciecon.)

1.9

History of Thought & Systems

4.3

Resource Scarcity & Allocation

1.8

Production Theory (Spec & Returns to Scale)

4.5

Elem. Demand & Supply Analysis

2.7

Money - Quality/Value

1.0

Money

.

Quantity Theory

1.6

Forms of Competition
4

Consumption Function (MPC, MPS, Mult)

5.8

6

Savings & Investment
Circular Flow Model & Gen. Eguil.
(Interaction, butt, Accelerator)

5.5

1

10

National Income Accts.

15.5

(structure only)

Gov't Restriction & Regulation

3.9
2.1

3

Fiscal Policy

10.2

2

Monetary Policy & Commercial Banking

14.8-

7

5

Econ Fluctuations (Infl. Bus. Cycles, Price level) 4.9
Business Organization & Finance

1.4

Labor [con

0.8

International Econ - Trade

3.2

Econ. Growth & Development

3.0

Current Econ. Data

1.1

Current Econ. Literature

1.4

Current Econ Problems (Specify):

5.8

Other (Specify):

3.4
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PRINCIP1S.S OF ECONOMICS:

STUDENT POPULATION DESCRIPTION AND STUDENT ATTITUDES
3y

Richard Wada
Isao Kobashi

I

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION

The need for this student auestionnaire arose from discussions
engaged in at the beginning of. the economics curriculum seminar project
(September 1967).
Curing these discussions students criticized much of
the contents of economics in the principles classes as uninteresting and
irrelevant.
We, being all students, recalled our principles classes vividly, and there was general agreement that much of the economics covered in
the core classes was dry and rally not necessary to an understanding of
the "principles" of economics.
With this in mind, we tried to see if we could measure student attitudes about the interest and the relevancy of the contents of the principles classes. We also elected to measure students' own appraisals of their
understanding of the subject matter
with the idea that it might prove
beneficial in our final analysis; e.g. the more interesting the subject
(or vice
matter
the better the understanding of the subject matter
versa).
Thus, the basic purpose of this student questionnaire survey is
to measure the student's opinions concerning the contents of the principles classes in regards to interest, applicability, and understanding.
We realize that the results will not provide final solutions; however
they should give the background and understanding necessary for a reconsideration and possible revision of the principles curriculum.
The justification for asking student opinion is twofold. The primary
need for considering student opinion stems from the learning process itself
which can be described in a thinkiTj-learning model developed by J. R.
Suchman, which we reproduce below.
The model presents thinking as a cybernetic system; that is, there is a circular flow of thinkin9 activity initiated by the individual in response to an encounter with the outside world.
Thinking and learning are renarded as the same thing -a circular flow interaction between a person's encounters and his existing knowledge (organizers)
to create new knowledge.
1

Principles are defined in this presentation as that set of knowledge
which will enable the student to effectively read, evaluate, and appraise
economic decisions and policies.
2

The !Darning thinking model was developed by J. Richard Suchman in a
series of articles in the Instructor !jarlazinc, September, 1966 to June, 1967.

THE SUCHMAN LEARNING - THINKING MODEL

Storage of
Organizers:
I.
Data
2.
Inferences
3.
Systems

Control:
I.
Regulating
Intake
2.
Coding, storing
retrieving
3.
Instigating
Action

Motivation:
1.

Visceral

2.

Social-Ego
Cognitive
a. Closure
b. Power
c. Curiosity

3.

Action:
1.
To control
2.

environment
To explore
environment
(generating new
intake)

The use of the model is enhanced if we understand the motivational
forces which provide the necessary inducement to prompt learning action on
the part of the individual. Suchman identifies three kinds of motivation:
(1) visceral, (2) social -ego, and (3) cognitive. The visceral level is
characterized by instinctive rather than intellectual motivation and is
related to survival needs. At the social-ego level, people are motivated
by a desire for acceptance and status among their peer group or by a desire
to please adults.
The third and highest level is cognitive motivation,
the desire by the learner to learn for his own intellectual development- the desire to seek new meaning and knowledge from new encounters.

There is, then, behind all learning, some reason or motive for learning which moves the individual to action.
Although students have different
reasons for learning, Suchman contends that learning is best achieved wh,:,c
the cognitive level is the motive force.
Thus he states, "if the motivatio;;
system demands successful output as a defense against threats to survival
or social-ego, there is no freedom for action to generate new encounters
in ecploring, pursuing new meanings, or understanding for its own sake.:
Wotivation appears as a key variable in controlling learning, determining
the successful generation of new meaning and knowledge from an encounter.
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Within t')e. Suchman model, an. encounter simply makes new information
Any meaning which an individual derives from an encounter
availahle.
depends on the organizers that are applied.
Thus there are many potential
student responses to a classroom encounter, the associative distribution being
in part cetermined by the particular organizers which make the encounter
meaningful.

Classes can be thought of as an organized encounter generator. The
student's intake of information (provided by the classroom encounter) depends
The mediating or
on how his personal intellectual "system" is programmed.
control function determines the use of any encounter by the individual,
Suchman proposes that an encounter which interests the student--that is, it
holds his attention and induces him to act- -leads to more new meaning than
one which is eassively received or ignored. For now the student can act
upon the information taken from the encounter and struggle with it on his
However, if the encounter is found to be uninteresting the
own terms.
student acts to alter or "reject" the new input lid no new meaning is
generated.
In sum, there
two key factors which effectively determine the future
of an encounter.
The first occurs at the point of control and intake.
If the
encounter proves to be of interest to the student and is not "rejected," then
the learner acts upon the encounter with his organizers and this process leads
to new knowledge and meaning. The second factor is that of motivation; the
depth of new reaning and knoll edge the ends upon the level of motivation which
drives the student. Thus, interest and motivation can be seen to be of particular relevance in determining how to organize classroom and home work encounters.

A secondary justification for inquiring into student attitudes is that
we believe that much of the content of the principles classes is too esoteric.
That is, in general, economists, textbook writers, professor, lecturers, etc.
are too far removed from their undergraduate days and are imposing a learning
situation on the students based on inadequate understanding of student motivations to learn. On one side we have the professional economist--he has
had an understanding of many of the interrelations within this most complex
science, furthermore he likes his discipline. On the other side, we have
the student--in the majority of cases, he has no particular inclination
towards economics and the principles classes are his first exposure to this
In many instances there can be no effec
Here is the dilemma.
discipline.
tive communication nor any exchange of knowledge between the omniscient
economist and the unenlightened student, simply because they have a different
perspective about economics.
II

PROCEDURES

With the objectives clearly defined (the attempt to measure student
opinion about the contents of the principles classes in economics using
the criteria of interest, applicability, and understanding) the next
Out of the several
step was to find out how to measure these on
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possibilities, we chose to measure student opinion throuah a questionnaire
There are several reasons for this decision:
(1)
the universe
survey.
we wanted to measure was quite large and to get e valid measurement via
an alternative vehicle (interviews or observations of classroom behavior)
(2) not being professional interviewers, the
would be too time consuming:
discrepancy among the interviewers would probably be great and this objection also applied to classroom observations; and (3) most important, the
objectivity and managability of numerical measurements that a questionnaire
offers was very appealing.
Constructing a questionnaire proved to be quite a task. Our first
impulse was to simply ask the student, "In your opinion, was so and so
concept or topic interesting? Was it applicable? Did you understand it?"
However after talks with Professor Plant c,' the San Jose Psycholoay Cepartment we realized that we had to define what we meant by interest, and so
At this point, we turned to Dr. Wiggins and she suggested defining
forth.
criteria for the student, which resulted in the five point scale we employed
in our first questionnaire. This first questionnaire appears at the end of
the paper as Attachment I.
This first questionnaire contains two sections. Section
Is the
Student Opinion Poll About the Concepts Presented in Economics IA and
Section 2 provides data on the students enrolled in Economics iA and 13.
A copy of the questionnaire appears at the end of this section as Attach1

ment I.

In Section I, students were asked to evaluate and rate 45 items typi(Five other fake concepts were included
cally found in a principles class.
to ascertain whether students were following directions.) We used
Samuelsonls Economics textbook to identify the concepts and selection was
made from the table of contents. Our criterion for selection was to include
a broad variety of concepts.
Our rationale was to emPloy an arbitrary
"shot-gun" approach which would describe the content of a representative
principles class.

The three criteria were defined on a five point scale, with each point
on the scale measuring different degrees of interest, applicability, and
understanding. Further, these gradations were so worded as to measure a
specific behavior response, thus helping to clarify to ourselves and to
the student exactly what we wanted measured.
At this time, we wanted to survey all students in the universe (all the
students currently enrolled in Economics IA). Out of approximately 800
questionnaires distributed, approximately 15% were returned. Several factor:
First, the questionnaire itself proy,..,
account for this rather poor showing.
to be too complicated and too long.
In using a five-point scale for three
criteria, the student constantly had to refer back to the scale and reread
each alternative before answering, a lime consuming and sometimes contusing
task.
Second, to avoid infringing upon class time, we allowed students to
complete the gunstionnaire at home.
third the timing for administering the
questionnaire collided with the final examinations.
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Table

1

Percentage Response to Questions on the Survey of Attributes
of Students Enrolled in Econ IA & 13, Spring Semester, 1968

QUESTION

% of Fesocndents who Chose[
the Alternative
A

B

36

2

In what year are you in school?

10

153. As of now, what is your. occupational
goal?

Number

C

D

E

33

10

18

26

! 44

17

3

22

39

II

3

24

6

85

6

155. Your ane is between?

48

31

156. Your sex is?

29

157. Are you employed or self-employed
this semester?

151. What is your present major?
152.

154. Why are you taking this economics
course?

I

i

I

2

10

5

6

70

0

0

0

46

10

23

10

11

158. How many hours of course work are you
carrying this semester?

3

8

27

49

13

159. Which of the following statements best
describes your attitude about college.

9

126

63

1

160. From what you know now, do you be
economics can be used or applied?

6

4

53

36

0

161. Which of the following statements do
you think best describes the field
of economics?

26

40

4

13

17

162. Why do you think economics is a
required course for some majors?

2i

17

40

40

0

A._

However, results from the first questionnaire provided valuable
information for designing our final questionnaire. We realized that
student opinion about interest, applicability, and understanding of economics content could be measured. Our problem was to secure a measurement
of this opinion that would be representative of the entire universe.
We redesigned the questionnaire so that participants could complete
it more easily, by discarding the five-point scale in favor of a single
definition for each criterion.
This definition for all three criteria was
the fourth point in the five-point scale that was previously employed.
We also simplified the instructions and included an extra instruction asking
the students to identify any items that were not sufficiently covered in
class.
The testinci method was also revised.
Students completed the questionnaire at home; however, we used a sample rather than the total population'
of students. We selected a combination "grid" and "random" sample. We
felt that every class should be equally represented since there exists
significant variations in each class. This "gridding" method did give undue
weight to certain professors since many were teaching more than one principles class--they ranged from one to three classes). Within this "grid"
five students were selected randomly from each class roster, and we used
a "bingo" machine as the random selection device.
We distributed 140
questionnaires, of which 82 were completed and returned, a 60% participation rate. Unfortunately, once again, the testings conflicted with final
examinations.
1

Finally, we changed the concepts to be evaluated.
The concepts and
topics employed in the first questionnaire were criticized by many faculty
members who questioned our basis for choosing what to include.
To these
criticisms we had no reply for we had no explicit selection rationale. For
the second Questionnaire we decided to structure the concepts and topics
around four subjet areas--Institutional, Social Problems, Historical, and
Theory and Tools.
These categories were used (with the exception of Social
Problems) in the "Faculty Survey Study"reported in the preceding essay.
They seemed to be the logical categories to employ in this study, if we are
to use these findings to evaluate or justify various approaches to teaching
the principles classes described by our faculty.

The "institutional approach" as defined by the "Faculty Report" involves
a study of corporation and government roles in our society and the economic
effect of this organizational structure on different segmen+s of our society
as well as on other societies. We felt that this definition was too broad
and should therefore be divided into two sections--lnstitutional and Social
Problems. That is, we decided to isolate the roles of economic institutions
from their effects to try to tell exactly where teaching emphasis should be
placed.

2

See Attachment

I.

See Attachment

4.
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The Theory & Tcols category represented the 'technical approach" used
by "most professors" in teaching economics, using the presentation of
We felt that the fourth category, Historical,
mathematical economic theory.
should also be included because several professors suggested that, to a
certain extent students should get an historical perspective of the U.S.
and other economies in a principles class.
The number of concepts in each category were also determined in resIn the faculty interponse to suggestions reported in the faculty survey.
views, the majority indicated that they favored an "institutional", or a
combination of "institutional" with "technical" or "historical", approach
and we therefore gave greatest weight to the two categories dealing with
the "institutional approach". The "technical approach" was also highly
favored and was therefore given substantial weight whereas the "historical
approach" was only voiced by a minority of the faculty and consequently
given minor weight.

III

FINDINGS

SURVEY OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN ECONOMICS IA AND 19
The purpose of the "Survey of Students Enrolled in Economics IA and
1B" was to get a description of the universe with whi.h we were dealing.
The universe was defined to be all students enrolled in Economics IA
In the spring. semester, 1968, there were 13 Econ IA classes and 16
and IB.
The total number of students
Econ IB classes totaling 29 classes in all.
enrolled at the beginning of the semester was 1019; however, due to subsequent withdrawals or failure to comply with the course requirements,
(attendance, papers, etc.) the universe is probably sfightiv smaller. Of
these students, 45% were enrolled in Econ IA, 48% had taken Econ IA and
were currently enrolled in Econ 13, while only 4% had not taken Econ IA
but were enrolled in Econ 19.
Taking this into consideration, we decided
that a survey of the contents of Economics [A Could be given to both the
IA and IB students since only 4% had not taken the. IA courp
.

The first eight items in this survey aimed et identifying basic
characteristics of students enrolled inthe principles class. The ninth
item asked students about their general attitude towards colle,le and the
last throe items asknd about students' general attitude towards economics.
A copy of the survey appears at the end of the essay as Attachment 2.
The survey was disi;ibuted to 792 students and the students completed
this questionnaire in class. Although we had hoped for a complete enumeration. absentees prev:nted this and the results are from about an
participation rate.
Table
summarizes the results; see Attachment 2 for
the complete statement of the survey questions.
I
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The complete results of this questionnaire can be found in Supplement
2, the following is a brief commentary on results from three questions
which are of particular significance and deserve special notice.
Question 1:

What is your present major?

Of the five alternatives offered; a) business, b) economics, c) another
social science, d) enaineerinq, and e) other, only 17 students or 2% of The
non-majors enrolled in the
universe were economics majors. Of the
principles classes, 36% were business, 33 another social science, ID% in
engineering and the remaining 18% respono'd to otner.
Question 2:

In what year are you in school?

The following are the alternatives and the responses: a).freshman,
10%; b) sophomore, 265; c) junior, 44%; d) senior, 17%; and e) graduate,
The immediate implications of this result- is that only 36% of the
3%.
students taking the principles classes are lower division stuoents while
64% are upper division and araduate students.
Question 4: Why are you taking this economics course?
The overwhelming majority--85%--were enrolled in the principles class
because it was a required course; 65 indicated a previous interest
economics and another 6% had a curiosity of what economics involves.
THE FIRST STUDENT OPINION POLL ON COURSE CONTENT
The results from this questionnaire, taken from 100 completed forms
showed that student attitudes could be measured. For each item we constructed
These frequency distributions
frequency distributions of student responses.
showed most items to'have a normal distribution, however, a numi-)er of items
showed a definite skewness (both right and left).
The five "fake" items showed insignificant results; evidently, students
Vie interpreted the definite skewness of many of the
recognized them as fake.
distributions to indicate a definite positive-or neaative reaction of students
to different concepts.
Also many of the items show heavy responses while
others show light responses.
This is attributed to the instructions given
to the students not to respond to any items they were unable to idenfifv.
A
final significant finding of this analysis of frequency distributions is teat
the majority of the items did not receive extreme responses (either reseonse
or 5); however, the few items that dip receive these extreme responses are
and 5 were so worced as to evoke extreme benavior.
noteworthy, for response
1

I

Because of the low percentage questionnaire return and the probable
biases they created we abandoned further analysis of the results and decided
to redesign and administer the questionnaire.
The results of this first
questionnaire, however, were helpful in the formulation of the final
questionnaire.

THE SECOND STUDENT OPINION POLL ABOUT THE CONCEPTS PRESENTED IN
ECON0,41C3

I A.

A copy of the opinion survey appears as Attachment 3 at the end of
If tne analysis of the resulfs of the student poll may seem
this report.
rather elementary, this is due to two factors--I) our knowledge and employment of statistical methods and 2) limited computer time, which made it
impossible to use -Dore sophisticated statistical methods.
Students were asked to rank fifty concepts as to interst, relevance
and understanding.
The defininp criteria were as follows:
Interest:

Relevance:

In your opinion was the concept or topic interesting enough
to provoke some thoeght in class.
In your opinion was the concept or topic practical, that is,
you recognized thai it describes or explains economic behavior
or orcanization in the real world.

Understanding:

Could you reproduce the argument of the concept or topic
in writing?

the alternative responses were:
If yes, mark A,
If no, mark B,
If the concept or topic was not covered in class, then mark C.

The criterion with the hic.nest percentage "A", or yes, response for
all fifty concepts and topics was Relevance. The percentages ranged from
98.6% to 46.7 and the mean was 75.25. The range of percentages under the
Interest criterion was between 94.5-,; and 38.1%%
The mean percentage of the
"A", or yes, responses ,.as 69.7%. The Understanding criterion ranked lowest
with a range between 90.3% and 21.7%, the mean percentage was 62.8%.
This
suggests that, as a whole, this population felt that the concepts or topics
that were presented were more relevant than interesting and more interesting
than understood by the students.

We ranked the fifty concepts by percent of yes response and Table 2
lists the fifty concepts ranked from highest to lowest on the Interest
criteria.)
The first column shows the ranks of the concepts according to

I

For the complete results of the rankings and the response percentages,
see Attachment 5.
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Interest, the second column of ranks is for'Understanding, and the third
column or ranks lor Relevance. From these rankings, we computed a sirple
rank correlation and the results are as follows:
Interest and Understanding
Interest and Relevance
Relevance and Understanding

P
/2

=
=
=

.70
.68
.65

+

+

+

These computations of the coefficient of correlation are only rough measures;
however, they do indicate that a fairly high positive association does exist
between the three criteria, especially between Interest and Understanding.

I

The measure of rank correlation employed was developed by Charles
The formula for this coefficient of rank correlation is:
Edward Spearman,
/2

where

=

stands
stands
is the
N stands

2

6
1

1.-)

(N. - I),

for the coefficient of rank corre!ot!on,
for the difference between each pair of ranks,
symbol for "sum of', and
for the number of paired items.
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Table 2

RANKINGS OF THE FIFTY 1TPS RANKED ACCORDING TO
STUDENT INTEREST, RELEVANCE, & UNDERSTANDING

RANKS
Interest Understanding Relevance

ITEMS

inflation

I

I

role of government in the economy
international reserve shortagc:
(the gold problem)
unemployment
taxation
Karl Marx
investment and savings
theory of consumer demand
(consumption function)
impact of technology
(alienation, unemployment, etc.)
economic growth
federal reserve system
money supply
poverty
wars and the allocation of resources
fiscal policy
impact of unionization
allocation of resources
distribution of income
progressive and regressive taxation
national debt
monopoly power
unions
circular flow of income
balance of payments
development of a class society
national income accounting
(GNP, NNP, etc.)
social imbalance
(resource misallocation & conservation)
international trade
power elite
(social stratification. social immobility)
business cycles
income determination
(income theory)
economic freedom, justice
(race, nationality, etc.)
marginal propensity to consume (' '1PC)
scarcity
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I

2

2

4

3

25

4

3

16
17

5

7

2

6

20

44

7

4

10

8

15

30

9

9

18

10

34

II

11

14

12

22
23

13

5

12

14

19

15
16

35
27

25
24

17
18

46

13

15

21

23
32

19

10

20

36

6
7

21

8

13

22
23
24
25
26

6
16

31

.

28
33

3
5

17

29
22

27

29

27

28
29

14

19

32

42

30

30

9

31

39
26

40

32

33

i8

34

11

35
8

34

Table 2
(continued)
RANKS
Interest Understanding Relevance

ITEMS

ruling class controi of government
recession
accelerator principle
production possibilities curve
multiplier
capital formation
induced investment
open market operations
Imperialism
theory of comparative advantages
stabilization policy
(countercyclical policy)
discount rate
the historical process of industrialization
Adam Smith
household sector
mercantilism
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35
36
37
38
29
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

12
21

37
24
38
40
47
43
31

49
50
44
45
48
42
41

46
20
48
38
43
26
41

28
37
47.
33
36
39
50
45
49

Table 3 below Identifies the general subject area of each of the t7n
concepts or topics in the same rank quintile for the Interest criterion.
This grouping shows that, as a whole, the concepts under the. Social
Problems category ranked highest, with 50% in boxes
and 2.
On the other
hand, two thirds of the concepts dealing with Theory & Tools are In boxes
3 and 4, and 60% of the Historical concepts are in box 5. The concepts
under the Institutional definition showed no revealing distribution.
I

Table 3

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIFTY RANKED CONCEPTS
Rank

Rank

Rank

(11-20)

(21-30)

SP, SP, SP

SP, SP, SP,

SP, SP, SP,

SP, I,

SP, SP,

1,

(1-10)

I,

T, T, T, H.

I,

I,

I,

I,

I..

I, T.

T, T,. T, H.

Rank
(31-40)

SP, SP,

I,

Rank
(41-50)
SP,

1,

1,

I, T, T,

1,

T, T, T, T.

1., H, H, H.

1,

T,

SP-Social Problems, I-Institutional, T-Theory & Tools, and H-Historical.

The Social Problems category also has the highest mean percentage of
yes responses tnder the Interest criterion (75.5%).
Institutional had a
mean percentage of 69.2%, Theory & Tools 68.8% and Historical 57.3%. These
mean percentages support the contention that, generally speaking, the Social
Problems category ranked highest in renac.ds to Interest.
Students were asked to identify any items that were not covered
Table 4 lists th- thirteen concepts or topics that
were most often identified.
sufficiently in class..

1

Attachment 4 lists the concepts according to the four general subject
areas; social problems, institutional, theory & tools, and historical.
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Table 4

Items Identified by Students as
Receiving Inadequate Class Coverage
ITEMS
I,

2.
3.

4.

% Responding

economic freedom, justice
(race, nationality, etc.)
poverty
unions
fiscal policy

war and the allocation of resources
6.
ruling class control of government
impact of unionization
7.
8,
Karl Marx
9.
power elite (social stratification,
social immobility)
10. stabilization policy
(countercyclical policy)
II. development of a class society
5.

imperialism
13, national debt
12.

Sy121121LAr2a2

40,0'

SP

34.3
34.3
31.5
28.6
28.6
25.7
25.7

SP

24,6

SP

24,6
22,8
22.8
22.8

H
SP
SP

1

SP
1

SP
H

I

The item read "If you feel that there was not enough class time soent or
the concept of topic, then circle the item on this questionnaire form."
2

SP-Social Problems, I-Institutional, and H-Historical.

Table 4 again indicates that the Social Problems category is of high
interest to the student (over 5050 of the items in the table are included
in the Social Prob'ems category), Although these results are based on
only 35 questionnaires in which students responded to this question that
followed direction 4, the findings cannot be entirely reliable.
An investigation of each of the concepts and topics and their rankings
did not indicate any pronounced conclusions. However, the concepts or
topics that related to current events ranked higher than related concepts
or topics that are less newsworthy and often more abstract or general.
For example, under the Interest criterion, inflation ranked #1 while
recession ranked #36. The role of oovernment ranked #2 whereas fiscal
policy ranked #I5 and stabilization policy ranked #45.
International
reserve shortage (the cold problem) ranked /13, balance of payments ranked
#24 and international trade ranked #28. Wars and the allocation of
resources (1/14) ranked slightly higher than allocation of resources (#17)
and substantially higher than scarcity (1/34). Other such examples can be
seen by referring to Attachment 5.
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This tendency may also explain or be evidenced by the fact that,
as a whole, the Historical category fared badly under the Interest rankings.
The noticeable exception is Karl Marx who ranks n6. This survey, however,
was not designed to measure this relationship and therefore no conclusions
can be arrived at concerning this matter.
Another survey appears appropriate
to support this very important hypothesis.

IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Ninety -eight percent of the students taking the principles classos
are non-majors and yet Econ IA and Econ IS are designed for and are an
Integral part of the Economics major curriculum.
If the two courses are
Intended primarily to meet the requirements for taking upper division
Economics courses; then the needs of the students actually taking the
course are oftentimes neglected.

The students are a fairly "mature" audience for a lower division
course (64% are either juniors, seniors, or graduates) and have therefore
been "exposed" more to many of the contemporary problems of our society.
It could be that in their pursuit of knowledge, they are searching for
answers and solutions for these problems. Many of the issues and proble:os
which confront our society today are of an economic nature. A need exists,
then for an orientation which will focus upon these problems and offer
alternative solutions and still provide the necessary theoretical background
for further investigation and study.
The students themselves are, in the majority, a relectant audience;
that IS, they are 'raking Economics IA and 1B simply because thee have to
(Only 12% of the students indicated they enrolled because they had
do so.
an interest in economics whereas 85% indicated they enrolled because the
course was required).
It cannot be assumed that the students have an
Inclination toward or motivation to learn economics; rather, experience
indicates that this motivation has to be created.
The interrelation of interest, motivation and learning has clearly been
illustrated by the Suchman model.
It will be recalled that an encounter
which arouses the interest of the student and motivates him to action will
lead to new learning and understanding. The results of our survey else
Indicated a close correlation between interest and understanding. Those
topics which rated high in the interest criteria also received similar high
(The coefficient of correlation was
ratings on the understanding criteria,
We may infer from the theory and our results that student interest
0.70).
should receive serious consideration in the structuring of the economics
Curriculum.
The orientation of student interest can be partially determined by
reference to Table 3. This table indicates that the students found concepts
or topics which are related to social problems to be of highest interest.
A further investigation of the individual concepts indicated that current
rather than less contemporary social issues ranked highest on the interest
scale.
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Another consideration which was measured was the relevance of a topic
Intuitively, the relevant topics would involve current problems
or concept.
which confront our society tc-1--, and, being relevant, these problems should
This study indicated a correlation
arouse the interest of the siuoent.
between interest and relevance as having a coefficient of 0.68. The similar
ranking of interest and understanding (0.70) and interest and relevance
(0.68) would suggest that relevance is instrumental to understanding and
to the learning process. However, this cannot be confirmed with the
available data and further investigation is necessary for a more positive
statement.
SUMMARY

We now stand at the threshold of making recommendations based upon this
Although it does not provide answers, but rather, provides the
necessary background and understanding, it does suggest a direction in the
reorganization of the principles classes.
study.

Our major recommendation would be to restructure the principles
classes around subject matter that would be of interest to the student to
make him receptive to learning. This subject matter should be oriented
to contemporary social problems of America and the world.
We do not
advocate that the course should be altered or changed to a current events
crass; on the contrary, this study shows, and we ourselves believe, that
much of the institutional, theoretical and historical subject matter does
have relevance and is of interest to the student--what we do advocate Is
an emphasis on the social problems, or perhaps a course organization which
permits students to see the application of formal economics to social
problems of interest to them.
A second recommendation would be to consider dropping Econ IA and
Econ 18 as requirements for the major and as prerequisites for upper
Econ 101 and Econ 102 could easily be substidivision Pconomics courses.
This would allow the principles
tuted as the necessary prerequisites.
classes more freedom and time to meet the needs of the students enrolled
in these classes. We do not recommend nor advocate any lowering of the
instructional standards in the economics discipline; the lecturer must
maintain his integrity towards economics. What we do recommend is an
emphasis upon, not an exclusion of, certain categories of subject matter.
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ATTACHMENT

I

San Jose State College
Economics IA - IB
Student Survey
Fall, 1967

The purpose of this survey is to describe the students currently
enrolled in Economics-IA and IB and to learn your reactions to the content
It is part of a larger study of the introductory course
of Economics IA.
sequence in economics to determine what measures might be taken to improve
the course in the coming years. The survey is in two sections, the first
section is the student opinion poll and the second section is a general
survey.

You do not have to sign your name on the answer cards and the cards
of individual students cannot be identified. Please be careful to follow
directions and answer the following questions as honestly as you can.
Mark your choice to each question In the space for that question on
the provided IBM card. For each question mark only one alternative. There
are three answer cards.
Be sure to answer questions on the correct card and
to hand in all three cards.

Section

1

Student Opinion Poll About Concepts Presented in Economics IA
Listed below are fifty concepts or categories of subject matter. You
are to rate these fifty items on a five point scale (A, B, C, D, E) according to three criteria:
interest, applicability and understanding.
Please mark your ranks for each item on the 18%1 cards brovided, using a
special IBM pencil.
Rank each item according to the following suboriTeria:
INTEREST CRITERIA
Mark A

if, in your opinion, the concept or topic was not interesting
and almost put you to sleep.

Mark B

if, in your opinion, the concept or topic was not interesting
but you were able to pay attention most of the time.

Mark C

if,

Mark 0

if, in your opinion, the concept Or topic was interesting
enough to provoke some thought in class.

Mark E

if, in your opinion, the concept or topic was interesting
enough to make you raise questions or do some research or
thinking outside of class.

in your opinion, the concept cr topic was neutral as to
interest but you were able to pay attention.
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APPLICABILITY:

Mark A

if, in your opinion, the concept or topic was so abstract
(theoretical) that you couldn't see it's relation to any
real situation or problem.

Mark B

if, in your opinion, the concept or topic was very abstract
(theoretical) but probably necessary to understand a related
concept or topic.

Mark C

if, in your opinion, the concept or topic was abstract
(theoretical) but probably e necessary prerequisite for
understanding major areas of economies.

Mark D

in your opinion, the concept or topic was practical; that
is, you recognize that it describes or explains economic
behavior or organization in the real world.

Mork E

if, in your opinion, the concept or topic was practical; that
is, useful in your everyday life for understanding and functioning in the society.

if,

UNDEF,STANElNG:

Mark A

if the concept or topic was too difficult, you could not follow
the lecture.

Mark B

ii the concept or topic was difficult, but made understandable
after reading the text and hearing the lecture.

Mark C

if tl,e concept or topic was difficult but you could answer
questons on the subject.

Mark D

if you : :outd reproduce the argument or the concept or tcpic
in writhe'.

Mark E

if the corcept or topic was so clear that you can use it in
conversation or apply it to problems.

To rank the followins concepts and topics proceed as follows:
(1)

on the first-fifty (50! answer blocks on the IBM card rank the concepts
and topics listed below by the interest criterion as defined above.

(2)

from answer block 51-100 rank the same fifty concepts and topics as to
applicability as defined above.

(3)

from answer block 101-150 rank these same fifty concepts and topics as
to your understanding as defined above.
on the IBA card you would rank laissez
In answer block
rank
faire by the interest criterion, in answer block 51 on card
laissez faire by the epolicabilitv criterion, and in answer block 101
on card 2 rank laissez faire oy the understanding criterion.
For example.

1

I
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Important Instructions
1.

Please rank all fifty items on one criterion before you proceed to the
next criteria. That is, rank all fifty items using the interest criteria
before you start ranking the items on the applicability criteria.
Then
rank all fifty Items.on the applicability criteria before you rank them
on the understanding criteria.

2.

Make only one mark on each answer block.

3.

There are a total of 150 answers in this section.
track of the number corresponding to each concept.
list--all three numbers preceed the concept.

4.

If the concept or topic was not discussed in class lecture or in requiNd
readings, then leave the answer block blank,
IAU

CONCEPTS

Make sure you keep
In the following

1AU

1,

51,

101.

laissez faire

21,

71,

121.

diminishing returns

2,

52,

102.

devaluation

22*

72,

122.

gold standard

3, 53,

103.

full employment

23,

73,

123,

multiplier

4, 54,

104. business cycles

24, 74,

124.

Anti-trust legislation

5, 55,

105. consumption function

25,

75,

125.

6,

56,

106. recession

26,

76,

126.

marginal propensity
to consume
quantity theory of money

7,

57,

107. economic freedom

27,

77,

127,

pre marginal demand

8,

58,

108. social overhead capital

28,

78,

128.

circular flow of income

9,

59,

109. production function

29,

79,

129,

surplus value

10, 60,

110. deficit financing

30, 80,

130,

interest rate

II, 61,

III. central banks

31, 81,

131.

dumping

12, 62,

112. market demand

32, 82,

132.

money creation

13,

113. inductive consumption

33, 83,

133.

automatic stabilizers

14, 64,

114. consumer price index

34,

84,

134.

15,

65,

115. accelerator principle

35, 85,

135.

cost push theory of
inflation
counter cyclical fiscal

16,

66,

116. imperialism

36, 86,

136.

policy
Marxlan Curve

17,

67,

117. inflation

37,

87,

137. 'deflation

18,

68,

118. Fourier Series

38,

88,

138.

national debt

19,

69,

119. wage guide lines

39,

89,

139.

comparative costs

?0,

70,

120. balance of payments

40,

90,

140.

liquidity trap

63,

:go to the head of the next column)

(continued on the next page)
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CONCEPTS (continued)
41, 91,

141.

comparative advantage

42, 92,

142.

mercantilism

43, 93,

143.

discount rate

44, 94,

144.

open market operations

45, 95,

145.

liquidity preference

46, 96,

146.

business forecasting

47i g7,

147.

Cauchy-Schwartz inequality

48; 98,

148.

socialism

49, 99,

149.

gross national product

50,100,

150.

normative economics

(GNP)

=0..

Section 2

Survey of Students enrolled in Economics IA and IS.
InstructIons
I.

Mark the correct alternative to each question in the space provided on
the third IBM card in spaces 151-162.

2.

For each question mark only one alternative.

3.

Please complete all questions.

151.

What is your present major?
a. Business
b. Economics
c. another social science (history, geography, sociology, political
science, anthropology)
d. Engineering
e. other

152.

In
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

what year are you in school?
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate

153.

As
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

of now, what is your occupational goal?
Educational field
Business field
Engineering, Physics)
Technical field (i.e.,
Science field
Other
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154.

Why are you taking this economics course?
a. Previous interest in economics
b. Required
C. Curiosity of what economics involves
take it
d. Friend suggested that
e. other
I

155.

Your age is between?
a.

18-20

21-23
c. 24-26
d. 27-29
e. 30 +
b.

156.

Your sex is?
a. Female
b. Male

157.

Are you
a. no
b. yes,
C: yes,
d. yes,
e. yes,

employed or self-employed this semester?
0-10 hours
11-20 hours
21-30 hours
31 hours or more

158.

Now many hours -f course work are you carrying this semester?
a. less than 6
b. 6-10
c. 11-14
d. 15-16
e. 17 or more

159.

Which of the following statements best describe: your attitude about
co liege.
a.
want to do a minimum amount of work and still get my degree.
I

b. The academic part is a bore, bur
enjoy the social life.
c. There are too many required courses to take.
am here to learn and generally
d.
enjoy my courses.
I

I

160.

I

From what you know now, do you believe economics can be used or applied?
a. No, its use is mainly limited to classroom situations and by
economists.
D. No, it is theoretical study which does not deal directly with real
world problems.
c. Yes, it is applicable to other classes and interests of mine,'
am
d. Yes, it is applicable to current social problems, even though
not particularly interested in these problems myself.

MIIMENZIN

I
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161.

Which of the following statements do you think best describes the
field of economics?
a. It is the study of how society produces and distributes scarce
resources.
It is the study of how choices are made about the means of
achieving the society's General economic goals.
c. It is the study of how business operates.
d. It is the study of large scale government, business and labor and
their economic power.
e. It is a study which encompasses all of the social sciences.
b.

162.

Why do you think economics 3 a required course for some majors?
a. The study of economics shculd enable re to better understand the
reason for certain political decisions.
b. A solid foundation in the fundamentals of economics will prepare
me for future academic study in economics or in other ways.
c. The problems we face tocay as consumers and producers are economics
questions and !studying economics should help me make better
economic choices.
d. This is really a new field for me;
understand some concepts and
ideas in economics, but this course should fill in my knowledge of
the field.
I
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ATTACHMENT 2

Survey of Students Enrolled in Economics IB
Instructions
I.

The purpose of this survey is to get a description, of the students
currently enrolled in Economics 1B. Please answer each question as
truthfully as you can.
This survey will have no influence on the
class in which you are now enrolled.

2.

Sign your name on the IBM card.

3.

Mark the correct alternative to each question in the space p-ovided on
the third IBM card in spaces 151-162.

4.

For each question mark only one alternative.

5.

Please complete all questions.

151.

What is your present major?
a.
Business
b.
Economics
c.
Another social science (history, geography, sociology, political
science, anthropology)
Engineering
d.
e.
Other

152.

In what year are you in school?
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
d.
Senior
e.
Graduate
a.
b.
c.

153.

As of now, what is yo:- occupational goal?
Educational field
a.
Business field
b.
c.
Technical field (i.e., Math, Engineering, Physics)
Science field
d.
Other
e.

154.

Why are you taking this economics course?
Previous interest in economics
a.
b.
Required
c.
Curiosity of what economics involves
d.
Friend suggested that
take it
e.
Other
I

155,

156.

Your age is between?
a.

18-20

b.

c.
d.

21-23
24-26
27-29

e.

30+

Your sex is?
Female
a.
b.

157.

Are you employed or selfemployed this semester?
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
158.

No

Yes,
Yes,
Yes,
Yes,

0-10 hours
11-20 hours
21-30 hours
31 hours or more

How many hours of course work are you carrying this semester?
Less than 6
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
159.

Male

6-10
11-14
15-16
17 or more

Which of the following statements best describes your attitude about
cellege?
a.
want to do a minimum amount of work and still get my degree
b,
The academic part is a bore, but
enjoy the social life.
There are too many required courses to take.
c.
d.
enjoy my courses.
am here to learn and generally
I

I

I

I

160.

From what you know now, do you believe economics can be used or applied?
a.
No, its use is mainly limited to classroom situations and by economists.
t.
No, it is theoretical study which does not deal directly with real
world problems,
c.
Yes, it is applicable to other gasses and interests of mine.
d.
Yes, it is applicable to current social problems, even though
am not particularly interested in these problems myself.
I

161.

Which of the following statements do you think best describes the
field of economics?
a.
It is the study of how society produces and distributes scarce
b.
c.
d.
e.

resources.
It is the study of how choices are made about the means of
achieving the society's general economic goals.
It is the study of how business operates.

is the study of larae scale covernment, business and labor
and their economic power.
It is a study which encompasses all of the social sciences.
It
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162.

Why do you think economics is a required course for some majors?
The study of economics should enable me to better understand th
a.
reason for certain political decisions.
b.
A solid foundation in the fundamentals of (Iconomics will prepare
me for future 9cademic study in economics or in other ways.
The problems we face today as consumers and producers are economi
c.
questions and studying economics should help me make better
economic choices.
d.
This is really a new field for me;
understand some concepts and
ideas in economics, but this course should
in my knowledne
of the field.
I
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ATTACHMENT 3
San Jose State College
Economics IA
Student Survey
Spring, 1968

The purpose of this survey is to learn your reactions to the content of
It is part of a larger study of the introductory course seguenca
Economics IA.
In economics to determine what measures might be taken to improve the course
in the coming years.
Listed below are fifty concepts or categories of subject matter.
interest,
are to rate these fifty items according to three criteria:
applicability, and understanding.

You

mark your responses for each item on the IBM card provided, using
Respond to each item according to the following
the special IBM pencil.
subcriteria:
Plea.;

INTEREST CRITERION
In your opinion was the concept or topic interesting enough to provoke
some thought in class.
If yes, mark A.
If no, mark B.
If the concept or topic was not covered in class, then mark C.

APPLICAB'LITY CRITERION
'n your opinion was the concept or topic practical; that is, you
recognized that it describes or explains economic behavior or organization in the real world.
If yes, mark A.
if no, mark B.
If the concept or topic was not covered in class, then mark C.

UNDERSTANDING CRITERION
Could you reproduce the argument of the concept or topic in writing?
If yes, mark A.
If no, mark B.
If the concept or topic was not covered in class, then mark C.
To respond to the following concepts and topics below, proceed as
follows:
I.

Please rate all fifty items on one criterion before you proceed to the
That is, rate all fifty items using ihe interst criterion
next criterion.
Then
before you start rating the items on the applicability criterion.
rate a'l fifty items on the applicability criterion before you rate them
on the und3rstanding criterion.

2.

Make only one mark on each answer block.
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3.

There are a total of 150 answers. Make sure you keep track of the
number corresponding to each concept.
(Interest 1-50, Applicability
51-100, Urderstanding 101-150.)
If you feel that there was not enough class time spent on the concept
or topic, then circle the item on this questionnaire form.

CONCEPTS
51,

101.

inflation

2, 52,102.

unions

3, 53,

102.

development of a class society

4, 54,

104.

theory of consumer demand (consumption function)

5, 55,

105.

allocation of resources

6, 56,

106.

economic freedom, justice (race, nationality, etc.)

7, 57,

107.

theory of comparative advantages

8, 58,

108.

taxation

9, 59,

109.

bllance of payments

10, 60,

110.

open market operations

11, 61,

111.

impact of unionization

12, 62,

112.

income determination (income theory)

13, 63,

113.

accelerator principle

14, 64,

114.

household sector

15, 65, 115.

imperialism

16, 66,

116.

Karl Marx

17, 67,

117.

social imbalance (resource misallocation & conservation)

18, 68, 118.

business cycles

19, 69,

119.

role of government in the economy

20, 70,

120.

recession
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induced investment

21, 71,

I2i.

22, 72,

122. discount rate

23, 73,

123. ruling class control of government

24, 74,

l24. multiplier

25.. 75,

125. unemployment

26, 76,

126. International reserve shortage (the gold problem)

27, 77,

127. national income accounting (GNP, NNP, etc.)

28, 78,

128. wars and the allocation of resources

29, 79,

129. the historical process of industrialization

30, 80, 130, national debt
31, 81, 131. poverty
32, 82, 132. circular flow of income
33, 83, 133. money supply
34, 84, 134. federal reserve system
35, 85, 135. impact of technology (alienation, unemployment)
36, 86, 136. mercantilism
37, 87, 137. marginal propensity to consume (MPC)
38, 88, 138. international trade
39, 69, 139. monopoly power
40,, 90, 140. stabilization policy (countercyclical policy)
41, 91,

141. investment and savings

42, 92, 142. progressive and regressive taxation
43, 93,

143. Adam Smith

44, 94,

144. power elite (social stratification, social immobility)

45, 95, 145. economic orowth
46, 96,

146. scarcity

47, 97,

147. production possibilities curve (transformation curve)

48, 98,

148. distribution of income

49, 99, 149. capital formation
50,100, 150. fiscal policy
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ATTACHMENT 4:

Concepts Categorized into the Four Major Subject Areas

INSTITUTIONAL

role of government in the economy
federal reserve system
household sector
3.
4.
taxation
5.
stabilization policy (countercyclical policy)
6.
open market operations
national debt
7.
8,
international trade
9.
unions
10.
ruling class control of government
11.
discount rate
12.
fiscal policy
13.
money supply
allocation of resources
14.
15.
scarcity
the following were also considered for inclusion:
automation, union misleaders, rank and file union militancy, use of police and army against
workers, blacks, etc.
I.

2.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
inflation
recession
3,
power elite (social stratification, social immobility)
4.
economic freedom, justice (race, nationality, etc.)
5.
progressive and regressive taxation
6.
unemployment
7.
social imbalance (resource misallocation and conservation)
8.
monopoly power
9.
imperialism
10.
impact of unionization
international reserve shortage (the gold problem)
II.
12.
poverty
13.
wars and the allocation of resources
14.
distribution of income
impact of technology
15.
the followint were also tonsiderqd for inclusion: negative income tax,
professors are servants of the ruling class, the schobls arelptates to
ideology.
stamp people with ruling cl
I.

2.

THEORY & TODLS
I.

2.

3.
4.
5,

theory of consumer demand (consumption function)
marginal propensity to consume (T PC)
accelerator principle
economic growth
multiplier
-.77 --

investment and savings
business
cycles
7.
circular flow of income
8.
national income accounting (GNP, NNP, etc.)
9.
theory of comparative advantage
10.
balance of payments
II.
cadital formation
12.
income deter Ination (income theiry)
13.
induced investment
14.
production possibilities curve (transformation curve)
15.
the following were also considered for inclusion:
infant industry
argument, historical materialism, class struggle, revolution, what is a
revolutionary situation?, building socialism, overthrowing capitalism.
6.

HISTORICAL
Adam Smith
mercantilism
development of a class society
historical process of industrialization
5.
Karl Marx
the following were also considered for inclusion: Granger movement, New Deal,
Enclosure movement, black slave revolts, Flint auto sit down strike.
I.

2.
3.
4.
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ATTACHMENT 5
of

RAM' 1NGS FOR INTEREST CRITERION

RESPONSES
FROM
% OF YES COMPLETE
RESPONSE SAMPLE CATEGO,,Y
95
83
94.5

ITEMS
i.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

inflation
role of government in the economy
international reserve shortage (the gold
'problem)
unemployment
taxation
Karl Marx

93.1

89.5

investment and savings
theory or consumer demand (consumption function)
impact of technology (alienation, unemployment,

87.5
85.7
85.4
82.8
82.0
80.6

94
87

SP

95

SP

91

II.

12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

1

55

H

91

T

100
87

'T

etc.)
10.

1

SP
.

78.4
77.9
77.9
77.8
76.2
76.0
75.4
74.6
74.6
74.0

economic growth
federal reserve system
money supply
poverty
wars and the allocation of resources
fiscal policy
impact of unionization
allocation of resources
distribution of income
progressive and regressive taxation
national debt
monopoly power
unions
circular flow of income
balance of payments
development of a class society
national income accounting (GNP, NNP)
social imbalance (resource misallocation and
conservation)
international trade
power elite (social stratification,
social immobility)
business cycles
income determination (income theory)
ecromic freecop, justice (race, nationality,

73.1

73.0
72.7
72.2

96

T

88

1

88

1

82
78

92
69
92
92
75
87
82
71

.

SP
SP
1

SP
1

SP
SP
1

SP
1

72.1

94
79

72.0
71.2
70.4

65
95
70

T
T
H
T
SP

70.0
69.8

78
57

SP

69.1
69.1

T

68.6

88
88
66

67.1,

91

T

65.1

86
54
90
69

1

T

SP

,..

33.

34.
35.
36.

37,
38.

39.
40.

.etc.)
riarginal propensity to c6,nsumeI(MPC)
t
'karcity
riling class: control of ;government
recession
accelerator principle

643
64.3
64.1

63.0
62.8
62.3

production possibilities curve
nuitiolier
capital

1

forrflation,
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7"' r

4
.1Fin

T

34

SP

91

T

79

T

% of

ATTACHMENT 5 - (continued)

RESPONSES
FROM

% OF YES COMPLETE
RESPONSE SAMPLE CATEGORY

ITEMS
41.
42.
43.

44.
45.
46.

47.
48.
49.
50.

Indi!ced investment

open market operations
imperialism
theory of comparative advantages
stabilization policy (countercyclical policy)
discount rate
the historical process of industrialization
Adam Smith
household sector
mercantilism

60.7
58.7
55.6
55.6
52.4
51.8
46.0
45.0
44,0
38.1

73
82
58
47
55
70
63

78
65
56

1

Sr
1

-H
1

ATTACHMENT 5 - (continued)
RANKING FOR UNDERSTANDING CRITERION
% of
RESPONSES
FROM
% OF YES COMPLETE
RESPONSE SAMPLE CATEGORY

ITEMS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

II.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
2'.
25:
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.

inflation
role of government in the economy
unemployment
investment and savings
poverty
unions
taxation
monopoly power
impact of technology (alienation, unemployment)
progressive and regressive taxation
scarcity
ruling class control of government
allocation of resources
international trade
theory of consumer demand (consumption function)
circular flow of income
national income accounting (GNP, NNP, etc.)
marginal propensity to consume (MPC)
wars and the allocation of resources
Karl Marx
recession
federal reserve system
money supply
production possibilities curve
international reserve shortage (the gold problem)
economic freedom, justice (race, nationality,etc)
impact of unionization
balance of payment
social imbalance (resource misallocation
& conservation)
business cycles
imperialism
power elite (social stratification,
social imbalance)
development of a class society
economic growth
fiscal policy
national debt
accelerator principle
multiplier
,
income determination
capital formation

90.3
85.9
84.7

93
92
93.
89
78

84.1

81.7
80.7
80,6
79.0

74
87
81

83
83
88
59
90
76
98

78.1

75.0
73.5
73.4
72.5
72,4
72.4
71.4
69.4

91

69.1

68.4:
67.4.

66.7
66.6
65.7
65.5
65.2
64.8
64.2
63.5
62.7

,

94
88
78
56
90
90
87
84
89
70
69
82
78

SP
1

SP
T
SP
I

I

SP
SP
SP
I

I

I

I

T
T
T
T
SP
H

SP
I

I

T
SP
SP
SP
T

SP

62.3
61.8
57.8

90

T

55
59

SP
SP

57.7
50.2

68
95
88
83
73
85
87
78

H

.

33.
34.
35.
36.

37.
38.
39.
40.
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5.9
54.7
53.6
53.1

52.2
51.7

I

I

T
T
T
T

ATTACHMENT 5 - (continued)
% OF
RESPONSES
FROM
% OF YES COMPLETE
RESPONSE SAMPLE CATEGORY

ITEMS
41.
42.

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

50.

mercantilism
household sector
open market operation
discount rate
the historical process of industrialization
distribution of income
Induced investment
Adam Smith
theory of comparative advantages
stabilization policy (countercyclical policy)

-82-,

1

50.0
47.2
45.0
44.8
43.6
42.6
39.4
38.1

33.3
27.1

60
68
78
76

H

71

H

90
73
82
53
62

SP

I

1

1

T
H

T
1

ATTACHMENT 5 - (continued)

RANKING FOR RELEVANCE CRITERION

ITEMS
I.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
II.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26:
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33,
34.
35.
.... -

37.
38.
39.
40.

inflation
taxation
unions
role of government in the economy
balance of payments
progressive and regressive taxation
national debt
scarcity
business cycles
investment and savings
economic growth
poverty
monopoly power
federal reserve system
money supply
international reserve shortage (the gold
problem)
unemployment
impact of technology (alienation, .unemployment).
international trade
recession
impact of unionization
national income accounting, (GNP, NNP, etc.)
allocation of resources
fiscal policy
wars and the allocation of resources
capital formation
social imbalance (resource misallocation
& conservation)
open market operations
development of class society
theory of consumer demand (consumption function)
circular flow of income
distribution of income
a

stabiization policy (count9rcyclicar6oricy)

% OF
RESPONSES
FROM
% OF YES COMPLETE
RESPONSE SAMPLE CATEG
98.6
91,3
90.7
89.1
88.1

87.5
86,7
86.5
86.5
86.1
86.1

85.7
85.5
85.5
85.5
85.0
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81

SP
I

1

I

T

SP
1

1

T
T
T

SP
SP

90
0

'I

90

SP

84.3

91

84.1

SP
SP

81.9.

82
78
89
67
94

80.0
79.4
79.3
75.8
75.4

88
76
80
79'

74.2

81

74.1

65
95
94
94
55
68
90
72
55
79
65
87

83.3
82.3
32.3

73.9
73.6
73.2
71.4

economic freedom, justice (:races, natiOnality,etc)71.1
marginal propensity of consume (''PC):
68.1
discount rale
67.8
imperialism
67.4
production possibilities curve
67.2
the historical process of industrialization
66.0
income determination (income theory)
62.7
1'

95
90
70
94
77
83
89
87
87
94
94
82

91

SP
SP
T
1

i

SP
T

SP
1

H
T
T

SP
1

SP
T

SP
T
H
T

ATTACHMENT 5 - (continued)
% OF
RESPONSES
FROM

% OF YES COPLETE
RESPONSE

ITEMS
41.
42.

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

induced investment
power elite (social stratification,
social immobility)
mul-Liplier

Karl Marx
household sector
ruling class control of government
theory of comparative advantages
accelerator principle
mercantilism
Adam Smith
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SAMPLE CATEGORY

61.8
61.3

71

60.3
58.5
58.2
56.5
53.7
53.7
47.8
46.7

88
53
72
57
54
70
57
78

57

SP

H

T
H
H

STUDENT INTERVIEWS TO DETERMINE ATTITUDES
ABOUT THE ECONOMICS 1A-19 COURSE
By

Thomas M. Gerin

1

INTRODUCTION

This study was undertaken in an effort to pet some student reactions
to the Economics IA and 1B course which might be useful alone, but which
would also provide a check on the data pothered from the questionnaire study.
Essentially,
wanted to find out whether students thought any change was
needed in the principles course and if so what they felt should be changed.
did not attempt to do an exhaustive study or to obtain any kind of representative sample of students.
I

I
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II

PROCEDURCS

Four small groups of two to five students, chosen from classes taught
by different professors, were interviewed and two classes were interviewed
as whole classes. The interviews lasted for a half hour to forty-five
minutes and were tape recorded. The interviews were informal and unstructured.
Students were asked to respond to general ouestions such as "If you
could change the course, what would you do to revise it?" The technique
of asking a general question such as this was to try to stari a discussion
in the group being interviewed and to set up conditions which would encourage
students to talk frankly about points which interested them most.
Mary
times discussion of the initial question would lead the group to other topics
which were related and this was the object of the technique. The only time
the interviewer (the author) entered the discussion was to provide focus if
students strayed from the objective or if discussion lagged.
:

III QUOTATIONS FROM THE INTERVIEWS

The following are quotations from some students which seem to exemplify
the general responses that were given.
Four of the groups will be used;
these will be designated A, B, C, and D.

Group A
"I wish the instructor would tell us what we are supposed to know when we are
finished with the course."
"I'd like to see more about how business uses what we are learning."
"We should learn the system' we are under; after all that is the system that
we live with."

'I am a history major and
would like a course that would be of more use
to me.
Maybe if the courses were divided into one for majors and another
one for' non-majors this might help."
I

Group B
"I'd like to know why we have to learn all those graphs.
use in them."

I

don't see any

"I agree about that, but maybe the trouble is that
can't understand then.
The instructor seems ho assume too much when he starts to explain them."
I

When something like this gold thing comes up,
it."
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I

wish we could spend time on

Group C
"I'd like to see the significance of what we're learning In reference to
what is happening in our society today."
"I liked programmed Instruction.
learned more this way."

I

could go at my own rate, and

I

think

I

Group D
"I think that If

I

took 18 first

I

would have understood more of IA."

"1 think that if you combined them (IA and IB) in a one semester course with
just what was generally needed it would be better."
"The programmed instruction seemed to help me quite a bit.
to learn, and
could understand more."

It seemed easier

1

IV

SUMMARY OF.INTERVIEWS

.

The following attempts to summarize all of the basic points that came
up consistently in all of the interviews:
I.
Students wanted to know what the course would cover, i.e., its content
and objectives.
In other words, they wanted to know where they were going,
and why they were headed in a particular direction by a particular route.
They also wanted to know their responsibilities in terms of material covered
and examinations. This feeling was almost unanimous among the students.
They
wanted definite boundaries and a rationale for the course.

The students believed that the course should teach U.S. capitalism because
they felt that this is the system under which they are functioning. They
thought that after a basic knowledge was developed of their system, other
systems could be introduced. However, emphasis should be on the capitalistic
They were definitely hostile to a neutral type of course. Another'
system.
type of response in support of this conclusion was that the students kept
saying they wanted to know more about business in the United States.
2.

Students felt there wes too much work with graphs in Econ 1B. They did
not see much use in marginal analysis. Further, they complained that in such
work the instructors made an assumption that students had more prerequisite
knowledge than was generally the case.
3.

In IA, national income accounting was believed to be emphasized to too
great an extent. They felt that what they neeced could be covered more
briefly and effectively. However, when asked ,.hat they thought they needed
In `this respect, they could not give specific responses.
4.
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The students expressed a strong desire to have current events discussed
in class. They wanted the courses to, be more flexible in order to provide
enough
time to go into any interesting events that occured during the
semester. They wanted to 'discuss the economic reasons for and implications
of those events.
5.

The students believed that the objectives of the courses should be to
enable them to make better judgments about the actions of government and
aid them in decisions in their own lives. This second objective was
somewhat nebulous, but the general idea
received was that they wanted to
be better able to make business-oriented decisions.

6.

a)
b)

I

The opinion was also expressed that the courses should be divided into
two sections, one for majors and one for non-majOrs.
The students who
expressed this opinion felt that some of their suggested revisions could be
met more easily if this were done, especially the reduced reliance on graphic
analysis--this was one of the primary revisions.'
7.

8.
The students had two prevalent ideas about changing the present sequence
of courses.
One group thought that IB should be taken before IA. The other
group thought that possibly the courses could be combined into a one semester
course, with possibly four or five units instead of 3 units. The feeling was
that there was a lot of time wasted on material they did not believe necessary.

.

There were two classes interviewed that used programmed instruction, and
it was also found that some of the other students in classes not using programs were somewhat familiar with this technique of learning.
When asked their
opinion of proarammed instruction, most responded favorably.
The only negative
response was that the programmed instruction was too simple. However, this
view was held by only a few students.
It was generally felt that material
was learned more easily in this form; for example, one student commented that
he felt he could learn more and faster with this method.
It is interesting
that this particular student was not in a class that used a progrYam but his
roommate was, so he had been exposed to this form of instruction.
9.

SUMMARY

In general the students want a course that is current and which includes
the basic economic tools that will enable them to make intelligent decisions.
They want the course to be'structured with emphasis on this economic system
and with less on graphic analysis and what they consider to he unnecessarily
complicated tools of economics, more emphasis on the functioning of business
and government controls.
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A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF INTRODUCTORY
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS TEXTBOOKS
By

Fred Smith

I

INTRODUCTION AND METHOD

This project was undertaken to gain some insights into the construction
of textbooks written for introductory college economics courses.
We wished
to find out to what extent textbook authors tend to choose the same content
The procedure employed initially was to compare
and content organization.
tables of contents of several major texts in search of a general pattern
that might be followed by a majority of the authors.
The books analyzed are
listed in the bibliography at the end of this section.
Research indicated
that such a pattern did in fact exist. There are, however, variations in
the titles of similar sections among the texts as well as variations in
contents af sections having the same name.
The analysis showed a considerable degree of
Section 2 below gives a general table of contents
tion of most of the texts studies. Section three
contents of the texts and then describes the main
from the general outline.'

similarity between texts.
which is a fair descripsummarizes the tables of
ways each text differs

The general table of contents presented here should not be considered
It was derived from the major sections of each book
an ideal construction.
and the contents of each section in an attempt to determine the actual
coverage decisions of leading textbook authors--what topics the authors
consider important for use in an introductory course and the order in which
they should be presented. The most commonly occurring major topics were
then arranged in their most prevalent order to arrive at this general table
of Contents.
The topics were given rather general titles.
Some of the texts do not have a major topic which corresponds to those
in the general table. On the other hand, some of the texts include sections
that were not used. For example Wronski devotes one of his six sections to
unions, giving it as much space as his treatment of production.
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II

A GENERAL TABLE OF CONTENTS

The textbook analysis revealed a striking similarity in content
selection and organization. The following outline of nine topics or
major divisions describes a hypothetical table of contents which is closely
followed by many writers.
History of American Economic Institutions

I.

This topic
ded here for two
economic history
ciples course we

was actually found In only one text. However, it is inclureasons.
A great many schools offer an entire course in
of the United States either as a prerequisite to the prinare engaged in studying or as an upper..division course.
II.

Economics as a Discipline

Most texts began with scme type of introduction to economics discussing
It as one of the social sciences defining it, and stating something about
economic analysis. The relation between analysis and policy is almost
always treated.
Introduction to Basic Concepts

A great many diverse topics are included in this section. Probably
the most important are the treatments of demand, supply, and elasticity.
Any other economic organizers may be introduced here. Among the widely used
are the role of government, types of business organization, and economic
efficiency.
IV.

National Income Analysis

This is the section in which most of the macro-economic information
The most common items found here are national income accounting,
saving, consumption and investment, income determination, the multiplier
and accelerator, fluctuations, forecasting, employment, fiscal policy, and
the public debt.
is found.

V.

Money and Banking and Federal Reserve

Some authors, notably Samuelson, included these concepts in the previous
section, but others separated them.
awarded them autonomy here because
of my own interest in the field. At any rate, the basic characteristics of
money are often used to lead into a discussion of money creation by banks and
the influence of the Federal Reserve on the banking system. Changes in the
price level and price indices might be added if they have not appeared in
relation to national income analysis.
I
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VI. Price System and Resource Allocation
This can best be described as the micro-economics section. The
various market theories are presented in order from pure competition through
pure monopoly. the price and output decisions in each case are compared to
demonstrate differences-in allocation of resources and efficiency. Antitrust may be included as well as the theories dealing with rent interest
and profits, welfare, resource demand, and wage determination.
VII. Distribution of Income

The discussion of wages, rent, interest, profit, and demand for factors
is continued (or initiated) in greater detail. A significant topic here is
the functioning of unions. Taxation and public policy on income redistribution are usually in this section.
VIII.

International Economics

Although this topic is almost always located near the end of the book
and is given various names, it was included in every text whicn was examined.
Exchange rates, comparative advantage, balance of payments, and underdeveloped countries are also common topics covered. Tariffs are more often
mentioned than international agreements and institutions. Studies in comparative economic systems are squeezed into this section end examples of the
system in action in some particular country may be added.
IX.

Current Economic Problems

If problems related to foreign trade, comparative systems, or the
challenge from the USSR are not included in section VIII, they will almost
always be found here.
The same is true for treatments of the U.S. balance.of.payments problem%
The current. problem most frequently examined centers
on the conflict between the goals of a high rate of groath, high employment,
and, stable prices in the U.S.

I

i

I

COMPARISON OF CONTENT AND CONTENT ORGANIZATION
OF MAJOR PRINCIPLES TEXTS

This section gives a condensed picture of the relation of each text to
the general table of contents described above. The analysis is summarized
which begins with the general table of contents. Each succeeding
in Table
-column describes one of the books analyzed in this study- -the column.lists
each book by the author's name and then gives the major topic headings from
the Table of Contents. Except for long headings, the section headings are
taken from the tt.,xt.
You
Under each topic the subtopics are also listed.
can compare content organization of each text with the or7.anization of the
general table of contents, because the roman numeral at the beginning of
I
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each section is the number of the corresponding section of the general
table of contents. At times one section may cover most or all of teh subjects
from more than one topic of the general table, and in these cases multiple
roman numerals are shown.

The reader can get a rough idea of how much coverage anauthor devoted
to each topic by comparing the classifications of topics in the chart. The
percentage figures in the lower left corner of each box give the percentage of
the total number of pages the author allotted to that topic. Thus, by using
the roman numerals and the percentage figures authors can be compared with
each other and with the general table of contents.

1

The single exception to this technique is the Eggers & Tussing Book.
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.

Table
Comparison of Text Tables of Contents with the General 'Tette of Contents
(Contents and % of nacres devoted to Each Section)
I

IC7ENERAL TABLE OF CONTENTS

ABBOTT

History of American
Economic Institutions

1

:1447.1-

II Founcetion of Economic
ralysis
Lccrorics in the modern 4orIc

Introduction

11

Economics as a Science
Basic Definitions
Intro to Capitalism

An Edirical Science
Price Svstem

6%

Economics as A
Discipline

it

.615;:

III !iational Income, Erployrent
IV Eccrnmic Gronth

III Markets & Prices

Demand & Supply
Market Mechanism
Elasticity

-1

4ThecTY

r

RrocuctiER77Fices,Emoloyment
Corsvnotion, Investment,
Fluctuation & Forecasting

11%
III

tv Macro Economics

Introduction To
Basic Concepts

Stacilization Policy
%crey & :ederal Reserve
oretary & Fiscal 'olicy

Ao

V Business Fluctuations
Unemployment
Price Level
Public Finance
Business Organization
iNational Income
Analysis
'Growth 4 Development
Money & Banking
Federal Reserve
Monetary & Fiscal
Policy
Problems
34;',

IV National Income
Analysis (Macro)

V Money and Banking
Federal Reserve

policy In U.S.
LTIderdevelooed. Nations
381

VI mar,:ets, Price System* and
Allocation of Resources
--

usiness Orlanization
Supnly
Gerard
Zscisions Uncer Various
'u.rket Structures

Government & Eusiness

IVI Micro Economics
23';

Definitions
Decisions under
Various Market
Situations
Antitrust
Public Utilities

VI Price System and
Resource Allocation
(Micro)

VII Distribution of income
1

Pricing of Services
Wanes & Salaries, Jnions
Poverty
Font; lrterest, Profits
Capital

VII Distribution of
VII Distribution of
Income

VIII

Public Sector
Wages, Rent Interest
Profits
Unions
Taxation
Public Policy on
Income Inequality

International
Economics

VIII

internat;nnal Economy

I 9'1,

Trade S Lending
of 11:ments
Tariffs
74)1: & :.rrert Prc:lems

Ill The world

ne'rsnecrivv:s dn'Lc:nomi:

fi

IX Current Economic
Problems

Functions
Exnandi-ures
Taxatie

r
Eccnomi: Charge
.:stern

International Trade
F. Finance

.131,

Underdeveloped
Nations
Other Economic
Systems

'!ixad

6.5:

KEISER

LIPSEY & STEINER

McCCNNELL
11

11 Meaning of Economics
The Economic Problem
Cultural Variations
In Solutions

11 Scope and Method
Economics as a Social
Science
Theoretical 8
Statistical Analysis

11
9%

f'
111 introduction to
Production &
Allocation

III Price S%stem

Demand
Supply
(Elasticity)
Price Controls & Taxes
Elements of Cynamics

AP*

Demand and Supply
Degrees of Competition & Ecoromic
Efficiency
Production
Business
13%
Organization
V

.

IV

III

Drzmand

1-cusehold Behavior
4% Tmeory of Demand

National Income Accounting
Business Cycles
Tools of Employment Theory
Output, EmOloyment,

17T-73F.k,
Business Organization
Technicue of Production
Lonn PLn Analysis

income
Fiscal Policy
Public Debt

iii="-iat Price
10%.

Pot iCy

Theory of Price
Cecisicns Under Various
Market STructures
Price Discrimination
Criticism of Price
13f!,
Theory
VII Cistrioution

6%
IV Production
.+i

National Income
Analysis
Consumption
Saving & Investment
Business Cycles
Income & Employment
12%
Fiscal Policy & Debt
Inflation & Price.
VIII

V

8%

Factor Pricing
Unions

American Economic Growth

Interest & Prof ii

Defining Growth
Costs
Problems & PolicieS

Crhicisrrs
International Trade

Exchange Rates
Gains from Trade
75 Tariffs
Problems
7.conomy as a Whole

Growth
31% Rote of Government
VI Allocation of
Resources

6%

II%

VI

Firm & Resource. Allocation..

Vii

Supply 8 Demand.(Elasticity)
Consumer Behavior
Casts of Production
Decisions under Various
arket Structures
Resource Demand
Wages, Rent, Interest, &
Profits
General Equilibrium

-,eneral Equilibrium

Supply & Demand
(Elasticity)
Equilibrium Under

'icro & Pacro
6%
Discussed

HIV

flircular Flow

Various '4arket

..lode)

Structures

i-iousehold Consumption

!noble

Wanes, Rent, lnteres.
Profits
The Laborer
Unions
The Farmer
Industrial Concentration
Antitrust

in Ecuilibrium

Savinl & Investment
Fluctuations

VII Distribution of Ince

IX

.

Demand for "oney
Price
Level
7e

c:rrmth A Nvelorment

VIII international
Economics
Problems
Foreign Trade
Alternative Systems
Russia, Britain
Creepinn Socialism

Growth
Underdeveloped Countrie
ix

2%
III

4-Balance of Payments

.4,
International Economics

Trade & Equilibrium
Reconstruction of Trade
Underdeveloped Nations
Challenne of USSR

Current Mncro Problems
Employment, Prices
Orewth

Do"estic Economic Problems
Antitrust
Farm Problem
Unions
Income Inequality
Social Imbalance
(Public & Private Goods)

'Ioney

24%

.

26%

Foreign, Trade
145 '3overnment
V
Oney, tiankinq, a
.Prices

Banks & Suonly of

Money, Monetary, Polity 8
Stability

Money, Banking
Creation of Money
Federal Reserve

Level

.

National Income, Employment
Fiscal Policy

II%

Exchange

Money and Banking
Federal Reserve,

Intro to American
Capitalism
Nature of Economics
Circular Flow of Wealth
Supply and Demand
Price System
Government in Mixed
Capitalism
Households, Business, and
22%
Government

)11

105

EGGERS 6 TUSSIN1

FELLNER

HAMDERG

INTRODUCTION

TYPES OF ANALYSIS & EARO
SCHOOLS

Economics as a Study
Economic Change
Statistics

Deduction & Induction
Mercantilism
Physiocrats

NATURE & DEVELOPMENT OF
AMERICAN ECON. INSTITUTIONS

I

r

14%

Business Enterprise
Agriculture & Labor
Prosperity & Depression
8%Employment & Growth

II%

MARGINALISM

CLASSICAL SCHOOL

IV NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTING

.

Wages
--Population
6%
Rent
DEMAND &
Full Employment
Development
Changes in Conditions
Value Theory
Free Trade
Income as a DeTerminant
of Demand
Marxian Socialism
Elasticity
10%
21%
OUTPUT
NEOCLASSICAL AND

Theory of Choice

Price Structure and
Pay Rates
Composition of Output
Changes in Productive
Method
13%

SERVICES

CONTEMPORARY ECONOMICa

Product Accounts
Full Employment
GNP, Growth, & Their
Determinants
Multiplier
Governments's Role
Investment & GNP
26%
4

V MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY

Theory of Consumer Choice
Indifference Curves
Pricing of Output
Market Structures
Factor Prices
Income Distribution

Money in the Economy
Federal Reserve and
Monetary Policy
Fiscal Policy and
Stabilization
Economic Growth and
National Debt
18%

VI PRICE SYSTEM AND ALLOCATION
Supply and Demand
Production Function
Decisions Under Various
Market Structures
Price Mechanism and
Allocation
Profits and Welfare
Size, Efficiency, and
Research in Monopoly and
Competition

ADJUSTMENTS.TO CHANGE

6%

OVERNMEN1

1 309

INTERNATIONAL TRACE

20%

MARKET ECONWY

MACROECONCM1CS
Output Determination
Saving-Investment
Fraqework
Dynamid Factors
Cyclical Disturbances

IVI1 DISTRIBUTION OF INC 4E
Factor incomes
Personal

Income

Distribution
7%
VIII

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND

COMMERCIALPOLICY
1

1 %

POLICY
U1.1DERCE".47LOPFD NATION..

MonoDoly
Full Employment
Inflation
Redistributive Policy
International Economic
Policy
18%
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THE INDIVIDUAL TEXTS
The textbooks will be examined in this section. Comments will relate
chiefly to the author's departure from the general.tahla of contents. The
personal evaluations of this writer are included in certain instances, and
of course should be considered apart from the other data. The text author's
name will be used to identify each text.
Lawrence Abbott. Abbott does not concern the reader with any historic
information, but begins with an introduction to economics that includes basic
definitions and stresses capitalism. He then organizes the text similarly to
our general table with the single exception that he sandwiches in current
problems along the way rather than bringing them up in a separate section.

Georne L. Bach, BaCh's introductory section is slightly unusual because
of his discussion of "Economics in the Modern World." The macro-economic
information is divided into three sections: theory, policy, and growth. A
typical presentation of money and banking and the Federal Reserve System is
done in the policy section.
The role of economic growth in the United States
and underdeveloped nations is fully developed. The author provides a separate selection on government expenditures and taxation. He considers the
balance of payments problem in his treatment of international economics and
covers comparative economic systems in a section devoted to economic change.

M.A. Eggers & A. D. Tussing. This was one of the more difficult books
to fit into the scheme of things. To do so at all required a closer than
normal analysis of the twenty chapter titles. Eggers & Tussing began with
several chapters that fit rather well into our Section 11 and followed it
with a presentation of demand and supply.
At this point the similarity fades.
There are no sections on micro and macro-economics. The term GNP is not
even mentioned in the index. Only the treatment of international trade
and underdeveloped countries seems to fit our program; however, the authors
include chapters on the movement of services and administration in a market
economy.
William Fellner. Fellner is another author whose book does.not conform to the general table employed here, and necessarily so, because of
his unusual historical approach.
He devotes the first third of his book
to an analysis based on history of doctrine instead of economic institutions.
Beginning with information on deductive and inductive analysis, Fellner then
moves through the mercantilists and the physiocrats. His second section
covers the classical school on wages, population, diminishing returns, rent,
full employment, development, value theory, and free trade with an additional
section on :larxist socialism. This is followed by a neo-classical and
contemporary presentation that covers our sections of micro-economics and
income distribution. At this point Macro-economics is treated, and the text
ends with a section on policy related to monopoly, full employment, and
international economics.
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was very impressed with this approach. After completing such a
program, the student would have a clear idea of the historical signifiIt is quite difficult to differentiate
cance of each part of our theory.
between Keynes and the neo classicists when one is not aware when and how
each part of the contemporary theory he has learned was developed. A
course with Fellner's text would not tend to leave one in such a position.
I

Daniel Hamberg. Hamberg is the only author here who uses history of
American economic institutions as an introduction. He then skips ahead
of our outline to a national income accounting (macro) section followed by
his money and banking presentation which includes fiscal policy. There is
no separatio of current economic problems, but the rest of the book follows
the general table.
The notions of demand, supply, and elasticity, which
were skipped in the early part of the book, are found in the micro-economic
section.
Norman F. Keiser.
Keiser ddes not use an historical introduction nor
does he separate out current economic problems.
Instead historical and
current problems are integrated throughout the text. Keiser follows the
general table closely with the single exception of placing the monetary
section ahead of, rather than behind, the national income analysis.

k. G. Lipsey & P. 0. Steiner. These authors also skip any use of
history in favor of a more normal introduction as in our Section II. Roughly 50% of the book is taken up with various aspects of market operation:
demand, supply, market price determination in product, factor and international markets.
A discussion of micro and macro and general equilibrium
precedes a comprehensive section on circular flow which introduces the
national income analysis scheme. This is followed by a typical money and
banking section. Growth and development is included just ahead of current
problems of macro theory. Lipsey & Steiner made their biggest departure
by placing such emphasis on micro theory, in presenting macro-economics
late in the text and basing that section so heavily on the circular flow
model.
Campbell R. McConnell.
McConnell's introduction includes our Section
11 and some of the topics of Section III, but they are not treated in
detail. He then develops a macro segment which is followed by money and
monetary policy.
Growth is discussed before a typical micro-economics
section. Domestic economic problems precede the final topic of international economics.
Income inequality appears as a sub-topic of economic
problems and income distribution is not presented separately.

Peterson's first segment deals with the first four
Shorey Peterson.
sections of the general table. He then discusses the productive power of
capitalism before the monetary facts are used. The micro-economics which
follow are not the usual theoretical constructions. Distribution of income
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precedes the topic of government action and the government policy section
covers tax policy, international trade, and a brief discussion of the
differences between capitalism and collectivism.
After a somewhat standard introductory section conLloyd Reynolds.
cerned with economics and basic definitions, Reynolds goes into a .Micro economic presentation which emphasizes long-run market outcomes. This is
followed by a discussion of government in the market economy which also.
introduces the idea of income distribution.
This coverage of macroeconomic theory follows with most of the remainder of the text devoted to
economic growth. The unusual feature of this book is that it presents
micro-ecunomics ahead of macro-economics.
Paul A. Samuelson. This classic among introductory texts should be a
good guide as to the worth of our general table.
It is apparently favorable since we concur on most points. Samuelson uses no historical introduction and combines our Sections II and III before he completes the text
in a manner similar to the general table.
The single exception is that
demand and supply are treated lightly in the early stages of the text.

Melville J. Ulmer. Ulmer's first three sections are largely the
typical orientation material for the beginning student.
He, like Keiser,
then inserts money and banking ahead of the macro, micro, and distribution
of income sections.
Finally the author divides his international economics
unit giving separate emphasis to comparative systems.
Stanley P. Wronski,et. al.
Like Peterson, Wronski's opening topic
covers the first four segments of the general table.
There is no real
micro-economic presentation; instead the author describes consumption and
consumer decisions, then production and production decisions, and finally
a more standard presentation of money and banking.
The fifth of his six
major topics is devoted to unions, and the book ends with a section on some
of our economy's problems.
FOUNDATION OF MODERN ECONOAICS SERIES

(Prentice-Hall Publishers).

Since 1964 the Prentice-Hall Foundation of Modern Economics Series of
nearly a dozen paperback books edited by Otto Eckstein has been available.
Each book is a survey of a branch of economics and the entire series covers
the discipline.
examined the series to determine its value as a supplement or replacement for a standard textbook.
Each volume of the series was
compared with the correspondinp sections of the. Samuelson text.
I

The main difference appears immediately when one attempts such a
W;ost areas of study cannot be dealt with rigorously in an
introductory course.
The time for nresenting information is limited,
forcing the instructor and textbook author to do little more than mention
a branch of economics whedhe can tie it into his theoretical discussions,
or perhaps devote a short section to a very brief introduction to the
principles of that area.
compariscin.

As a result, it is hard to compare sections of Samuelson't text with
such books as Gregory Grossman's Economic Systems cr Otto Eckstein's
Public Finance since Samuelson does.not emphasize public finance and because
he devotes only twenty pages to alternative economic systems. Even these
twenty pages are directed largely at a justification for our own brand of
economics rather than offering an introduction to the theory of economic
systems.

For this reason
included only three books in this analysis, those
which cover the major fields also covered in detail by Samuelson.
If it
can be shown that this series could replace Samuelson in the teaching of
this basic material, then an instructor could assign books from the series
as a text, thereby providing students with standard theory references, at
the same time branching into other branches of economics which usually are
treated superficially in a standard text.
I

The first two books contain the analytic core of our ditcidline:
Robert Dorfman's Prices and Markets and National Income Analysis by
Charles Schultze. 'The third, James Duesenoerry's :'ones and Credit:
Impact
and Control, covers an area to which most modern texts devote an entire
section.

Schultze. Perhaps the first comparison should be made with an eye to
the space devoted to the area. Samuelson uses about 115 pages not including
certain sections on money and inflation and growth while '-he Schultze book
is 140 pages long.. However Samuelson has nearly 25% more words Per Page,
as shown by rough estimates, and includes a greater number of charts and
graphs. Schultze does not seem to include any topics that Samuelson leaves
out.
However, Samuelson presents some concepts such as growth and the
introductory statements, in other sections of his text which suggests that
Samuelson may devote more space directly to National Incane'concepts. At
least, it is the impression of thit writer that Samuelson provides more
background information and treats the subject mattee in somewhat greater
detai'. However, forecasting is the only area Schultze does not stress
which Samuelson presents.

Dorfman. At first glance it would seem that both authors:devote the
same amount of space (nearly 150 pages) to [rice theory; however, Saruelson
includes a discussion of the production function and iso,quant analysis in
Thus, 'considering the areater numbers of words per aage
a later section.
Samuelson devotes more space than Dorfman.
However, Dorfman includes sore
additional analysis. He shows the Production function e a three dirensiOnal
form or "production hill" and demonstrates that Iso-auantt represent
"altitude contours" of the production hill.
Such a eresentatjon bettoprepares.the student for an advanced analysis and as well offers a
simplified version of the material.
lt prevents the student from thinking of the analysis as two - dimensional. An additional departure from the
norm Is Dorfman's use of. dame theory in reletion to oiinopOly solutions
instead of relying on Sweezy's kinked demand curve.
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It is this writer's opinion that the Dorfman book is not only an
adequate substitute for Samuelson's price theory section, but may actually
be preferable to it. Dorfman has gone beyond the mere presentation of the
standard introductory material and provides serious students with more
complete and up-to-date analytical tools.

Dueenberry. Samuelson devotes approximately 80 pages to money, the
Federal Reserve, and monetary policy while Duesenberry's book is over 110
pages. However, both approaches to the material are similar, consisting
of some preliminary comments about the nature of money, leading to ceposit
creation, followed by a section on the Federal Reserve System. At some
stage of the analysiS other financial institutions and action in the capita!
markets are shown and an analysis of monetary policy as it fits into total
stabilization is developed.

IV

CONCLUSIONS

This study was undertaken to determine if there is in fact some order
of presentation of material that is predominant among introductory economic
texts. After construction of the general table of contents and a comparinc
of a number of books to it, this writer concludes that many authors have
indeed followed some standard pattern of presentation. The standard seemed
typified by Paul Samuelson, who's introductory text is usually regarded as
the frontrunner in the field. Thus, it would seem logical to conclude that
the pattern may not be due to necessity but rather to Professor Samuelson's
leadership and, perhaps, to the nature of product competition in the text
book market.
Two of the most impressive texts were written by Feltner and Lipsey &
Both books took a somewhat different approach. Fellner developed
the principles of economics which seemed to parallel e history of economic
Lipsey & Steiner offered
thought course but 'yet offered more to the student.
some up-to-date criticisms of and additions to theory which were not found
Three books from the Prentice-Hall, foundations of 'Modern
elsewhere.
EconomicsSeries were found to be stand-ins for corresponding sections of
T;;Zeison. Professor Dorfman's contribution to the series was superior in
The use.of these materials enable the instructor
the opinion of this writer.
to vary the structure of his course, at the same time that he provides the
necessary tools; concepts, and organizers of economic theory.

-Steiner.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION! ITS NATURE AND
AN ANALYSIS OF TWO PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR THE BASIC ECONOMICS COURSE
By

Thurlow Scott

As the demand for higher education rises and college enrollment steadily
increases, the need for more efficient learning also increases. An innovation that has received much attention and which is designed to help solve
this problem is programmed instruction.
The basic reason for the high level
of interest in programmed instruction is that, once the student is motivated,
the inherent structure of programming guarantees a high degree of student
success in learning.
It is because of its unique characteristics that
programmed instruction often is superior to teaching strategies employed in
conventional textbook learning.

Part
of this paper will explain the superioriiy of programmed instruction for some purposes over strategies using a text and lecture method by
(I) defining and describing the characteristics of programmed instruction
and showing the relationship between programmed learning and the achievement of behavioral objectives; (2) Inscribing the uses of programmed instruction as a teaching strategy; (3) pr viding a rationale for the use of programmed instruction in the total thinking-learning process; (4) contrasting
the programmed instruction method with learning from an ordinary textbook
and lecture situation.
I

The second part of the paper analyzes two programmed instruction books
currently used in principles of economics courses.
This is an exercise
which should show,the reader how to evaluate programmed instruction for use
in teaching.
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I

THE CHARACTERISTICS AND ADVANTAGES OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION DEFINED
The layman may often be confused in trying to distinguish between the
terms used to describe programmed instruction. These include the "progTam;"
"teaching machines," or simply the "program holder".
Specifically, the
term "program" refers to the content and organization of material or task
to be learned.
The term "teaching machine,' in general, refers to some
mechanical ,device used to present the material.
The term "program holder"
car) refer to either a programmed book, or to the simplest of teaching
machines, such as those made of cardboard.
To.beclassified under the
heading of programmed instruction the material must display. four common
characteristics:
(I) information must be -presented in a form which requires
frequent responses from the learner; (2) immediate feedback is provided
informing the learner whether the response was appropriate; (3) the learner
is allowed to work independently and adjust his rate of progress to his
capabilities; (4) the program-i's designed to permit-the learner to meet
specific, measurable learning objectives.
1

Educational. Objectives & Programmed Instruction.. The basic structure
of a program is determined largely by the educational objectives it is
designed to meet.
A distinguishing characteristic of programs is that they
are designed to bring about specific and stated behavioral chaqqes in the
learner upon completion of the programmed learning experience.
In addition,
the changes must be measureable so that.the instructor and the student can
determine whether the program permits students to meet the stated objectives.
The objectives must state what the learner is expected to be doing and how
well he is expected to perform at the end of a learning experience. For
example, a statement that the learner should be able to run a distance of
one mile in a period of five minutes under certain conditions, would be a
statement whiCh establishes the objective and sets the measurement criterion,

Stating educational objectives in terms of observable student performance is important for two reasons.
The measurement criteria can then serve
a dual purpose.
First, it serves in evaluating the progress of the learner.
---unless goals are clearly and firmly fixed in the minds of both
parties, (instructor and student) tests are at best misleading;
at worst, they are irrelevant, unfair, or useless.
Io be useful
they must measure performance in terns of the goals.

David Cram, Explaining "Teaching ;:achines" and Programming, p.7.
2Robert F. Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives, p. 3.
3lbid., p. 4.
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Where review tests are provided in the self-instructional program, the
learner can evaluate his own progress and direct his own efforts in
Second, behavioral objectives can help the
acquiring the desired skills.
programmer evaluate the effectiverpc.iss of the program in permitting the
student to achieve the original objectives of the course.
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION FOIVAT AND DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
The Learning Cycle. White the presentation of a program is often found
in book form many other media may be used. These include films, television,
or computers. Whatever the media used, all programs must display the
characteristics described above. The essence of the method and the common
characteristic of all programs is that they are based on the learning cycle.
The learning cycle starts with the presentation of a small amount of
material in the form of a frame upon which the learner focuses his attention.
Secondly, the learner is required to make a response to the material presented.
This means that the learner is actively participating in the completion of
some task in every frame of material presented. Finally, the learner is
given immediate feedback as to the correctness of the response, or to the
results in the completion of a given task.
in addition, the learner is
allowed to proceed at his own pace, taking as little or as much time as
individual abilities might require.
I

Programmed Instruction as Cybernetic Systems. A program is a cybernetic
learning system, which means it is an automatic self-regulating system
designed to perform some function, and it has four essential components.
These are the standard, process, measurement, and feedback components. The
standard is the goal, stated in terms of measurable performance as the
behavioral objectives that are to be achieved by the student.
The process
component are the means that are employed in reaching the objective, the
learner's use of the frames of material.
TheMeasurement device is the
decision making component of the cybernetic system and in the case of a
program is the comparison of the student's response to a frame and the
correct answer which is given in the program. The connecting feedback loop,
or steering mechanism, describes what the student does with this information
about the correctness of his answer: The student uses this feedback information to adjust his learning to insure that the intended goal or objective
will be reached. Thus, the feedback component is a vital component in the
system because it can provide a continuous testing of the Progress of the
learner and it steers the learning process to permit the learner to achieve
In diagram form the cybernetic learning system will look like
stated goals.
this:

1PauI

I. Jacobs, qilton H. Maier, Lawrence
Evaluating Self- instructional. Programs, p.4.
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Model of a Program as a Cybernetic System

Program Design & Construction. There are certain'technical requirements in the design and construction of a program.
Ppgram construction
begins with the development of behavioral objectives
The objectives
must be stated in behavioral terms and a criteria test must be developed
that will measure the effectiveness of the program. Second, the material
to.be learned must he sequenced and broken into frames. This careful
sequencing of learning in small steps creates a learning environment in
which the learner can succeed.
Third, the actual frames of material are
constructed that require a response from the learner.
Fourth, the program
must be tried out and revised on the basis of feedback until a representative sample of Learners reach the criterion level of performance on the
criterion test.
Finally, the program must be validated to determine how
much the student is learning from it.
A standardized test or one designed
specifically for the program might be used for this purpose. Thus, the
process of program construction is a cybernetic system.
There are several advantages not found in the ordinary textbook learning situation to constructing learning experiences in this rigorous manner.
First, the student has a clear understanding of the educational objectives
and can direct his own behavior toward attaining the objectives. Second,
programs use a learning cycle to facilitate learning.
In addition, instant
feedback is provided to indicate whether or not the learner is able to
grasp the concept or complete the task.
Third, there is evidence to indicate

I

A Guide to Evaluating Self-Instructional Programs, p.
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ID.

1

that the speed of learning is more rapid in programmed instruction.
This
Is often the case because all of the superfluous material found in a text
Finally, with the careful revisions of
has been removed from a program.
the frames and the setting of criterion testing, a high degree of success
is guaranteed for the motivated student.
TYPES OF PROGRAMS

In designing programs two main alternative styles or formats are
linear .aroarnrnin,s and branching programming.
commonly used:
Each is
based upon different teaching philosophies.
-The linear style is based on a learning theory developed by Dr. B. F.
Skinner, a Harvard Universtly psychologist, who considers as essential short
steps between sequential 'frames which permit the learner to develop a constructed response.
A linear program may look like this:

Programmed instruction requires a response
to make it operate.
from the

student

the

As soon as the student
correct answer is revealed.

responds

Thus,

in a series of frames the learner is conditioned to respond in an
appropriate manner through short steps designed to elicit a correct response.
The short steps minimize the occurence of an incorrect response which might
occur during a learning experience and give the student adequate practice
And reinforcement of new learning.
With the branching style of programming, it is assumed that students
can learn from their own mistakes. This style is based on the learning
theory developed by Dr. Norman A. Crowder, an industrial psychologist.
In
branching programs the frames permit the sudent to make an alternative
choice in response to a frame of material.
When a correct response is
made the learner continues along the mainstream of material, in relatively
large steps, with no interruptions. However, when the student makes an
incorrect choice, the learner is branched away from the mainstream of ideas

Ibid., p.,39.
2

David Cram, 2p. 2ii.

3

Burrbus.Fredric Skinner, "The Science of Learning and the Art of
Teaching", Harvard. Education Revue, 1954, 24, 86-97.
4

Ctn. Norman A. Crowder

and Grace C. Martin, Adventures in Algebra
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to a remedial step, or steps, which are intended to clear up any misunderThe assumption made in this learning theory
standing about the material.
is that the learner, in making a wrong response, is not hindered from
In addition, the type of response made
learning the correct response.
serves as a guide in getting the learner through the programr
In a sense,
it tells the program where the learner should be taken next.
Whether one style of programming. has superiority over the other has
not been proven.
However, since effective learning has been observed in
both cases, the learning situation and the preference of the programmer
will determine the style of programming to be used.'
THE USES AND EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRA1T,IED INSTRUCTION

There are many functions that programmed instruction can serve in a
total instructional strategy. Programs are not ordinarily designed to
form values or to shape attitudes. However, they can be effectively used
in other areas.
Certain kinds of learning may be better suited for the
programmed instruction method; for example, in teaching facts, concepts, or
skills the programmed approach is generally effective. Studies show that
programs work for almost any group of learners.
Variables such as age,
ability level of the learner, previous educational background,Co tot
effect the level of success attainable in programmed instruction.
Progsammed instruction provides more flexibility in teaching and
As a self-instructional method it can be used where a teacher
is not available, but it is4generally more effective when students have
both programs and teachers.
The method can be used to teach an entire
course or to help reinforce the teachinn of certain elements of a course.
It can be used in conjunction with conventional teaching methods.
Proprams
can be assigned to the entire class, to certain groups or to individuals
within the class.
They can be used as enrichment or as remedial material.
There are many uses of programmed instruction if the instructor is willing
to legitimize the method in "those basic learninps that can be carefully
programmed." Use of the method for certain kinds of learning can then
"free the human teachers for those instructional tasks that are truly
human.")
learning.

(David Cram, p. 39.
2

Ibid. p. 20.

3lbid., p.

18.

4---

Ibid., o. 19.

5

Dr. John I. Goodland,
...humanize the means of instruction.",
CTA Journal, Mar. 1966, p. 23.
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Some additional insights about the nature of programmed instruction can
be gained by relating programmed learning to the model of learning and thinking developed by 1. Richard Suchman and described earlier in the study by
First, programmed instruction strategies tend to rely
Wadaand Kobashi.
on cognitive motivation rather than social ego motivation:
This is because
students soon realize they can learn and they can work and take the test
at their own pace.
Second, in programmed learning there is constant interaction between the student and the program. The student does not passively
take in and store data; he must participate actively in the learning Process.
Third, programs are goal oriented, and are intended to help the student gain
specific knowledge or skills. Therefore, the °roarer controls the intake to
a greater extent than does the text.
In this sense it is more didactic than
the usual text learning situation. Because programs make systematic and
repeated use of the learning cycle, learning is mace more efficient.
Finally,
even though the formal program controls the learning situation, the learner
retains some control over the environment because he can proceed at his own
pace.
If the program is a branchfng program, then the student's learning
path is determined by his own learning problems.
COMPARISON OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND REGULAR TEXT
Learning through programmed instruction and the textbook situation are
quite different.
First, texts are not written according to rigorous specification as are programmed instruction books. For example, texts are not
written to help student achieve specific behavioral objectives. Therefore,
a text may contain a lot of unnecessary information which may make it
difficult for the learner to know what to learn. Second, the learning
sequence in a text is not designed as a learning cycle, but instead is a
narrative.
Very often texts are organized into lengthy chapters and often
the author does not adequately indicate the interrelationships of ideas
learned in different chapters.
In a program, on the other hand,
the
included information is limited much more to that which will help the student
achieve the behavioral objectives.
Non-essential information and topics are
excluded and the 'interrelations between previously learned ideas or tasks are
carefully pointed out.
Third, a text author does not write in learning steps
based on knowledge of the student's individual learning problem; instead the
Fourth,
author usually is primarily interested in buildin:: a logical argument.
usually texts do not demand any active student response.
Students are only
required to read the text and only good students tend to read reflectively.
Fifth, texts are not tested on student populations and validated. If they
are tried out, the author has no criteria for measuring success if there are
Lack of a learning cycle and student responno student learning objectives.
ses frame-by-frame means that the author can only guess as to how to correct
the problem.

See page 42 of this report.

Ii

ANALYSIS OF TWO PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION BOOKS

MEASURING LEARNING
This part of the paper will analyze the learning cycle of two programmed instruction books. Several sections of each book will be.analyzed
to see if they are constructed so as to lead to the learning of specified
behavioral objectives. This exercise should help the reader learn more
about programming, and at the same time demonstrate how to evaluate programs for possible use.
As an aid in analyzing the learning tasks recuired of studerits in a
program,
used the cognitive tasksielassification set forth in S. Bloom's,
Taxonomy of Educational Obiectives. This classification divides learning
I

into several categories according to the level of difficulty of the cognitiye task.
For example, the lowest level task is learning knowledge:
memory, retention, recal I, etc. This knowledge is categorized according
to degree of difficulty such as:
knowledge ofspecifies,- of terminology,
of specific facts, of ways and means of dealing with specifics, of conven-

.

tions, of trends, of sequences, of elasifications and categories, knowledge of criteria, of methodology, of the universals and abstractions in
a field, of principles and generalizations, and knowledge of theories and
structures.- Higher levels of cognitive tasks can also be categorized by
degree of difficulty and they are given the following ordering by Bloom:
comprehension, translation, interpretation, extrapolation, application,
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.
Simpler adaptation of Bloom's taxonomy was adopted for use in analyzing
the level of skills being deyeloped in the two programs analyzed. Seven
categories were used:
2
1.0 not a speCifie knowledge item. .(described in footnote)
.

1.1

This category included definitions,
Knowledge of soecifies.
simple distinctions and elementary factual knowledge. Example:
Alternative cost is:: a,b,c,d.
I.

1.2

Knowledge of ways and moans of dealing with specifics. This
category was used for criteria; classification, conventional
procedures, distinctions, and sequences. Example:
A frequent source of difficulty for students learning
I.
about demand is the important distinction between demand
and quantity demanded. The amount buyers will purchase
a,b,c,d.
of a commodity at a particular price is:

1.3

Knowledne of the universals and ahstrections in a field.
Knowleoce questions relating to major concepts and generaliExample:
zations were put in this category.
When price increases
I.
In summarizinc the Law of Demand:
the quantity demanded of the commodity will: a,b,c,d.

1

I:

Benjamin S. '.31oom, ed., Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook
Cognitive Domain.
2

It was found in attempting to categorize some items that a frame was
(e.g., the following
often used merely to identify certain charts and graphs.
Answer - June 2-8. Therefore,
demand schedule is from the week of
this type of frame will be categorized under the 1.0 classification.)
.
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.

The skill items selected to measure the types of abilities that might
be developed are:
2.1

2.2

,

Verbal expression of a message given in a diagram
was included in this category, as well as less complex problems
of comprehension.
Examples:
I.
The inside arrow represents: a,b,c,d.
2.
Plot the demand schedule on the graph below.
Translation'.

Interpretation.' The student is required to make some sort of
judgement, or he had to recall information and use it to comprehend a problem.
Included were instances where the studen: had
to:
(I) judge which instance best meets criteria; (2) decide If
an example is an instance of an economic concept; (3) determine
whether a situation manifests an economic quality; (4) identify
the broadest definition of a concept; (5) show comprehension of
a concept by discrithinating from an example, aspects of the
concept.

3.0 'Application.
This type of problem involved problem solving with
no formula provided.
Example:
Using the demand and supply schedule below determine the
I.
equilibrium price of the commodity.

COMPARISON OF TWO PROGRAMMED BOOKS USED IN ECONOMICS
With the aid of the criteria established ayove, an analysis of two
books currently used in economics will be made.
The analysis will describe
the cognitive tasks required of the students in the two programs. First, a
general description of the two books will be given to describe content
organization, programming style, the use of review frames, criterion tests,
Second, a frame-by-frame analysis of parts
and stated behavioral objectives.
of each book will be made using the adaptation of Bloom's taxonomy as a guida.
The books were analyzed in sections by taking about thirty frames from the
This procedure included an analysis
beginning, middle, and end of each book.
of the review frames and of the review tests where they existed in order to
determine whether the author seemed to De using a learning cycle which would
lead to realization of the author's stated behavioral objecties.
Book I:

I

Richard Attiyeh, Koith Lumsden, George Lelana Bach,
lacreeconomics, A Programmed Rook.

Fichard Attiyeh, Keith Lumsden,
The two books to be analyzed are:
Georgo Leland each, 'iacrooconomics, A Prograilmed Poo :7 and Robert C. 3ingham,
Economic Concerts: A Programmed Approach.

There are seven sections in this book:
(I) The Measurement of
National Output; (2) Peal and Potential GNP; (3) Aggregate Demand and
Aggregate Supply; (4) The Multiplier; (5) Fiscal Policy; (6) Monetary
Policy; (7) Problems of a Dynamic Economy.

The program is of linear design, i.e., the short steps between frames
should develop a constructed response.
However, it was found that the
responses which are required in this book are not consistent over the
several frames that would lead to a constructed response. There is no
introductory material of any kind at the beginning of each section of the
book, but instead the program is immediately introduced. The student is
not sure what is to be learned because the behavioral objectives are not
stated.
in addition, no review frames of material or review tests are
presented which would help the student measure his own rate of progress.
A

In the following frame-by-frame analysis the indicated levels of
cognitive skill were required of the students. The analysis covers
sections (I), (3), and (7), of the Attiyeh, Lumsden and Oach book..
Following the data a brief paragraph will describe the general content of
each section.
In addition, the teeming cycle and the program design
strategy wili he described to show, with some illustrative frames, how
the students are encourage to learn.
At the end of each section some
tentative conclusions will be made about the effectiveness of The program.
Table

1

Analysis of Section 1; Attiyeh, Lumsden and Bach
Section

Frame

"National Output"

Type of cognitive skill

Knowledoe Item

Skill

1.0
'2

1.1

3

1.1

4

1.3

5

1.1

6

1.i

7

1.2

8

1.1

2.2

9

10

1.1

11

1.3
1.2

12

13

1.1

14

1.1

7:2

15

16
17

1.1

1.1
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(continued)

Item

(continued)

Section I;

T e of cognitive skill

Frame

"National Output"

.

Knowledge Item

Skill

Item

1.1

18

n

19

20

1.1

2.2

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1.1

1.1

2.2
1.2
1.1

I .1
1.2
1

,

1

1 .1

The general content of this section deals with the measurement of national
output.
However, the beginning frames are used to introduce the scarcity,
concept.
Frame 9, for example, summarizes the preceeding frames like this:
When considering an entire nation, it is clear that the level of
economic welfare attained depends on two factors:
(I) the quantity of
(2) how

available, and
these resources are used.

ANS. (resources - efficiently)
It should be realized that this is an. example of how knowledge.is
gained through use of the learning cycle, and then later recalled to
interpret or to comprehenJ a particular problem.

.

Frgm the data on the section above it can be seen that the level of
cognitive skills required is generally low; over half of the frames fall
into the category of simple distinction and elementary factual knowledge.
Only about one sixth of the frames fall within the range that could be
classified as skill items. Further, this pattern is generally consistent
over the thirty frames that were studied.
The following data describes the level of cognitive skills required in
section (3) of the program, Aggregate Demand and Agregate Supply Analysis.
Again, the data will be followed by some illustrative frames to show how
program design promotes student learning.
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Table 2

Analysis of Section 3;. Attiyeh, Lumsden, and Bach
Section

Type of cognitive skill

Frame

!"Aggregate Demand and
'Aggregate Supply'
3.

Knowledge Item,

Skill. Item

1.1
2

1.1

3

I

.

I

4

I.1

5

1.1

2.2
2.2

'6

7

8
9

1.2
1.3

10

1.1

II

1.2
1.2
1.2

12
13-

2.2

14

15

1.2

16

1.1

2.2

17
18
19

1.2
1.2

20

2.2

21

1.1

22
23
24
25

1.1

2.2
l.1
1.1

2.2
2.2
2.2

26
27
28
29
30

2.2.

2.2

Frames 12, 13, and 14 illustrate how program design strategy has been
used to facilitate learning: The three frames, as they appear in the-book,
.

are:
12.

Since the economy was initially at full employment, it (would/
would not) be possible for producers to increase production
because there (would/would not) be unemployment resources
availahle.
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13.

Thus the increase .in. aggregate demand means that, at initial
prices,. buyers would be trying to buy (more/less) output than
could be produced.
In such a situation, competition among
buyers would force the price level (up/down).

14.

What this example makes clear is that whenever aggegatedemand
exceeds potential GNP valued in initial prices the price will
(increase/detrease).. Thus, infiation.will result whenever the
level of
in initial prices.

ANS. (I4--increases

is greater than

aggregate demand - potential GNP)..;

The student must make the distinctions above and then recall this
information to interpret the problem posed in frame 14.
In general,
this section showed more learning of skill items. Over one third of the
frames fell into the category of interpretation.
Most of the presentation
was verbal with more vignrnuc expositions left until frame 40.
Table 3

Analysis of Section 7; Attiyeh, Lumsden and Bach.
Section

Frame

"Problems of a
Dynamic Economy"
7.

Types of cognitive skill

Knowledge item
I

1.1

2
3

1.1

4

1.2

5
6

1.1

7

1.1

8
9

1.1

10

1.1

1.1

2.2

2.2

2.2

II

12

Skill Item.

1.1

2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2

13
14

15

16
17

18

1.1

19

1.1

20

2.2
(continued)
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(continued)

Section

Types of cognitive skill

Frame

"Problems of a
Dynamic Economy"

Knowledge Item

Skill Item
2.2
2.2

21

22
23
24
25

1.1

1.1
1.1

1.1

26'

27
28
29
30

2.2
1.1

1.3

2.

Fiscal and monetary problems are considered in the light of the policy
goals of price stability and full employment.
It should be noted that
almost half of the frames in this section fail into the category of
interpretation.
Book 11:

Robert C. Bingham, Economic Concepts:
A Programmed Approach.

This book is divided into eight sections which include:
(1)
Demand
and Supply; (2) National Income Accounting; (3) National Income Analysis;
(4) Money and Ranking; (5) The Costs of. Production; (6) Product Prices and
Output; (7) The Prices and Employment of Resources; and (8) International
Trade.

The style of programming in this book is mainly linear but there are
occasional uses of the branching format.
any of the frames are larger
and more detailed than in the proceeding book. Review frames appear
frequently in the book and are designated as such in the data below. Review
tests are also included at the end of the book which enable the student to
measure his own rate of progress.
in addition, objectives are stated very
generally at the beginning of each section.
These sections they introduce the student to the objectives of each section in a oeneral way, thereby
enabling
to focus his, efforts more effectively.
In the introduction to
section (I), for example, the author considers three very broad objectives
to be of importance:
To beain, we will examine demand to learn what is important to
Finally,
know about it. Thou we will do the same for supply.
we can use demand and supply together to explain what the price

N

of a commodity will be, how much of the commodity will be bought
and sold, when its price will change, and when the amount bought
and sold will change.
Table 4
AnalysiS of Section I; Birigham
Section

Frame

Type of cognitive skill

Knowledge item

"Demand and Supply"

Skill

item

2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
II

12

13

1.2
1.2
1.2

14/
15
16

2.2

17
18
19

20
21

22

23

30 Review frame

2.2 (parts of
a large
frame)

Review test
1.2
1.3

2
3
4

1.2
1.2

5

6

1

Robert C. 3ingham, p.

I.

It can be seen from Table 4 that there is a general pattern of cognitive skills being developed which is in agreement with Bingham's review,
frames and review test material.
Analysis of the learnipg,cycle shows that
the criteria tests are testing the same skills developed in the main body
of frames. For example: frame 11 in the main body and frame 3 in the review
test help the-student in making an important distinction .about the Law of
Demand:
Frame II

.If the price of a commodity were to decrease
then, according to the Law of Demand, there would
also be:

(a) an increase in the demand for the commodity
(b) an increase
commodity
ANS.

Review Test
Frame 3

i

:the quantity demanded of the

(b)
if you put down '(a) you have forgotten
that demand means:"demand schedule" and....

When.the price of anycommodity increases there will
be a:

(a) decrease, in the demand for the commodity

(h) decrease in the quantity demanded of the
commodity
:Thus, the learning cycle from the previous frames has developed
The behavioral objective examined in the criteria test
is tr,eagreement with the intended objective'formutated at the beginning of

a cogpi,tive skill.

the.

program.

Table 5

Analysis of Section 3; Bingham
.

.

Section

Frame

Type of cognitive skill

Knowledge item

"National Income Analysis"

4

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

5

1.1

6
7
8
9

1.1

2

3

1.2
1.3
1.2
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Skill

(continued)

item

Section.

Frame

Types of cognitive skill

"National Income Analysis"

Knowledge item

10

1.2

11

1.2

12

Skill

item

3.0

13

i.2

14 Review
15 Review

1.2
1.2

16

2.1

17
18

1.2
1.2

19

1.2
1.2

20
21

2.1

22
23
24

1.2
1.2

2.2

Review Test
2.2
2
3
4

3.0.

2.2
3.0
3.0
2.2

5

6

This secticm contained three stated objectives in its introduction:
to explain what determines the size of GNP, (2) the size of NNP, and (3)
changes in NNP from year to year..
Initially, many of the frames in this section are concerned with ways
and means of dealing with specific knowledge.
Later in the program the
information presented was used in problem solving.
The material of frames
5 through 8, for example, is later applied to interpret the review test's
frame I.

Frame 7 (an expansion of concepts in frames 5-6)
Because there are only four kinds_of_spending an.d
four groups of spenders in the economy, aggregate
demand has only four components:
AD

C +

+ G + F

I

n
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(foreinn)

(consumption)

C represents spending by consumers and is called
represents spending by
n

Review test

Frame

I

The ;cur components of aggregate demand are
,

and

ANS. (consumption, net investment, government spending,
net exports)
.
Again, the program design strategy and the behavioral objectives are
skillfully interwoven.
Table 6

Analysis. of Section 7; Bingham

Section

Frame

Type of cognitive skill

"The Prices and Employment
of Resources"
7.

Knowledge item

Skill Item

1.1.

I

2

1.1

3
4

3.0
2.2
2.2
2.2
3.0
2.2
2.2
2.2

5
6
7
8
9
10

1.2

II

3.0
2.2

12
13

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

14
15

16
17
18

19

2.2

20

Review frame

21

Review. frame

1.3

2.2
2.2
2.2
3.0

22

23
24

Review test
1.3

1

2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2

2
3
4
5

6
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The level of difficulty in this section was found to be very high with
a large amount of quantitative reasoning required.
It might even be
suggested that this section should only be assioned under circumstances
in which there can he direct supervision by the instructor.
A beginning
student could become discouraged in attempting this section on an individual basis.
Several objettives were stated in the section's introduction:
(1) to learn .how demand and supply -determine the price and the
total employment of a resource.
(dependent upon)1
a.

whether the resource is used by perfettly competitiVe
employers, or a monopolist.

b.

whether only one or all of the.resources a firm employs
are variable.

(2) to look at firms to discover how much of-each resource they will
employ when all of their resources are variable.
The student is required to compute the marginal physical product of
labor, the total revenue of the firm, the MRP of the firm, and the marginal
revenue cost. There is no graphic analysis used and the computations are
developed into labor supply, production, price, and revenue schedules.
Because of this the frames are quite lengthy and, therefore, will not be
reproduced for illustrative purposes.
However, the review frames and the
review tests, appear to correlate well with the main body of the program.

III

SUMMARY

This paper has described the important characteristics and advantages
of programmed instruction.
It has defined programmed instruction in terms
of these common characteristics:
(1) present information that requires a
response; (2) provide feedback to the learner; (3) allow the learner to
adjust his ret- if progress; (4) base the proorammed learning on educational
objectives'Istated in behavioral terms, and (5) establish measurement criteria
to measure performance in terms of these goals.
This paper has explained a program as an automatic self-regulating
system, a cybernetic system.
It has also related programmed instruction to t;
Suchmanrs thinking-learning model. Assumino the student wants to learn, a
prom-am can.make the student into a cybernetic system,. thus insuring that he.
does in fact learn 'hat he is supposed to learn. The program tends to use
cognitive motivation because there is constant interaction between the
learner and the program which increases student interest in learning.
Once
the learner is motivated, then, the prooraM is able to control the intake or
the encounters that are necessary to interact with the organizers which.
results in learning.
-121-

The second part of the paper applies the. theory of learning developed
in tha first section.
Two programs were analyzed to identify the types of
cogni-ive'skills required of the students when they interact with the
progra7s.

We analyzed the design strategy employed in constructing the
frame; and the validation of the program to determine how much
is being
learn:.

analysis undertaken here sought to evaluate the success:of.
each
progr!- in dealing with these problems, the Bingham book appears to have.
some !:vantages over that by Attiyeh, et.al.; in this respect..
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THE TASK OF RECONSTRUCTING ECONOMICS CURRICULUM:
THE NEED AND A SUGGESTED METHOD
By

Burton T. Gray

I

INTRODUCTION

In the Process of Education by the renowned Harvard psychologist and
educator, Jerome Bruner, the author states that the curriculum of any
subject "should bo determined by the most fundamental understanding that
can be Wfleved of the underlying principles that live structure to the
Bruner explains that, "grasping the structure of a subject Is
subject.
understanding it in a way that permits many other things to be related to
in short, is to learn how things are
To learn structure
it meaningfully.
Underlying this position that learning is enhanced and what is
related."
learned is more useful in a curriculum which reflects the discipline's basic
structure is the requirement-that the curriculum designer have the most fundamental understanding of that field.
,

The Economics IA and ID courses are supposed to present and introduce
Presumably, these principles should conthe "principles" of. economics.
stitute or include the structure of the science. However, in the field of
economicslat the present timelthere is considerable disagreement voiced by
One objective of this
some groups as to what the structure should be.
controversies
over
the
nature
of economics. This
paper is to examine these
will involve a brief description of the epistemological basis of "orthodox"
economic theory and an analysis of the current criticisms of this orthodoxy.
Many economists may riot admit to the existence or importance of such
disagreements, or, if they acknowledge the existence of disputes over the
structure of the discipline, they do not consider them sufficiently importent to warrant any-of-their own time-and_effort. While thisattitude
might be acceptable for the non-teaching economist, it is not for those of
the profession who profess and, therefore, necessarily design economics
curricula.

1

Jerome Bruner, Process of Education, (New York:

1960), p. 31.
2

"Ibid., P.

7.
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Unfortunately, the organization of modern economic thought and research
provides a peculiar "out" or mask for the inadequacies or discrepencies of
the theories and this permits economist teachers to refuse to channel their
efforts into theresolUtion of these problems. This is the somewhat arbitrary division of economic analysis into the separate areas of microeconomics and macroeconomics. As we shall see, one of the major sources of
-controversy is over the effect of studying aggregates separately from
structure and the apparent logical inconsistencies which result from the
division. While the economist, like en ostrich, might find comfort, in
sticking his head into the sands of macroeconomics, observers (some of
whom are students) notice and wonder about that part of the body which is
not hidden from their view, but which does not seem to be adequately
explained by microeconomic theory.
In this paper
will discuss attacks on the theory from two sources.
One is from within the discipline itself and is perhaps best expressed in
the writing of John Kenneth Galbraith. The other source of bitter criticism
is from the Marxist school.
Both call into question the value of much of
the theory and policy orthodoxy presented in the typical undergraduate economics curriculum, particularly in the principles course.
I

The second objective of my paper is to relate these controversies over
the structure of the discipline to problems of curriculum design.
This
will do by introducing a model developed by J. Richard Suchman which depicts
teaching-learning as a cybernetic system. The intention here is to propose
a useful perspective for discussing and solving problems related to economics curriculum design.
I

11

THE CURRENT ORTHODOXY

Modern orthodox economics, sometimes referred to as the science of
human action, is based on the assertion that the prerequisites for indivi__dual action are dissatisfaction on the one hand, and on the other, the
possibility of alleviating that state. Action takes place only where
decisions have to be made and, therefore, every act reveals the preferences
of the individual. Because all goals either cannot be achieved at all or
simultaneously, and because man is mortal, he is compelled to economize
in his action; that is, he must compare alternative possible acts.
Human
action and conduct is the fundamental datum of the science.
Furthermore, the theory is derived from two economic laws which are
assumed to be universally valid. Specifically, they are the laws of
diminishing marginal utility and increasing marginal costs. On the basis
of these laws, orthodox economics constructs an elaborate theory of value,
which describes "the price system" in any money exchange market economy.
These principles of orthodox .economics attempt to explain those .forces
operative under all such systems; that is,these principles are thought of
as universally applicable.
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Keynes' fundamental contribution to the theory is concerned with an
economic system of indirect exchange.
Whereas money was held to serve
only as a medium of exchange in classical economic theory, Keynes analyzed
the effects on economic activities resulting from the fact that money also
functions as a store of value. He concluded that it was probable that
"the price system" would attain an equilibrium solution at less than
full empllyment.
Financial, capitalism (or more vulgarly, that aspect of
the price system that enabled man to: make money on money) obstructs and
hinders the potential productivity of industrial capitalism. Underemployment and overemployment are realities of the indirect exchange
system because of the characteristics of money.
Keynes reestablished the importance in orthodox economics of aggregate
economics or national income theory. Be reformulating the function of
the government sector of the economic system, the naturally equalibrating
"guiding hand" of Adam Smith was replaced by,themdeus ex machinamrole of
the state.

III

GALBRAITH'S ATTACK ON THE ORTHODOXY

Today, the attack on orthodox economic theory from within is most
dramatically characterized in the works of John Kenneth Galbraith.
In his
recent book, The New Industrial State, he assaiis specific aspects of the
microeconomic theory as basically irrelevant.
The following is a typical
example of his stand:
"A year or two ago, the United States Department of Commerce,
invading an activity hitherto reserved, at least in Democratic
administrations, to private, enterprise, published a small pamphlet setting forth the blessings of capitalism.
It illustrated
these by describing the operations of a lemonade stand conducted
by two children under the trees.
This was in keeping with wellestablished practise in economics education which regularly holds
that capitalism can best be understood by examining enterprises
with little or no capital, guided by one person, without the
complications of corporate structure and where there is no union.
Economic life began with small firms, with small capital, each under
the guiding hand of a single master. A systematic and internally
consistent theory, that of the competitive firm in the market
economy, is available for the explanation of such an economy.
This lends itself well to pedagogy. Bt this view of the
economy is not -anctioned by reality."
I

See Dudley Dillard, The Economics of John Maynard Keynes, Chapter 12,
"The Development of Keynes' Thought and the Social Philosophy to Which It
Leads."
In this chapter the 'author does a good job of explaining Keynes'
dissatisfaction with financial capitalism and the impetus such feelings
generated toward a clarification of the theory of industrial capitalism.
2

John Kenneth Galbraith, The New Industrial State, (Boston:
Mifflin Co., 1967), pp. 8-9.
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In the fashion of an institutionalist, Galbraith identifies gross
inconsistencies, between the micro and macroeconomic theory.
For example,
micro analysis leads to the conclusion that imperfect competition creates
a serious misallocation of resources and therefore reduces efficiency and
economic growth. According to the criterion of micro theory, then, the
U.S. market system is unsatisfactory. On the macro level, however, the
system is lauded as the most productive and efficient in the world. How
can these two attitudes be reconciled?

Galbraith maintains that the answer lies in the technologiCal forces
that have shaped the modern institutional framework of the system.
In
markets dominated by huge national and international corporations, administered prices are a planning device; their relative stability and predictability is essential to the successful operations of the corporation.
Thus,
considering pure competition as an ideal--the effect of our standard reliance
on purely competitive models as a basis of comparison is tantamount to
denying the fantastic technological breakthroughs in production and their
effects on industry organization.
Using the farming industry as an example
he maintains that:
"Even modern agriculture, although it is outside the industrial
system, cannot accommodate itself effectively to radical price
changes and all countries with highly developed agriculture have
moved toward planning in this industry to the extent of establishing systems of price controls. This has been the direct result
of advancing technology and increasingly heavy capital requirements.
And the consequence (and most notably in the United States)
of price security and associated ability to plan has been much
increased investment by farmers in new capital and technology.
The further result has been gains in productivity in recent years
that have been considerably greater in agriculture than in industry.
However, farmers being numerous, there is no chance for the nongovernmental regufation of prices that characterizes the industrial system.
It has had to be done by the government.
And so
deep is the commitment to the illusion of control of the enterprise by the market that this price regulation--which cannot be
'concealedis still, not wholly accepted by economists, including
those who otherwise applaud agricultural efficiency.
The fixed
prices, by distorting resource use, are thought to be a source of
It is not observed that the same fixed prices make
inefficiency.
possible the advanced technolcry and higher capital inputs which
greatly enhance productivity.

Ibid., pp. 190-191 (footnote).
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Galbraith gives many other examples in the book, but this should be
sufficient to point out his evaluation of the glaring irrelevance of much
of the orthodox price theory and the policy implication ordinarily drawn
from it.

IV

THE MARXIST CRITICISM

The Marxist attack on orthodox.or bourgeois economics is similar in
that it focuses on the inconsistencies between theory and reality; however
Marxists arrive at altogether.different conclusions. Rather than advocat
ing a reconstitution of the theory, the Marxist works to eliminate the system
Orthodox capitalist theory is thought to be condidescribed by the theory.
tioned by class interests; it is part of the superstructure of the Capitalist
era and as such it describes and provides a justification for capitalism.
Specifically, Marxists often attack orthodox theory on the grounds that it is
not pure or value-free theory.. Take, for. instance, the following statement
made by James O'Connor in a recent article:
"It should be obviOus from the discussion that macro-theory was formulated with an eye to macro-policy--that in no sense can macrotheory be considered pure theory, or value-free theory. The
of macro-theory is toward the jontrol of income, employment,
and prices via state economic policy!!
validity of this criticism rests upon a rejection of the basic premise
the
of the
science of human action--that is, that man acts.to achieve specific ends:
Knowledge acquired through scientific reasoning and research and logical
deduction provides the means. by which men are enabled to achieVe. their ends.
The orthodox economist argues that knowledge, or "purem theory, can be scientifically valid without being value-free.
In other- words, the orthodox economist
accepts, the notion that the goals of man's action are conditionedby his values,
but rejects the idea that such values can be said to negate the scientific

character of any specific body of theory if N withstands the scrutiny of logi-.
cal reasoning or empirical testing.
!f this aspect of the Marxist attack against orthodox economic theory is
to represent a serious threat, thi:: critic should concentrate on destroying the
foundation of the science.
This can be done by proving that there is a valuefree theory and then by constructing one.

1

..lmes O'Connor, Reprint
San Jose State Library) "Scientific and
Ideological Elements in Macro-Economic Theory," p. 3.
(
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Failing to do this, the Marxist might still argue that the solution lies
in a body of values universally acceptable to mankind. But once again, lhe
burden of proof is upon his shoulders:
first, because he must construct a body
of values that would be recognized as true and meaningful by all; and second,
because he would be a captive of his own criticism because there is no reason
why a universally acceptable body of values would be any less of a hindrance to
scientific research than a particular body of values (i.e., the "capitalist
values").
This leaves the Marxist in no better or worse a position than the traditional critic of any organized body of knowledge.
In which case, his unique contribution is perhaps to be found more in his role as conceptual organizer of
history socio-economic environment than in his role as moral philosopher or
meta-physician.

V

TOWARDS RESTRUCTURING THE PRINCIPLES COURSE

The previous sections outlined two current critiques of the economic
principles which are traditionally the back -bone of the college principles
course..
Now it is necessary to show how and why this structure weakens the
course, and how we might begin to restructure the principles.
To help
relate these criticisms to the need and method for reorganiiing the
economics curriculuT,
will use the learnin-thinking model designed by
J. Richard Suchman.
The model provides a vocabulary and frame of reference for discussing the learning process.
I

.

Suchman asserts that learning and thinking are the same process and
that learning can be defined as the. pursuit of meaning, thpt people acquire
new Meaning from.the interaction between the encounters they have with the
outside world and the stored knowledge or ordanizers they use in.reacting
to the encounter.
Suchman defines an organizer as, Stored knoWiedge which
a person can recall and use .(data, inferences, systems, models, etc.)': A
person's organizers or stored knowledge control how he-perceives,what
information he takes from an encounteN-and how he, uses the new inforMation
to create new meaning-7new organizers.

inforMation on the Model. was derived from an article entitled
"A discourse on the Effects of Assipning Grades to Students", by Calm,
Sperling, and Crawford.
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The model describes the process of learning and thinking and is
reorocuded below.
SUCITIAN'S LEARNING-THINKING MODEL

ORGANIZERS

STORAGE OF
ORGANIZERS

NCOUNTERS

INTAKE
1. Searching

2. Selecting
3. Grouping

MOTIVATION
CONTROL

I. Visceral
2. Social -ego

3. Cognitive
(closure 3'

curiosity).

.ACTION

o CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
o EXPLORE ENVIRONMENT

Now, let us translate problems of curriculum design into the terminoloqy
used in the Suchman model.
There are two probleMs involved in designing a
The
first
involves determining what those principles (the
principles course.
structure of the discipline) are.
In Suchman's terminology, the principles
are the organizers which are to be learned.
For the economists these organizers have meaning- -they are their basic intellectual equipment, they control
their perceptions and scientific innuiry.
Economists want to pass on these
ornanizers to students so that students can use them to organize (control)
their economic reasonina.
Once learned, students .hould be able to. use the
organizers for some purpose.
The question is, will students acnuire the ornanizers and be able to use
them? They will if they mean something to them, if they can see some use
for them. What about the principles of economics?
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The, criticisms of economic theory noted earlier suggest that the
economics principes passed on to students in Economics IA and 1B leave
something to be desired.. In the social sciences, as opposed to the physical sciences, there are changes both in the state of knowledge and in
the subject of study due to institutional changes in the social structure.
If. for example, the economic principles of price determination in pure
competition are useless in describing the pricinn oehaviOr of huge multinational corporations, should this theory be given sucn emphasis in the
principles class? .While economists create changes in the existiAo body of
knowledge through research they are hesitant about changing the core
"principles" to reflect these changes in theoretical cescriptions'of basic
students don't get the connecTherefore, rightly,
economic institutions.
tion. One major clue, then to, reconstruction of economics curriculum is to
identify as the basic principles those organizers which exolain existing
institutional structure and behavior

The second problem relates to the way these principles or organizers
are presented or used in the course.
To what extent are they related to
what students already know about the economy and society? How can they be
used to explain economic activity? Do students heve an opportunity to use
the organizers to clear up confusing and interesting questions about the
economy?

.

Students learn economics through encounters set up by the instructor
through lectures, reading assignments, written assignments, examinations,
etc. Since the course is based on the principles and' presented as a series
of encounters, course improvement means a reexamination and reformulation
of either the encounters. or the structure, .or both. .:;albraithfs objections
suggest that we need both more relevant organizers and encounters.
If the.
Information provided seems irrelevant and conflicts with students'. previous
experience, at best they will react reflexively to learn.what is expected
of them. They hardly can be expected to iinquire or to ta4 the:subject
seriously.
Perhaps the significance of the oft - repeated student complaint that
the introductory economics course is dull and irrelevant is that the clatsroom encounters simply do not correspond to the social, Political, and.
cultural environment of the world the student experiences;
Thereiore, a
'..second major clue for research and investigation into economics curriculum
Ties in an examination of the realtionships between the econoMic organizers
and the encounters.

It is essential that the teaching economist have as fundamental as
possible a grasp of the workings of the mddern economic and social worlc.
Whether there be subtle. logical inconsistencies or blatant fallacies in
the principles of economics, all such weaknesss wea:-.en the structure of
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the material and render it that much more difficult for the student.
It
is as essential for the skilled economist to devote time to the clarification of economics curriculum as it is for him to engage in original
research.

Although economists may not agree with the Marxist critique of orthodox theory as an apolc:ly for capitalism, nevertheless Marxist organizers
and methodology can offer worthwhile additions to economic inquiry.
In
particular, certain of the Marxist organizers might be useful for describing
economic organization - -for example, the concept of economic surplus.
It
is interesting to note that in a book review of Monopoly Capital,
Professor O'Connor made the following remarks:
"Marxist analytic tools were developed to describe the transition
from precapitalist to capitalist economies and to unravel the
laws of motion of competitive capitalism. An analysis of monopoly
capitalism requires techniques which are more adoptable to their
subject matter.
These are nowhere to be found in the classic
Marxist literature, although there have been attempts to stretch
the labor theory to fit problems of monopoly pricing. The utility
of the techniques based on the labor theory nevertheless remains
limited to explaining the origins of profits and the distribution
of income between economic classes under a regime of competition.
Mainly for this reason, the authors of Monopoly Capital have been,
compelled to borrow most of their tools from economic orthodoxy."
The fact that Harxists have been resourceful enough to adopt such
procedures suggests that it might be equally rewarding for the orthodox
economist to integrate some of the Marxists tools in his analyses.

VI

CONCLUSION

In this study
have tried to sugnest the need for and reevaluation
of the structure of economics as the basis for revising the economics
curriculum.
I

In designing curriculum, the teacher should be guided by student needs
and abilities; students learn things which will serve them in the future.
_There is in economic instruction, however, the danger that choices of what
students are required to learn "depend not on the relevance of the sqject
matter but on the existence of an intellectually preoccuping theory."
To
the extent that this is true, there is certainly a task ahead fOr the teaching economist. Hopefully, this paper offers some insights as to the direction that work could take, and how to go about reconstructing the curriculum.
1

James O'Connor, Reprint (San Jose State Library), "Monopoly Capital",
p. 38.
2

Galbraith, op. cit., p. 46.
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A CRITIQUE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE STANDARD PRINCIPLES COURSE
AND SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE
by

Carolyn Ahern

1

INTRODUCTION

in contemporary U.S.- society the line can no longer be drawn beTween
economic and political problems. However, in the theories economists introduce in the elementary principles courses they seek to explain the efficient
operation of a market system, operating more or less "automatically" accordThe relevance of these theories and their
ing to special laws of its own.
applicability must now be guestioped, for they pertain mainly to the days
when the economic functions of the state were minimal and the market system
Today most economic problems involve some form of
was in essence "free."
state action and affect the distribution of income, monopoly rights and
property values, efts., all of which create political problems.
Several years
ago, K.W. Rothschild wrote, "the separation of the economic from the political
must necessarily result in an incomplete picture, which will not suffice for
giving us a reasonable explanation of oligopoly price." (Economic Journal,
September,' 1947, p. 317)

Political considerations and the power of vested interests affect
inflationary and deflationary policies--aggregate growth and stability- questions of wage and price movements, of shifts in productivity and in the
other distributive sharesin national income. They are also crucial for predictinp the .feasibility and effects of government policies. Such policies
today cannot be regarded in the abstract and as distinct from the particular
interests which initiate them, and in turn, whose ends they serve.
In fact,
economic theory should be seen as an adjunct to the formulation of economic
policy.
To understand the economy, the student should understand who controls
it and for what ends, and then see how the people with this control can be
made accountable to the rest of the people.
The purpose of this paper is to show why there. must be a change in
the content of introductory principles texts such as Samuelson, McConnell and
Lipsey and Steiner to describe more accurately the basic characteristics of
To me tnc most important characteristic of our economy is
U.S. capitalism.
the economic and political dominance of large corporations and government
agencies, the development of what Galbraith calls the New Industrial State
in which market competitive forces have given way to corporate and government
planninn and where there is a growing dependance of private corporations on
state stabilization and growth policies. Accepting this point of view about
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our economy has important implications for economics instruction for, if there
is a New industrial State, then it makes sense to design the principles
course as an introductory study of it.
will present arguments and empirical evidence to justify this switch
in emphasis and reorganization of the principles courses. The remaining
sections present evidence about the extent of corporate dominance of the
economy and then analyze the effects of this dominance, Showing the need
for at least three kinds of alterations in the "principles of economics":
I

(I) To the extent that the economy is dominated by the actions of
large corporations, the nature of competition changes.
This
requires a change in emphasis and, to some extent, a new microeconomic analysis. Certainly
students should study corporate
behavior and the nature of current industry organization.
(2)

If U.S. capitalism is increasingly operating in international
markets and the corporations are increasingly international
economic and financial organizations, then it is essential to
study the system in its entirety. This means a mere careful
integration of international trade and development into a study
of the U.S. economy and more emphasis on the effects of institutional structure on growth and development.

(3) To the extent that corporations are increasingly dependent on
government stabilization and growth policies and government
action to promote steady corporate growth, it is essential to
expand macroeconomic analysis to include government as endogenous to the system.
Furthermore, students should see that
the macro problems of growth and stability are related to the
microeconomic structure of the society.
They should see macroeconomics as an aggregate view of microeconomics.
in addition,
this approach would require an expanded analysis of the determinants of consumption, investment and government demand.
The final section of the paper sketches out a possible revision in the
principles course organization
Throughout this paper my analysis reflects my own conception of the
economics discipline as it has developed in this country, as a tool used
to comprehend our economic system in order to improve and perfect it. That
is,
see the economics discipline as part of the culture it describes.
This explains why U.S. economics in oeneral does not try to criticize or
question seriously the value system embodied in our present form of capitalism.
Rather, the economics profession accepts the system and is oriented
towards bringing about the achievement of noels devised by the people who
control the system.
I

It follows then that principles texts, as introductions to the discipline, do not question the value of our economic system.
The authors take
the system and its values as given and deserfte them sympathetically and
enthusiastically.
do not quarrel with this tendency; the textbookS should
I
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reflect the nature of the discipline. Nevertheless, the "principles"
should describe the system, and the course should change as the economic
system changes.
The tools the students learn should be appropriate for
analyzing the present institutional structure and the effects of this structure.
Furthermore, principles students should recognize that they are
acquiring useful tools--methods and organizing principles which will heighten
their understanding and ability to cope in tneir own society.

II THE EVIDENCE:

THE CENTRAL ri,PORTANCE OF LARGE
CORPORATIONS IN THE U.S. ECONOMY

The recognizable trend in the U.S. is the growing importance of huge
corporations. There has been a steady and continuous trend towards the
concentration and centralization of capital wnich has tremendous affects on
the structure of American society, and consecuently, on the teaching of
economics.
There are eleven to twelve million business enterprises in, the United
States, counting the smallest newstand and the largest corporation. But
there are two parts of the economy. First, there is that part dominated by
the few hundred technically dynamic, heavily capitalized, and highly organized corporations.
Secondly, there is the part which is composed of the
millions of small and traditional propreitorsrips.
(However, the smaller
firms are not only becoMing more and more dominated by the former, but
there is growing evidence that they have become incorporated into the big
business structure.)

The corporation is the basic planning unit in the economy and the scale
of operations of the largest (General !otors, Standard Oil of New Jersey,
For example, in 1965
and Ford Votor Co.) approximate those of government.
each of these had gross revenues which far exceeded those of any single
state (Galbraith, The New Industrial State, o.76 ).
According to Heilbroner, in The Limits of American Capitalism, a tiny
group of immense corporations constitutes a formidable economic strength within the economy. He notes that while much attention is given to the top 503
manufacturing corporations that this in fact obscures the concentration
within the concentrate.
In fact, the too 50 industrials receive an acgregate of sales as large as that of the bottom 450, and the profits of the top
ten companies are equal to almost half of those of the remaining 490. Listing industrial' companies according to the ownership of a billion dollars'
worth of assets or the sales of a billion dollars' worth of cioods or services,
this leaves roughly the top fifty industrial firms, the Top forty banks, tie
top twenty insurance companies, the top ten merchandisers, the to ten transportation companies, and the too twenty utilities - -150 companies in all.
Removal of these 150 supercorporations from Thq economy would effectively
(pace II)
destroy the American economy.
Evidence is readily available as to trio scale of the modern corporate
enterprise in the United States industrial system. Accordinc to 7,a1hraith,
16-1962-the 5 largest industrial-corporations in the U.S, with combined__
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assets in excess of $36 billion, possessed over 12% of all assets used in
manufacturing. The 50 largest corporations had over one third of all manii
facturing assets.
The 500 largest had well over two thirds. Corporations
-with assets In excess of $10,000,000, some 2,000 in all, accounted -for about
80% of all the recources used in manufacturing in the United States.
In
1964 four corporations accounted for an estimated 22% of all industrial
research and development expenditures.
Three hundred and eighty four corporations, employing 5,000 or more workers, accounted for 85% of these expenditures; 260,000 firms employing fewer than 1,000 accounted for only 7%.
(pages 74-5)
Another recognizable trend in the economy of the U.S. today is the
growing importance of the conglomerate corporation. "The giant corporations
increasingly become conglomerate corporations, operating in many branches
of industry; today's merger movement is the strongest in industrial history,
and the largest share of mergers are of the conglomerate type."
(James
O'Connor, The Situation At Present and What Is To Be Cone, p. 2)
Still another pattern shows up when we study the number of directorships
in corporations of every size held by the directors of the top 200 corporations.
A pattern of extensive interlockingdirectorshipsemerees, involving
a very large percentage of the top directors; The top 200 corporations exert
influence within innumerable smaller companies. According to Fortune (June,
1956), in 1955 these 200 top nonfinancial companies directly owned 43.0% of
the total assets of 435,000 nonfinancial corporations. This amounted to a
least 18.3% of the total national reproducible tangible assets of $891 billion.
Finally, United States capitalism in an international system, which, of
In the words of

course, is of both political and economic importance.
Business Week, (April 20, 1963)

"U.S. companies have found that their overseas earnings ere soaring and that their return on investment abroad has frecuently been
much higher than in the U.S. As earnings abroad began to rise,
profit margins from domestic operations started to shrink.
This
Is the combination that forced development of the multinational
company."
.

.

: The corporations have a direct interest in domestic aria foreign policy.
:)uotine
Time (December 29, 1967),
-

'One of the most significant developMents of the post -orld.Wer 11
world is the great leap by. U.S. cornorations into overseas markets"whether by direct investment in plant and equipment or by aceuisiIn makin2 that
Americarecompanies
tion of foreign cempanies.
have begun to reshape themselves into globarereanizations to.
which national boundarfeeeeand such narrow definitions as domes-

tic or foreignmean little."

(p. 56)
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III THE EFFECT OF THE NEW INDUSTRIAL STATE
ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS
'Microeconomics

A change in the size of business and relative market power means a shift
in emphasis in price theory, a revision of the empirical data used to describe
markets and industry organization and a change in attitude about what constitutes efficient-industry performance and a just allocation of resources.
In economics textbooks the corporation is not analyzed as differing
functional ly.from the individual proprietorship or partnership.
For instance,
formal economic theory has largely ignored changing assumptions to describe
huge management- controlled, financially independent corporations. The theory
continues to assume management by a profit-maximizing individual entrepreneur,
a focus which has occupied center stage in theories of the capitalist system
since before the time of Adam. Smith.
Or the theory assumes that corporation
management acts like an individual entrepreneur when modern corporation management represents a qualitative break away from the older form o'f individual
enterprise. Radically different types of behavior are to be expected from it.
For instance, in The Modern Corporation and Private Property, Berle and Means
have shown that the big corporation, if not more profit-oriented than the individual entreprenuer, is at any rate better equipped to pursue a policy of
profit maximization. Certainly the diverse opportunities for profit making
open to.huge corporations, whether they are selling in domestic or world markets,
and the size of operations make decision making in multi-national corporations
qualitatively different from that of the,small proprietor whose choices are
relatively limited.
Market conduct and performance in industries dominated by large firms can
hardly be described by purely competitive models. While we do not try to do
so, it would seem that in the principles course emphasis should be placed on
theoretical and empirical investigation of imperfect competition.
In oligopoly
and imperfectly competitive markets in general, there has been an abandonment
of price competiion, at least of the variety described in simple competitive
models, in favor of product competition--sales efforts and product and services
differentiation.
Today large companies are concerned with marketing and marketability, with expanding their market share and with finanaial management. The
multinational corporation is a financial, production and marketing enterprise
at the same time.
F'esearch and Development programs of large corporations are
closely related to the production of salable goods. To quote Robert Corfran,
The Price 9ystem,
in lieu of price competition olic000lists rely on.
com.
petition through advertising and other merchandising efforts, and competiton
through style changes and product improvement."
(p. 102)
.

The sales effort .used to. be a mere adjunct of production, helping the
manufacturer to dispose profitably of goods designed to satisfy recognized
consumer needs.
Today sales effort increasingly invades the firm dictatin?
what is to bp produced according to criteria laid down by the sales deiartment and its consultants in the adyertisino industry. Every giant corpora:ion
is devoting more and more attention and resources to the sales effort; whichis becoming increasingly important as a method of creatin7 new markets and
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expanding old ones. Nevertheless, instructionin economic theory at the principles level does not center attention on demand (and its stimulation)

Another serious weakness in economic instruction is that we do not study
capitalism as an international system.
The study of economics does not seem
to be focused on understanding the U.S. economic system in its entirety. U.S.
capitalism is not studied as a total capitalist system.
Instead we break
down the study into component parts--macro, micro, international trade, com-,
parative systems.
We focus on the analysis itself--the theories--rather than
on the society the theories are supposed to explain.
If we were to focus on
understanding the U.S. economy we would have to study the effects of our
market structure on our total economy and on the economies of other countries.
Not only should students make a realistic investigation of domestic market
structure, conduct and performance; they should also study the operation of
U.S. firms in world markets.
There is ample evidence from many sources to indicate the growing importance of international operations of multinational corporations and the growth
in importance of the foreign sector in our economy. For example, in the
September, 1965 issue of the Survey of Current Business, it was reported that
between 1950 and 1964 earnings on foreign investment increased from 10% to
22% of all after-tax profits of domestic nonfinancial corporations.
(paae 28)
In a recent monograph Harry Magdoff reported that in manufacturing during a
recent ten-year period, domestic sales increased 50% while foreign sales
increased by over 110%.
(Economic Aspects of U.S. Imperialism, published by
the Monthly Review Press, 1966, page 12)
Students should be introduced to the implications of economic involvement
in foreign markets and the relation between economic and military actions.
They should be aware that the military expenditures at home and abroad serve
the special interests of the business community by (I) protecting present and
potential sources of raw materials, (2) safeguarding foreign markets and
foreign investments, (3) guaranteeing spheres of influence for U.S. business
for trade and investment privileges, (4) creating new foreign customers and
investment opportunities through foreign military and economic aid, and
(5) maintaining the world market structure.
The concentration of economic power, so much part of the domestic scene,
is even more evident in the field of forelan investment and in military spending.
According to Magdoff, of the 50 largest industrial concerns the follow
ing types of firms are heavily involved'in international economic operations
and the supply of military goods:
12 in oil, 5 in aviation, 3 in chemicals,
3 in steel, 3 in autos, 8 in electrical equipment end electronics, and 3 in
rubber.
These 37 companies account for over 90;; of the assets of the top 50
industrial firms.
(pane 20)
In a recent study by tho Joint Economic
Committee of Congress, it was reported that 5 firms receive one fourth of the
volume of military contracts, and 25 firms account for more than half of
these contracts and a large part of this business is distributed to other
businesses that supply these chief contractors.
(Background l''aterials on
Economic Aspects of lilitary Procurement and Supply:
I%4, Joint Economic
Committee of Congress, 4ashineton, D.C., 1964, o. II)
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In the principles course, the student should be made aware that the less
developed countries are integrated into world markets as suppliers of natural
resources and they snoulc study the effects of this form of specialization on
the economic development potential of these countries.
In addition, they
should study the benefits of this trade and investment arrangement to foreign
investors.
For instance, with respect to only one kind of financial drain,
data quoted by liandoff from the Department of Commerce sources show that
between 1950 and 1965, the income from direct investments transferred to the
U.S. were almost three times as much as the funds invested in the foreign
countries. This data is reproduced below in Table I.
Table

1

(Billion of Dollars)
Canada

Latin
America

$ 8.1

$ 6.

$ 3.8

5.5

5.9

11.3

.9

-s 7.5

Europe

Flow of direct investments
from USA
Income on this capital
transferred to USA

Net

+$ 2.6

+$

All other
Areas s

$ 5.2

9.1

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Balance of Pyments Statistical
Supplement, Revised Edition, Washington, D.C., 1963, quoted in Magdoff.

Macroeconomics
By focusing the principles course around the study. of American Capitalism and giving cnetrai attention to the study of corporate behavior and
performance, the necessity for studying macroeconomics becomes clear; thus,
With
it can be integrated into the larger study of the American economy.
this shift in emphasis to the nature of American capitalism, students should
see business and govern-lent economic policies and actions as inextricably
Federal monetary and fiscal policies become a necessary,
bound together.
adjunct to industry planning. Steady growth and a slight upwrd trend in
prices are the ideal business conditions, for they reduce or eliminate
uncertainty and therefore business risk, thus permitting giant businesses
to engage in long-range planning of their own growth.

Thus, today the state regulates total income available for the purchase
of goods and services, seeks to insure sufficient purchasing power for buying
back whatever the labor force nroduces, and Makes en effort to keep wages
In addition, it is necessary for the state to manage
from forcing up wages.
This is because there is no guarantee that saving will be
consumer demand.
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offset by spending. Thus further planning by th, state is necessary to
make sure that what is saved is invested, as a means of stabilizing the
economy, but alsO to promote economic growth. The state uses its power
over taxation and expenditure to provide the balance between saving and
its use, another function which cannot be served except through centralized
planning and action.

The major change in the content of macroeconomics necessitated by this
refocusing relate to the theory of the determinants of aggregate private
domestic Investment and of government spending.
First, aggregate government
demand for noods and services should be introduced into the analysis as an
endogenous variable, so that its determinants can be studied. Secondly and
related to this, .students should study the relation between private and public
investment demand--the trend toward socialization of. investment.
Third, there
should be a revision. in the traditional theory of the determinants of private
investment to place more emphasis on the effects on investment of forms of
financing- -the effect of the growing autonomy of large oorporations from the
money markets because of internal financing or dominance of the industrial
sector over financial institutions, and the effect of eovernment programs to
underwrite or insure against losses.
Fourth, we should study the extent tp
which corporate and government polices are effective in reducing investment
risk and the degree to which we can continue to justify profits as a return
for risk taking.
It seems
The Importance and Determinants of Government Spending.
totally untenable that the "G" component of GNP is not analyzed. According to Galbraith, "the services of federal, state and local governments
now account for between 1/5 and 1/4 of all economic acitivity." (page 2).

Although students learn that the private economy may not automatically,
generate sufficient investment outlets tc absorb the volume of savings
generated by full employment national income and that government spending
can be used to promote full employment, nevertheless, text authors only
analyze the volume of spending and taxation, not the composition or determinants of the "G' component. The direction of redistribution of income
and the effect on GNP resulting from government expenditures of 1/5 or 1/5 of
For instance, how important have
GNP is an important subject of study.
government budgets become as a source of income to iarge corporations?
If the government budgets have become instruments of planning, then
1n what way, if any do
an important theoretical question is raised.
corporate interests circumscribe the fiscal planning functions of government
agencies? Students should be aware of thP. alternative uses or state revenues
spending on
and the differential impact on the economy of each alternative:
social consumption, on real investment to increase productivity and on projects which encourape future private accumulation.

The government spending units make their investments to complement
For instance, the state, through
private investment, and private capital.
military and other technical procurement, underwrites the cornorations',
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largest capital commitments in the area of the.most advanced technology.
This large pubiic investment in technological developments reduces costs
and risks of technological development and aiso auarantees a market for
Industrial products. Although suitable justification, such as national
defense and the needs of national prestige, can readily be found, the
student should be aware of the implications of the growing 'socialization
of risk and subsidization of demand.

Again, another form of government spending is in public education.
Corporations today depend on the state for 'trained manpower (and how much
credulence can be aiven to the notion that with free higher education
society pays the cost, given the regressiveness of the tax structure) while
business gets the benefit. the trained, technical labor power, instead of
raw uneducated labor power.
There is increasingly the assumption of government rather than individual risk associated with the operation of the economic system. The state
underwrites business losses sustained during economic crises.
Direct lendirly,
indirect lending via intermediaries and loan insurance and guarantees
"socialize" business risk and crenate huae government liabilities.
Such.
Increases in state expenditures 'require that the tax base be enlarged via
capital accumulation and the growth of real income. State investments
must continue to be made with a close eye on the needs of private capital
because if these are made independently of interests and needs of private
capital, there will be a reduction in the rate of economic growth (and thus
the tax base and the possibility of financing future expenditures). Thus,
in the long-run the state policies and programs must encourage private
capital accumulation in order to generate the economic growth required to
raise the tax revenues necessary to finance these programs.
The Determinants of Aggregate Investment Demand. Traditional theories
of investment need to be revised to conform to existing conditions.
For
instance, there has been an increasing merger of banking and industrial capital.
The banks are being transformed into financial instruments of the
corporations.
Corporate capital thus indirectly establishes more.control
over small business, utilities, and other capital dependent on, or owned or
controlled by the banks."
(O'Connor, The Situation At Present).
In times
of prosperity, and more generally in periods of inflation, large corporations can accumulate financial reserves, which make them largely independent of banks and of monetary policy, and even of the capital market, and
permit the internal financing that has been such an important feature of
business finahcing since the second World War.
Another example, according to traditional investment theories'of the
competitive system, technological chanae necessarily brings about investment
and innovation. This theory may no longer. hold under 'oligopoly capitalism"
to the extent that innovations are introduced by, giant corporations which
do not act under the compulsion of competitive pressures but in accordance
with careful profit maximizina calculations.
In this case, no one, not even
the innovating firms themselves, can control the rate at which now technologies are generally adopted. On the other hand giant corporations will he
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guided not by the profitability of the new method considered in isolation,
but by the net effect of the investment on the overall profitability of
the firm. This means that there may be a slower rate of introduction of
innovations than under competition, particularly if corporations tend TO
Thus, under origopoly
use a long-time horizon'for investment plannino.
capitalism the rate at which new techniques supersede old techniques may be
slower than traditional economic theory would suggest.
Summary

The need exists to integrate micro and macro economics. This can be
done if we organize the principles of economics course around a study of
the U.S. economy, recognizing it as a form of advanced industrial capitalism.
Students should study the nature of important markets in the U.S. and
the affects of this industry structure on resource allocation. At the macro
level they study the growth of the economy as a wholethe study of the
aggregate movements in income, output and prices.
In this study, the
effects of market structure must be considered on the size and the composition of GNP.
There is a'great need for coordination of the parts--of micro and macro.
economics.
In much of today's corporate economy, both prices and wage
rates are administered.
Costs, prices, and demanc are, for all practical
purposes, controlled. The myth that this is not e planned economy must be
replaced with the realization that planninp is necessary for stability and

predictabilitywhich are necessary for the workings of industrial capitalism.
It should no longer be taken for granted that there is a sharp line
of demarcation between the .public and private spheres or the economy. There
Is need for coordination between business and povernment; in fact, one serves
and compliments the other. This should be the central theme of economic
analysis._

IV SUGGESTIONS FOR'REORGANIZING THE PRINCIPLES COURSE

General Nature of the Course
If our economy can be described as a form of capitalism, private ownership and oneraticin of the means of production, then the student should study
who owns; operates, and controls the means of production and the effects of
these actions in promoting public welfare.
Corporations are the key institutions to be studied.
Study should start
with and focus on the facts and theories about the current structure, so.
that the student will understand the economy as it is now.
in particular,
macro and micro economic problems should be integrated.
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Native Course Outline

Description of the United States Economy
A. Historical develrnment from competitive capitalism to oligopolistic capitalism
B.

Introduction to basic price theory, noting especially such things
as differences between output and price decisions under competitive, oligopolistic and monopolistic conditions (where MC and MR
curves intersect)

Analysis of Dominance of the Corporation in U.S. Society
A. Statistical description of industry organization and the dominance
in production of large corporations
B.

Influence of corporations in foreign policy-decision making

C. Dominance of corporations in formulating domestic government policy
1. The increasing socialization of investment and guaranteeing of
markets. Study why it is necessary for the government to follow
stabilization and growth policies. Study how this affects
societal values, etc. Here it can be seen that political and
economic questions and problems cannot be separated.
The theory,
if it is to explain or predict behavior, should analyze behavior
in the political economy.
Second Semester:

Take up micro and macro political issues.

A. Study income'distribution and poverty
B. National stabilization and growth policy, national income analysis.
A Study of the federal and large state budgets should be made
here--not only studying their aggregates, but their com osition by
categories.
C. The tax structure
D. Accounting procedures for measuring profits
E. Coordination of input and output markets by the decision making unit-the large corporation
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CONCLUDING RFNit;Fs!,S

t the end of the year students were asked to make a final statement of
personal opinions and recommendations about the principles courses by
ring the following question:
iven information on teaching praciices, the student population,
faculty and student attitudes, student critiques of course organization and content; list your major recommendations for change
in content, organization, and teaching strategies.
For each give
your rationale.
Three of these statements are reprinted below.

Pearce

The general purposes of the Economics IA-B course are, in my understand1) To give economics majors preparitory material for
the following:
er study in the field; 2) To give non-economics majors an overview of
ubject of economics; 3) To attract undeclared majors to the field of
mics.

The current course is an attempfto do.all three simultaneously and fails
The solution must be to establish separate courses for majors and
ch.
ajors.

Create Separate Introduction Courses for 4a'ors and
Recommendation:
Economics IA -3 should be.a course in preparation for further
ors.
in the ficId and should include the nature of scientific methodology in
ics (including the use of mathematics, statistics, and model-building),
reCtioal-application-of these-methods in-an atmosphere_aS free"as_possiIf this atmosphere could be estabfrom specifie economic value systems.
ed, it would prepare the student to wander the apparently inconsistent
through the diversity of economic minds that comprises the staff. of the
,

rtment.

The course of study should, be as tightly regimented as possible at the
rtment level, keeping in mind the diversity of the staff. One should be
to assume that the students upon completion of the IA -3 course haVe been
ugh specified learning experiences and meet certain requirements in perance capability. More specific details in regard to department expecta7
Of course material and student performance in the IA -3 course would help
etach the course from the individual prejudices and specialties of the
f.
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For non-economics majors and undecided students a seperate Introduction
to Economics course should be set up.
It should be an introduction to the
nature of an reason for economic study, an overview of the history of economic thought and systems, and an impartial study of comparative economic
systems; all as closely related to specific "real-world" situations as possible.
This overview would give non-economics :rajors the outline of the broad
field of economics they should have instead of a hard dose of miscellaneous
economic theory and a small dose of general economics. This overview also
would give the undecided student a general, and hcnefully more interesting
and informative, perspective of the field of Economics.
Rationale. The study on the 'student makeup of the present Economics
IA-B course indicates that any view of this course as attracting undecided
students to the field is ridiculous, as the majority are upper-division noneconomics majors.
This problem arises from the fact that Economics IA-B is
not only not required in the general education program, but is not made to
be an attractive alternate to any other social science. The following is an
exerpt from the General Education requirements at San Jose State:

SOCIAL SCIENCE

9 units, which must include American History, U.S. Constitution,
Requirements may be met by any of
and California Government.
the Plans listed:
Plan I:

Humanities Program

Plan 2:

History I7A and B, or 8A & B plus Political
Science
I

Plan 3:

History 170 (for upper division and Graduates only),
Political Scion= !, and Social Scicnce elective
from list below

Plan 4:

History 17IA & B plus Social Science elective (for
upper division ? transfer students only) see below

Additional Social SCience Courses
Economics IA & B, 100
Geography IA & B, 12I
History 4A & B, 90A, 900
105,.149A & B
Political Science 22, 150, 152
Sociology 70, 150A & B
Anthropology I, 2

I62A & B

Assuming that an entering lower division student who is undecided about
his major begins his investigation of areas of study by taking his general
education course renuiroments, he is almost certain not to take an economics
course.

if he is a declared major, but the oossibilitv exists for
interesting him in changing to Economics, this possibility is largely negated
In addition,

116
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General Education set-up, and other departmental course organizations.
llowing is a list of all requirements for economics courses outside of
jor and the teaching major and minor:
School of Applied Sciences and Arts
Home Economics (occupational)
Home Economics (spec. in Textiles &
Clothing in Business)
Industrial Arts (spec. in Ind. Design)
Business and industry
Journalism
Advertising

Econ IA required
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ
Econ

IB required
IA or 100 required.
IA-R required
IA-B required
IA required'

School of Business
All majors in Business

Econ IA -B required

School of Education

None required

School of Engineering
Industrial Technology (spec.
and Engineering)

in Business
Econ. IB required

School of Humanities and the Arts

Geography
History
Political Science
Sociology (spec. in Social Service)
School of Natural Science and Mathematics

1

IA required, )B optional
7IA-B required
IA -B required:

IA-Brequfted
None required

This list shows the limited areas in which a student is required to be
ed to Economics.
In addition, since the student usually takes general
tion courses and lower division courses in his major field before he
other supplementary required courses, he usually puts off Economics IA -B
his upper-division work when he can no loneer change his major easily.
seems to be substantiated by the study of the stuoents taking Economics
done by the Seminar.

The only way of rectifying this seemingly hopeless situation is to organa -new non-economics major introductory course and attempt to place it as
qual alternate to other
crilirPtiOn options, and to attempt to sell
o other departments as a lower-division reouirement for majors..
The teachRecommendation, Create Faculty Course Improvement Seminars.
stratepies,are, from my understandinn of the study on teaching attitudes
practices, extremely varied.
In addition the study also 'indicated oisancies between the stated objectives of the professors and their actual
ods of instruction. Both of these variations can probably be explained in
by the professors' lack of interest in and lack of education in the field
ducation.
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The first stepin attempting to correct this problem would be the circulation of the studies done by this Seminar among the staff. An attempt then
could be made to organize seminars of professors with the objective of stressing coordination in teaching methods and subject material for the IA-B course,
and coordinated experimentation in new teaching methods, including programmed
instruction.
realize that there will exist staff resistance to any regimentation of
the IA-B and proposed survey course, and to the introduction of more efficient
and productive teaching methods; but until it is possible for a student to
enroll in an Economics IA -B course with any professor and be assured of completing the course with'a level of education and performance consistent with
some prescribed objectives, the 1A-B Program is in need of improvement.
I

The attitude of some professors, that they have to impose their views
on the students in the IA-B classes, is detrimental to any student's further
objective study in the field of Economics. The Economics IA-B course is an
introduction to the field and should be treated as such and as objectively as
possible.

Richard Wade

My major recommendation for altering the principles classes is to offer
two classes, one class designed especially for non-majors and the other for
majors, minors, and Those wishing a more thorough knowledge of economics.
The class for majors, minors, etc., would basically be the same as that
now being taught in the principles classes, probably with a greater emphasis
on theory and economic tools of analysis.
The justification for this is that the economics department has an
obligation to majors and minors in economics to teach certain "organizers"
to enable the students to take upper division'courses.
This would, of course,
believe by restricting this
entail a greater emphasis on theory and tools.
class to majors, minors, etc., learning would he self-motivated and the class
would be able to progress in a more rapid and involved fashion.
I

of the students currently enrolled in the
One fact, approximately
principles' classes are economics majors, would indicate that this class
would not be justified; however, if we extend this class as a minor requirement, and also, if we do not completely restrict enrollment to majors and
feel, that participation would be
minors only, but to those interested,'
I

sufficient.

The non-major class would be structured around current social-economic
problems, more specifically dealing with the principles of economic policy.
would like
would like this class structured
As an approximation of how
to present Kenneth Roulding's Table of Contents from Principles of Economic
I

I

Policy.
e*
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What is economic policy?
Economic progress
Economic stability
Economic justice
Economic freedom
Means, ends, and the conflict of objectives
The principles of action applied to government
Fiscal policy
Monetary and financial policy
Income maintenance policy
Commercial policy and international economics
Government and business enterprise
Agricultural policy
Labor policy
The economics of war and peace
The world perspective:
communism and development
To Utopia--and beyond

strength of this kind of structure is that while we are not de
from the basic principles of economics, we structure the class
ubject matter that involves the student.
(That is, the student
hminary test showings) shows interest and the relevancy of topics
y and current problems.)
justification: Eighty -five percent (85%) of those taking economics
because it is required and therefore cannot be assumed to be motivated
the sometimes over - technical tools of analysis and the oftentimes
tracted theory.
This structure,
feel, will make the subject meterpalatable to the student.
I

1

the:student takes the non-major course and subsequently wishes to
economics, this problem could be circumvented easily by making
and 102 a prerequisite for many of the upper divisioh Classes.-

Scott
It has been suggested
tionale, a Statement of Present Conditions.
e present courses are not relevant in the opinion of the current
popuiation.
The reasons for this may be one of the following:
omics, as it is now taught, is designed for and understood by only
cially initiated; b) the student cannot see how knoWledge and cogniIf this is
Ms being developed can be applied in the real world.
hen the present content of the course seems to be contributing to the:
ation of economic illiteracy h the nation, because.students refrain
king additional courses in economics beyond the required courses,.
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The present organization of the course under the general framework of
positive economics does not appear responsive to the needs of the current
Students today are questioning not only authority in
student population.
general, but some question the basic tenents of our system of economic organization as well. Positive economics alone does not supply the rational
explanation of our system the students are looking for.
The academic world
must respond by attempting to supply more of the explanations of the system
from a normative viewpoint.

There appears to be some resistance to amovement away from the conventional lecture - textbook teaching strategy and towards innovation. Studies
this semester revealed how few instructors were familiar with innovations in
education (e.g. programmed instruction).

Recommendations:
(I)

It appears that economics can be made more relevant to the student
by:

(a) removing much of the esoteric material from the course;
(b) combining normative and positive economics and using it to
identify and explain the major economic problems and issues
of the system.

(2) From an examination of problems and issues,interest and awareness
might be stimulated.
Thus student interest in attempting to solve
the problem may motivate them to learn additicoal cognitive skills.
(3) Center the course on discussion of the general goals of the society
and how they may be in conflict:
(a) our present position both domestically and internationally;
(b) alternatives to the values and goals chosen by this society
and other societies;
(c) our ability to resoive conflict within the constraints of our
economic and political system.
(4) There should be greaterautonomy for the faculty to innovate.wher.e
possible.
This is a period of rapid change in education and instr06
tors-should be kept abreast of these changes.
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2. The Last Word
by Suzanne Wiggins

The students have spoken and
do not want to dull the edge of their
add this final page only to suggest the kinds of work which the
rtment might engage in at this point.
I

s.

I

Although the students have made an impressive contribution towards a
sion of the principles courses by providing essential data and making
resting suggestions about content and course orientation, outside of the
r by Thurlow Scott and scattered comments in other papers, there is
le discussion of teaching strategy.
Also, the students do not get very
rete in their recommendations. They do not say what specific economic
Ty, data, economic reasoning and research skills principles students
Id learn.
Furthermore, they do not say how much students should know or
well they should be able to perform. This is only right; there are quess'which department members should decide.
The students seem to be agreed
there should be specific, stated objectives laid out by the department,
these objectives be decided on the basis of what students need to know
how much they can reasonably be expected to learn.
Since the amount
ents can learn is tied to the methods used to help them learn, if the
rtment is to try to set up course behavioral objectives, even fairly
d ones, then we will also have to consider questions of teaching strategy.
These questions cannot be answered at once, but they can grow out of a
ears of experimentation and exploration of alternatives.
Given even the
ar students' luke warm interest in economic theory, particularly price
ry, this might be an interesting place to begin the inquiry. Why should
theory be part of the course? Why should any theory be part of the
Should students memorize the lectures or text proofs or should they
e?
something basic about model building and theory construction?
W:)?t is
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